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Chapter 1: Introduction
“The devil’s in the details” is a common saying about policy proposals. Perhaps we need
a similar saying about policy research, perhaps, “the devil’s in the caveats.” No simple list of
caveats can bridge the enormous gap in understanding between the specialists who conduct policy
research and the citizens and policymakers who are responsible for policy but often have
overblown expectations about what policy research can do.
Consider this headline from MIT Technology Review, December 2016, “In 2017, We Will
Find Out If a Basic Income Makes Sense.”i At the time, several countries were preparing to
conduct experiments on the Universal Basic Income (UBI)—a policy to put a floor under
everyone’s income. But none of the experiments had plans to release any findings at all in 2017
(nor did they). The more important inaccuracy of this article was that it reflected the common but
naïve belief that UBI experiments are capable of determining whether UBI “makes sense.” Social
science experiments can produce useful information, but they cannot answer the big questions that
most interest policymakers and voters, such as does UBI work or should we introduce it.
The limited contribution that social science experiments can make to big policy questions
like these would not be a problem if everyone understood it, but unfortunately, the article in MIT
Technology Review is no anomaly. It’s a good example of the misreporting on UBI and related
experiments that has gone on for decades.ii MIT Technology Review was founded at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1899. Its website promises “intelligent, lucid, and
authoritative … journalism … by a knowledgeable editorial staff, governed by a policy of accuracy
and independence.”iii Although the Review’s expertise is in technology rather than scientific
research, it is the kind of publication nonspecialists except can help them understand the limits and
usefulness of scientific research.
Policy discussion, policy research, and policymaking involve diverse groups of people with
widely differing backgrounds: citizens, journalists, academics, elected officials, and appointed
public servants (call these last two “policymakers”). Although some people fit more than one
group, the groups as a whole don’t have enough shared background knowledge to achieve mutual
understanding of what research implies about policy. Researchers often do not understand what
citizens and policymakers expect from research while citizens and policymakers often do not
understand the inherent difficulties of policy research or the difference between what research
shows and what they want to know.
Specialists usually include a list of caveats covering the limitations of their research, but
caveats are incapable of doing the work researchers often rely on them to do. A dense, dull, and
lengthy list of caveats cannot provide nonspecialists with a firm grasp of what research does and
does not imply about the policy at issue. Therefore, even the best scientific policy research can
leave nonspecialists with an oversimplified, or simply wrong, impression of its implications for
policy. People who do not understand the limits of experiments also cannot understand the value
that experiments do have.
Better written, longer, or clearer caveats won’t solve the problem either. The
communication problem coupled with the inherent limitations of social science experimentation
call for different approach to bridge the gap in understanding.
This book considers how these sorts of problems might affect future UBI experiments and
suggests ways way to avoid them. As later chapters explain, UBI has many complex economic,
political, social, and cultural effects that cannot be observed in any small-scale, controlled
experiment. Even the best UBI experiment makes only a small contribution to the body of
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knowledge on the issue. It addresses questions only partially and indirectly while leaving many
others unanswered.
Citizens and policymakers considering introducing UBI are understandably interested in
larger issues. They want answers to the big questions, such as does UBI work as intended; is it
cost-effective; should we introduce it on a national level? The gap between what an experiment
can show and the answers to these big questions is enormous. Within one field, specialist can often
achieve mutual understanding of this gap with no more than a simple list of caveats, many of which
can go without saying. Across different fields mutual understanding quickly gets more difficult,
and it becomes extremely difficult between groups as diverse as the people involved in the
discussion of UBI and UBI experiments.
The process that brought about the experiments in most countries is not likely to produce
research focused on bridging that gap in understanding. The demand for the current round of
experiments seems to be driven more by the desire to have a UBI experiment than by the desire to
learn anything specific about UBI from an experiment. An unfocused demand for a test puts
researchers in position to learn whatever an experiment can show whether or not it is closely
connected to what citizens and policymakers most want to know.
The vast majority of research specialists who conduct experiments are not fools or fakers.
They will look for evidence that makes a positive and useful contribution to the body of knowledge
about UBI. But the effort to translate that contribution into a better public understanding of the
body of evidence about UBI is far more difficult than often recognized. This communications
problem badly affected many past experiments and is in danger of happening again.
To understand the difficulty of the task, imagine a puzzle strewn out over the floor of a
large, dark, locked room. A map of the entire puzzle, assembled together, provides an answer to
the big questions—does it work, and should we implement it. An experiment shines a light through
a window, lighting up some of the puzzle pieces, so that researchers can attempt to map how they
might fit together. They can easily map the pieces near the window, but further away their view
gets dimmer, the accuracy of their map decreases, and in dark corners of the room, many pieces
remain unobservable.
Although scientists like to solve entire puzzles when possible, under normal circumstances,
they have to settle for something less ambitious. That’s why the basic goal of scientific research is
to increase the sum of knowledge available to the scientific community—even if that increase is
very small. In terms of the example, a research project can achieve the basic goal by mapping even
one new piece, even if the puzzle as a whole remains unsolved and the map is only readable to
other scientists.
As the MIT Review article illustrates, nonspecialists tend to expect something far more
definitive, as if a social science experiment had the same goal as a high school science test: to
determine whether the subject passes or fails. People often expect research to produce an estimate
of whether UBI works or whether the country should introduce it. In terms of the metaphor, they
expect researchers their best estimate of the solution to the entire puzzle.
If researchers present their findings in the normal way for social scientists, they present
something fundamentally different from what citizens and policymakers are looking for and
possibly expecting. The potential for misunderstanding is enormous when research reports say
something to the effect of here are the parts of the puzzle we were able to map to an audience
looking for something to the effect of here is our best estimate of the solution to the entire puzzle.
Caveats do not and cannot draw the necessary connection, which requires something more to the
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effect of here is how the parts we were able to map can be used toward a larger effort to find the
solution to the entire puzzle and how close or far we remain from it.
In research reports, caveats typically focus, not on the connection between the two goals,
but on trying to help people understand research on its own terms. In the analogy, caveats tend to
focus on the areas that experiments were able to map: how did they map this area; what does it
mean to map this area; how accurate is the map of this area, and so on. The relationship between
the areas mapped and the solution to the whole puzzle is often covered by one big caveat so
seemingly simple that it often goes unstated: the areas we mapped are far from a solution to the
entire puzzle. In other words, the information gathered about UBI in an experiment is far from a
definitive, overall evaluation of UBI as a policy. As obvious as that caveat might be to researchers,
it is not at all obvious to many nonspecialists.
Of course, nonspecialists know there are some caveats about the reliability of the
experiment, but if they overlook or misunderstand that one big caveat they will nevertheless
believe that researchers provide their best estimate of whether “Basic Income Makes Sense,”iv and
they will tend to look for that answer in any report on the study. If they get no help doing it, they
are likely to overestimate the political implications of the information that experiments find,
providing a great opportunity for spin and sensationalism by people willing to seize on small
findings that sound positive or negative as proof that the program has been proven to be a success
or a failure. Some of my previous work has argued that earlier UBI-related experiments have been
misunderstood and misused in these ways.v This book focuses mostly on how to avoid those
problems.
Although so far, I have only talked about difficulties related to the science involved, ethical
and moral issues complicate the issue even further. In terms of the analogy, this puzzle is a very
special kind: the pieces fit together in different ways depending on one’s moral values. In concrete
terms, if a policy is sustainable, achieves some goal, and has some side effects, reasonable people
can disagree about how good or bad those goals and side effects are and how we should evaluate
tradeoffs between them. Except in the rare case where research definitively proves a policy fails
to achieve its supporters’ goals, reasonable people can disagree whether the evidence indicates the
policy works and should be introduced or whether that same evidence indicates the policy does
not work and should be rejected. This problem greatly affects the UBI discussion because
supporters and opponents tend to take very different moral positions.
Many people, including many specialists, are less than fully aware of the extent to which
their beliefs on policy issues are driven by empirical evidence about a policy’s effects or by
controversial moral evaluation of those effects. For example, mainstream economic methodology
incorporates a money-based version of utilitarianism. Non-money-based utilitarianism was the
prevailing ethical framework when basic mainstream economic techniques were developed but it
lost prominence decades ago. Many articles in economics journals read as if the author is unaware
of the controversial moral judgments incorporated into that methodology.
Additionally, not everyone is honest about the extent to which their policy judgments are
driven by controversial moral judgments. Some will try to spin the results by hiding the extent to
which their evaluation of the evidence is driven by their moral position and portray it as the only
objective reality. Specialists are not above exaggerating the definitiveness of their research.
Into this ethical morass falls the dense and difficult research report of an experiment’s
findings with an often tedious and easily ignorable list of caveats about the research’s limitations
and usually a complete absence of discussion about the moral judgments needed to evaluate the
study’s implications for policy. Under such circumstances, social science experiments easily fall
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victim to misunderstanding, spin, sensationalism, and oversimplification. Perhaps we should
expect these problems to happen more often than not.
After all, it is easier to understand an oversimplification than genuine complexity.
Solutions to these problems are difficult and imperfect, but we have to try to address them,
if UBI experiments are going to achieve their goal.
I presume the overall goal of UBI experiments is (and should be) to enlighten public
discussion by increasing public understanding of evidence about UBI. I don’t think that this goal
is controversial or new. I believe it should be endorsed by virtually any UBI-related experiment
no matter what other goals it might have, such as the basic goal of scientific research (mentioned
above), working out technical issues that are important to policymakers, or in some cases,
politically promoting UBI. There is nothing inherently wrong with using a study—even a smallscale, less-rigorous study—to promote a policy, as long as the evidence is presented honestly and
aimed at improved understanding. And therefore, the need to keep the goal of enlightening
discussion through good communication and an orientation toward the most important issues is as
important to virtually all UBI studies.
Some past researchers (either conducting or writing about experiments) have failed to
appreciate how difficult it is to accomplish this goal, especially when they focus primarily on the
basic goal of scientific research. Increasing the amount of knowledge available to the scientific
community does not necessarily or easily translate into improve public understanding of that
evidence. The gap in background knowledge has to be addressed because it creates risks that less
politically oriented research does not have, including vulnerability to misunderstanding, spin,
misuse, sensationalism, or oversimplification.
Perhaps the main message of this book is that UBI experiments seldom if ever succeed in
enlightening public discussion merely by trying to get nonspecialists to understand experimental
findings on their own terms. It’s not enough to explain what the experimental group is, what a
control group is, and what the differences were between the two groups in the study. It’s not
enough to have a new and improved list of caveats about experimental limitations.
Experimental findings should not be presented as a stand-alone piece of research but as a
small part of a larger effort to use all available evidence to answer the big questions about UBI
and to explain the extent to which the big questions remain unanswered. Researchers have to
attempt to find the information that will be of most value to the public discussion, and someone—
not necessarily the researchers conducting the study—has to attempt the difficult task of
communicating those results in a way that people involved in the public discussion of the issue
will understand. The difficulty of these tasks is at least half of what the book is about.
This book discusses the difficulty of conducting UBI experiments and communicating their
results given both the inherent limits of experimental techniques and the many barriers that make
it difficult for researchers, journalists, policymakers, citizens, and anyone else interested in UBI
or UBI experiments to understand each other. The book’s goals are to improve both the
experiments and public understanding of them.
With the experiments’ goal of enlightening public discussion in mind, this book asks two
distinct but closely related questions: 1. How do you do a good experiment given the difficulties
involved? 2. How can citizens, policymakers, researchers, journalists, and others interested in UBI
and UBI experiments communicate in ways that lead to better public understanding of the
experiments’ implications for the public discussion of UBI? I am less interested in the question of
whether we should have experiments, taking it for granted that they are happening, but that
question will come up.
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This project is an applied examination of a family of problems specific to UBI experiments
with no claim that these problems are necessarily unique to UBI experiments. Many such
difficulties apply to all social science experiments, and some apply to all policy-related research.vi
To the best of my knowledge, this book is the first to focus entirely on applying this kind of analysis
to UBI experiments, but it does not explore whether the kinds of problems discussed for UBI
experiments are as bad or worse than problems involved in other social science experiments.
This book is written for anyone interested in UBI experiments and UBI as a policy—that
is, for researchers, journalists, policymakers, citizens, and people who are a little in one group and
a little in another. Dangers of misunderstanding exist between everyone involved; everyone
involved can help solve them; no single group can easily fix them on their own; and hopefully we
can all benefit from thinking through the problems this book examines.
Policymakers, journalists, and citizens who understand the place of experiments in the
political economy of the UBI discussion can better communicate their desire for experiments
relevant to that discussion. They will learn more from whatever experiments are conducted. And
they will be better prepared to counter spin and sensationalism.
Researchers who understand the place of experiments in the political economy of the UBI
discussion can communicate their results more effectively. But it’s not just about communication.
Researchers who understand and respect the public discussion can design better experiments.
Researchers conducting experiments cannot resolve all these communication issues on
their own. Although research specialists are professionals at communicating with other specialists,
the vast majority of them are amateurs at communicating with nonspecialists—and I am no
exception. Scientists are trained to conduct research and communicate it to other scientists, but
have no special training in the skills needed to bridge the communications gap between them and
nonspecialists. Very often specialists don’t know what evidence would be most valuable to citizens
or policymakers or how best to help citizens and policymakers understand the value of the evidence
researchers are able to find.
The ultimate responsibility rests more with the policymakers and donors commissioning
experiments than with the researchers conducting experiments. They—or whoever they put in
charge of hiring researchers to conduct experiments—are the ones with the most power to make
sure the communications gaps are addressed.
With experiments getting underway and findings about to come out, it’s important to
consider lessons in how to improve the chances that experiments will successfully enlighten the
public discussion of UBI. As the book argues, past UBI-related experiments—despite almost
always being good science—have a mixed record at increasing the understanding of evidence
among nonspecialists. Some succeeded and some failed.
The primary goal of a UBI experiment, might simply be to examine a few narrow technical
issues that are of particular interest to policymakers commissioning the study or to the research
community. There is nothing wrong with the desire to make some goal like this the main focus of
a project. But they ignore the public role of UBI experiments at their peril. UBI experiments are
too closely tied to the political process and their results are too easily misunderstood for researchers
to ignore experiments’ role in the political economy of the UBI discussion without risking misuse
and misunderstanding.
Although UBI experiments are scientific endeavors, they are both an outcome of and an
input into the political process. The current experiments are—directly or indirectly—a response to
the growth of the UBI movement. It is no coincidence that UBI-related experiments have taken
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place in two intervals (1968-80 and 2008-the present) corresponding with waves of support for
UBI and related policies.vii
These enormous undertakings require great political support to come about. Social science
experiments are usually too big to be funded by an everyday grant from a science foundation. The
1970s experiments were commissioned by acts of national legislatures that were seriously
considering the policy. The same is true for the new government-funded experiments, such as those
in Finland and Canada. Experiments in Namibia, India, Kenya, and two in the United States are
all led or funded by private organizations with a strong interest in the UBI debate, although
sometimes a mix of private and public institutional funding has been involved.
Whether researchers like it or not, people on all sides of the UBI discussion all over the
world will look to UBI experiments for information about UBI and sometimes for ammunition to
use in debate. The experiments will affect the public discussion of UBI. People will seize on
findings and say it implies X about whether UBI works or whether we should introduce it. The
data will be used this way. The question is whether it will be understood and used appropriately
or misunderstood and abused.
To achieve the goal of enlightening discussion, people commissioning and conducting
experiments need to know the local discussion well, but they also need to avoid overconfidence in
their belief about how well they know it. Journalists and opinion writers who have platforms to
write about UBI are not necessarily experts on the UBI discussion. Major media outlets do not
contain most of or even the most important parts of that discussion. People commissioning and
conducting experiments should not be tempted to believe that no one in the local discussion is
interested in the big questions that haven’t been explicitly stressed by prominent writers and
speakers involved in the discussion. Ignoring the obvious and rational desire for anyone
considering a public policy question to have answers to the big questions about it creates an
opportunity for a demagogue to use that lack of information to spin the experiment’s findings to
their advantage.
The limitations of UBI experiments, discussed throughout this book, might inspire some
people to reject experiments altogether. This is not my message; the message instead is how best
to conduct a UBI experiment and communicate its results once the decision to conduct an
experiment is made. Experiments are happening; let’s make them as good as possible.
The nature of this book requires me to say a little something about my perspective. I am an
academic researcher. I have PhDs in economics and political theory, but my job title is associate
professor of philosophy. I’ve supported UBI and related policies since 1980. I started writing about
it in 1996 and publishing on it in 1999. I’m convinced by existing evidence that the advantages of
UBI are so much greater than the disadvantages that most nations should introduce some form of
it as soon as possible.
I also believe strongly in honest argument and evidence-based reasoning. Thus, I’m a
committed supporter who tries also to be a dispassionate researcher. I have good knowledge of the
topic, but I’m vulnerable to confirmation bias. Also, I might not always know whether I’m framing
things in the most accurate way or in a way that spins them toward my existing beliefs. I’ll try to
take that into account as I write, and you should too as you read. I believe this book will be equally
useful to people on all sides of the public discussion of UBI, if readers look skeptically at my
argument and evidence.
Although I bring a wide interdisciplinary perspective to this project (having written about
UBI as a philosopher, an economist, a political theorist, an applied public policy researcher, and
an amateur journalist), my experience is still far narrower than would be ideal for the effort at
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hand. I don’t believe anyone could claim expertise in all the fields relevant to this book. UBI
experiments cross all of the social sciences, many health sciences, as well as some technical fields
like statistics, mathematics, and computer programing. To understand the political economy of the
public discussion of UBI experiments, one would need practical experience across numerous
countries in activism, journalism, science communication, grass-roots organizing, political
campaigns, and high-level public decision making. And so, this book will necessarily delve into
some topics that are beyond my expertise.
The book makes many specific recommendations, including strategies for conducting an
effective test and for combatting spin and misunderstanding. Perhaps the best way to sum up my
perspective is the following recommendation. Treat experiment(s) as a small part of the effort
to answer the questions necessary to evaluated UBI as a policy proposal. This recommendation
does not mean that experiments must be conducted in conjunction with many other research efforts
to answer all these questions. It means that experiments in isolation cannot be interpreted as saying
very much at all about UBI as a policy. The true value of an experiment is making a small
contribution to this larger effort. For nonspecialists to understand this: additional evidence has to
be discussed, and the limits of experimental methods (and the overall effort to research a policy
prior to implementation) have to be stressed.
In addition to many more specific suggestions, the book stresses four broad strategies to
help experiments enlighten the discussion of UBI.
1. Work back and forth from the public discussion to the experiment. Anyone
commissioning, conducting, or writing about experiments should respect the national or
regional discussion of UBI. Find out what they can about what people most want to know.
Design a study to oriented as much as possible toward the questions that are important to
the local discussion with careful attention to the extent to which experiment can and cannot
contribute to our understanding of those issues. All reports about experimental findings
should relate the information to the big questions that are important to the local discussion.
This strategy involves bringing in nonexperimental data and calling attention to the
remaining, but it is necessary to help people appreciate the contribution an experiment can
make.
2. Focus on the effects rather than the side effects of UBI. Research projects have a way
of focusing attention on the things they can measure at the expense of more difficult
questions that might be more important to the policy issue at hand. For example, past
experiments have often focused on quantifiable self-effects, such as labor effort and cost
at the expense of more important but less quantifiable issues, such as whether UBI has the
positive effects on people’s wellbeing supporters predict.
3. Focus on the bottom line. Although the public discussion varies enormously over time
and place, the desire for an answer to the big questions is ubiquitous, and so I suggest
focusing on what I call the bottom line: an overall evaluation of UBI as a long-term,
national policy.viii Experiments alone cannot provide enough evidence to answer a bottomline question, but researchers can relate all of their findings to it. Virtually all UBI research
has some relevance to the bottom line, but citizens and policymakers often need a great
deal of help understanding that relevance meaningfully. Even the best journalists are not
always able to provide that help.
4. Address the ethical controversy. Researchers cannot resolve the controversy over the
ethical evaluation of UBI, nor should they try. But they do the public a disservice by
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ignoring it. They can better head off spin by recognizing the controversy and explaining
what the findings mean to people who hold different ethical positions that are common
locally and perhaps internationally as well.
I wish I could say this strategy fully resolves the problem, but that isn’t possible. A social
science experiment is a very limited tool, and its implications are inherently difficult to understand.
The effort to treat experiments as a small and incomplete part of a wider effort to answer all the
important empirical issues about UBI will help but won’t eliminate misunderstanding.
There will always be gaps in understanding between the people involved in the discussion
of such a complex issue and such complex evidence. If a nonspecialist learns everything a
specialist knows, they become a specialist. But experimentation and communication can always
be improved. I hope this research project makes a small contribution to that effort.
This book is organized in 19 chapters beginning with this introduction.
Chapter 2 defines and explains the workings of UBI and its more easily testable cousin, the
Negative Income Tax (NIT).
Chapter 3 discusses some necessary definitions and the pros and cons of the available
testing techniques: randomized controlled trials (RCTs), saturation studies, and combinations of
the two.
Chapter 4 discusses several general problems that virtually any UBI experiment will have
to deal with: community effects, long-term effects, the Hawthorne effect, the streetlight effect, and
the difficulty of separating the effects of the size and type of program being studied.
Chapter 5 discusses one big difficulty: the practical impossibility of testing UBI under most
circumstances and the problems created by using NIT as an approximation of UBI.
Chapter 6 discusses the five NIT experiments conducted in the 1970s in the United States
and Canada, summarizes their findings, and shows how badly they were misunderstood at the time.
It argues that although the experiments succeeded in the scientific goal of obtaining useful data,
they badly failed in the goal of enlightening public discussion.
Chapter 7 discusses more recent findings from two experiments conducted in the late 2000s
and early 2010s and from newly released data from one of the 1970s experiments, showing how
these findings had a more positive impact on public understanding of UBI.
Chapter 8 briefly discusses some of the now ongoing UBI experiments, proposed UBI
experiments, and experiments in policies similar to UBI. The book references these experiments
only rarely, because its goal is not to analyze or criticize them, but to offer some useful analysis to
the people commissioning, designing, conducting, reporting on, and reading about them.
Chapter 9 discusses the surprisingly complex political economy of the decision process
that brings about UBI experiments in response to a movement more interested in the immediate
introduction of UBI. It shows that experiments’ vulnerability to misunderstanding and misuse
make them a risky strategy for the UBI movement.
Chapter 10 examines why the results of experiments are so easily misunderstood, and
therefore, vulnerable to misuse. These problems happen because of the inherent complexity of the
material and the differences in background knowledge of the people involved.
Chapter 11 explains why UBI experiments cannot resolve the public disagreement about
UBI. It argues that experiments can only make a small contribution to the large body of available
evidence. The discussion turns less on remaining unknowns about UBI’s effects than on the ethical
desirability of UBI’s known effects.
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Chapter 12 begins the effort to work backward from the claims important to the public
discussion of UBI to the claims experiments are able to examine. It suggests that UBI experiments
should relate all findings to the bottom line, the overall cost-effectiveness of a fully implemented
national UBI. An issue-specific bottom line for any variable of interest should also be considered.
Chapter 13 proposes a list of important empirical claims made by supporters and opponents
of UBI in an effort to identify what empirical questions are important to the public discussion of
UBI.
Chapter 14 identifies several empirical claims that should not be ignored but that cannot
be tested on an experimental scale. Evidence about these claims will have to come from other
sources, which will have to be combined with experimental evidence to connect it to the bottom
line.
Chapter 15 identifies several claims that cannot be tested on an experimental scale but
cannot be left out of the discussion of UBI’s bottom line. It offers suggestions about how to treat
them.
Chapter 16 discusses claims that can be examined by UBI tests but shows that each of them
can only be tested partially, indirectly, and/or inconclusively. It discusses the implications these
limitations have for conducting a study and communicating its results.
Chapter 17 discusses possible ways to test UBI in light of these issues, working down from
the dream test that solves all testing problems to tests that might be possible within the
experiment’s budget.
Chapter 18 considers whether it is after-all worthwhile to have a UBI experiment, given all
the difficulties tests have in addressing the most important issues in the public discussion.
Chapter 19 concludes with a discussion of how to work forward from the experimental
results to the public discussion in ways that overcome communication barriers and reduce the
problems associated with them. It argues that it is not enough to communicate the findings of
experiments on their own terms, but results have to be presented with an understanding of the role
they play in the political economy of the UBI discussion.

Chapter 2: Universal Basic Income and its more testable sibling, the
Negative Income Tax
UBI is commonly defined as a periodic, cash income paid individually to all members of a
political community without means test or work requirement.ix UBI is also commonly understood
to be regular, stable in size, and lifelong, although it might be lower for children or higher for
people of retirement age. This definition probably reflects the most common usage of the term, but
UBI is a contested concept that is used differently in different political contexts and by different
people in the same context.
Under this definition, every citizen of a nation (or every legal resident of a region) receives
a regular income from the government (or some other authority) regardless of whether they have
any other income, wealth, potential for employment, and so on.
Many of the claimed benefits of UBI depend on it being high enough to live on or even
enough to live in dignity and social inclusive. If we want to test those claims, we need to test that
level of UBI. Experiments have tended to focus on some conception of “enough,” but not always
one that all UBI supporters would agree is adequate.
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Some people subtract the criteria that UBI is paid individually and without a means test.
That is, a grant paid to a household and phased out as income rises. Negative Income Tax (NIT)
is the more common name for a program that lacks those two criteria but otherwise guarantees a
basic level of income. The second characteristic (that it is paid at the household level) follows from
the first because most households pool their income and pay taxes as a unit.
Not everyone recognizes the distinction between NIT and UBI. For example, in Canada,
the terms “basic income” and NIT are often used equivalently and the NIT version under the name
“basic income” currently dominates the discussion among policymakers, although that
terminology is controversial among Canadian supporters.
The NIT is important to any discussion of UBI experiments because—as later chapters
show—the differences between NIT and UBI make NIT more easily testable in an experiment.
That’s all there is to UBI in the definitional sense, but it has an additional inherent feature
necessary for its operation: UBI has to be financed with taxes or it will cause rampant inflation.
Conceivably UBI could be financed by some enormous jointly-own asset, but in most political
contexts such an asset could not be created without introducing new taxes, and so this book focuses
on the tax-financed model.
Any UBI system is defined by two essential parameters: the “grant” or “guarantee” level,
which is simply the size of the UBI, and the “marginal tax rate” or “take-back rate,” which is the
rate at which taxes gradually become larger than the UBI. Any tax could be used to support UBI.
Popular options include income tax, wealth tax, sales tax, and resource tax (i.e. taxes on the rental
value of privately owned natural or socially created resources such as land, the broadcast spectrum,
and the banking system). Given the need to finance UBI (or face rampant inflation), the actual
financial benefit any individual gets from the UBI system is its net benefit—the difference between
what one receives in UBI and what one pays in taxes.
The income-tax-financed UBI is not necessarily the most popular version of the program,
but it simplifies the mathematics and is, therefore, popular with researchers conducting
experiments.
NIT is similar enough to an income-tax-financed UBI that the same mathematical formulas
can be used to show the net benefit of both. (I’ll spare you the math.) The difference is that under
UBI, the grant stays the same as taxes increase while under NIT, taxes remain zero as the grant
(i.e. the “negative tax”) is gradually reduced to zero—at the breakeven point—and only then are
taxes (i.e. “positive taxes”) introduced.
For example, for a $12,000 UBI or NIT with a marginal tax rate of 50%, an individual
making no private income receives a net income of $12,000. An individual making $12,000
receiving a net income of $18,000, and an individual with a net income at the “break-even point”
of $24,000 receives a net income of $24,000. Their UBI is equal to the taxes they pay on their
income.
Some people argue that NIT and UBI are effectively the same policy with insignificant
administrative differences. But others argue that the differences are important. Some differences
are purely administrative: the NIT saves the trouble of paying a UBI to net contributors and taking
it back from the same people in taxes, but the UBI saves the trouble of determining who is eligible
at a moment’s notice when someone suddenly loses their income. Presumably, people will have to
apply for an NIT and prove that their income has gone down before they receive it. This process
could be difficult for people in a sudden economic crisis, such as a divorce, the loss of a job, or
the failure of a business. No such issue exists with UBI. It would be directly deposited into one’s
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account regardless of whether taxes were also coming out of one’s paycheck. As an individual
grant UBI might make it harder for one spouse to dominate the family’s income.
Terms such as “Basic Income Guarantee” (BIG) and “Guaranteed Income” are sometimes
used generically as terms for both UBI or NIT. BIG ensures that everyone has a nonzero income
whether or not they have private income. Either form of BIG can be used to maintain the same
minimum guarantee level for people who have no other income.
The controversial question among supporters is whether the seemingly small
administrative differences between the two policies are significant enough that one model should
be preferred over another. This is a question that one would ideally want to address in a test, but
later chapters will show, tests usually have to focus on NIT.
Either form of BIG represents a fundamental break with the traditional social welfare
strategy. Although welfare systems vary greatly in their level of generosity, virtually all of them
require individuals to meet specific conditions to be eligible for the vast majority of their programs.
Potential recipients must prove they are disabled to be eligible for one kind of program; they must
prove they are unable to find a job to be eligible for another; injured to receive another; aged to
receive another; working to receive another; and so on. Some programs, such as most countries’
national health services, are universal and unconditional. BIG applies that unconditionality to large
cash benefits.
UBI or NIT could replace a substantial portion of the existing welfare system. Exactly how
many and which types of programs UBI could or should replace is a controversial question among
supporters. A substantial UBI could most obviously replace income support for people with an
ordinary level of need. It could not as easily replace additional income support for people with
special greater needs, in-kind support for people who need special services, infrastructure, or
public services (such as education and healthcare.)
UBI needs to be tested in isolation. If researchers expose test UBI and some other policy
(such as a new housing program) on the same people at the same time, their experiment won’t
reveal whether observed effects are attributable to UBI or to the other policy.

Chapter 3: Available testing techniques
After this chapter defines some relevant terms, it discusses the pros and cons of the
techniques available for testing UBI.
All empirical research (whether experimental or not) attempts to answer a question
appropriately called the research question. Often a large study, like a UBI experiment, will ask a
series of research questions. A question like, “what are UBI’s effects,” is too vague to be useful.
A UBI could have an infinite number of effects, some important and some trivial. Although
researchers would be happy to discover effects they were not looking for, you can’t find an effect
that you make no effort to measure.
Most research questions are formulated around hypothesis testing. That is, they test a claim
about a supposed relationship. For example, a lot of medical research tests the hypothesis that a
medical treatment is safe.
Empirical studies seldom conclusively verify or falsify a claim. They can only state
whether the evidence is consistent with or contradictory toward the claim, but this much is often
extremely useful.
Sometimes there is little doubt that a treatment has a particular effect, and the research
question becomes, “How large is that effect?” That sort of a research question is useful to examine,
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but to be a hypothesis test, it has to be paired with the claim that the effect is larger, smaller, or
equal to some amount. For example, in wealthy countries, past evidence indicates UBI will
correspond with a decline in the average time recipients spend in employment. The question is
how much it will decline. What size of a finding would be significant? Is it that the response is
greater than zero? If so, we don’t need a test. Is it that the response is greater than X%? If so,
among which group? Is it that it is large enough to make the program unsustainable? Or is it
something else entirely: perhaps the significance of this response is not in how large it is, but in
some qualitative measure of what people do with the reduced time they spend working? The
differences between these potential research questions create problems discussed in later chapters.
Two desirable attributes for estimates are that they are “accurate” and “unbiased.” An
accurate estimate is one that is likely to be close to the actual value. An “unbiased” estimate is one
that is just as likely to overestimate the actual value as it is to underestimate it. That is, it lacks
“statistical bias.” Statistical bias is very different from the bias in the sense of favorability to one
group over another.
Statistical bias cannot always be eliminated, and sometimes it has to be traded off against
accuracy. A slightly biased estimation technique could be preferable to an unbiased but less
accurate measure. For example, suppose you were estimating a person’s age. A biased technique
is likely to produce results anywhere from 1 year below to 2 years above their actual age. An
unbiased technique is likely to produce an estimate anywhere from 20 years below to 20 years
above their actual age. The accuracy of the biased technique almost certainly makes it more useful.
Bias causes great difficulty for empirical studies. Sometimes you don’t know whether a
technique is biased or not. Sometimes you know that it is likely to be biased, but you don’t know
which way. Sometimes you know that it is likely to be biased in a particular direction, but you
don’t know how much. All of these problems affect the testing of UBI.
One surprisingly controversial definitional issue is what to call the effort to try out UBI on
a small scale to learn something about it in advance of full implementation. In common English,
the words “test,” “trial,” “pilot,” and “experiment” all fit that definition, but some of them are also
used in more specific senses in technical settings.
“Experiment” is sometimes used to refer only to a “randomized controlled trial” (RCT): a
test designed to isolate the effects of the factors being studied by using randomization as a method
to control as much as possible for all other factors that might influence the relevant outcomes.
Researchers do so by randomly selecting two sufficiently large groups that differ as little as
possible from each other and from the wider population. They give the treatment to one group only
(the experimental group), and observe whether that group differs in relevant ways from the other
group (the control group). If the groups are sufficiently large and properly selected, the differences
between them—other than those caused by the treatment—will tend to cancel each other out. This
method is indispensable in many forms of medical research, and it can be useful in social science
as well. But as argued below, it is not always the best way to address questions at issue in the UBI
debate.
“Pilot” or “pilot project,” can be used as a broader alternative to “experiment,” but it carries
baggage as well. “Pilot project” sometimes implies that the test is conducted by an authority with
the power to fully implement the policy—at least if the pilot meets some criteria of success.
Sometimes it implies that a firm decision in favor of full implementation has already been made,
and the test is being used to determine how rather than whether to implement it.
Even the simple word “test” sometimes implies that the study involves some firm criteria
by which the policy will be judged to have passed or failed. Nonspecialists often expect such
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criteria from experiments of any kind. Social science experiments are usually conducted without
any criteria of success in mind in a context where success criteria are politically controversial
debates. Therefore, it’s best to fight the impression they have any such criteria.
The term, “trial” or “implementation trial,” has the fewest other connotations, and so I
occasionally use it for clarity, but it is also the least familiar of these terms.
I mostly use the term “experiment” in that broader sense defined in the first paragraph of
this chapter, despite how, as explained below, at least some specialists assert the common usage
is wrong.
What distinguishes an experiment, test, trial, or pilot in this broad sense from a nonexperiment is that an experiment is in place solely (or at least primarily) to learn something about
a potential policy. It is not (primarily) an attempt to implement the policy. In this sense, the NIT
experiments of the 1970s were experiments, but the Alaska Dividend and Cherokee per capita
payments (for example) are not.x Although these policies might provide a useful opportunity to
learn something about UBI, they are not put in place for that opportunity.
Once the decision is made to conduct an experiment, researchers have a choice of two
broad types of techniques or a combination of the two. The first, an RCT, is defined above. The
second, a “saturation study,” involves identifying two relevant communities, such as two small
towns, giving the treatment to everyone in one community and not to people in the other. Although
researchers might randomly choose which of the two sites will be the control and which the
experimental site, that level of randomness is not enough to control for other factors that might
make one site different from another. Although the communities could be selected to be as similar
to each other and to the wider population in as many observed ways as possible, they might differ
in important but unobserved ways.
Both RCTs and saturation studies are useful. RCTs are better at examining issues in which
most of the effects occur at the individual level. Though far from perfect, saturation studies are
better at examining issues in which many important effects occur at the community level. These
“community effects” are extremely important for UBI because its effects depend on the
interactions of people in markets and cultural settings (see discussion below).
Whether the trial is an RCT or a saturation study, the experimental and control groups each
need to be at least a few hundred (and preferably a few thousand people) to produce statistically
useful results. How large the sample has to be depends on “the law of large numbers,” a statistical
principle stating that as the number of observations increases in an unbiased sample, the probability
of the expected accuracy of that sample increases. The law of large numbers begins to kick in
between 20 and 30 observations, and for most purposes 50 observations is enough to provide a
high likelihood that the results should be highly accurate.
That makes UBI experiments sound affordable, but suppose you want results for men and
women. Now you need 100 observations. Suppose you need a statistically useful sample of
children, and people of various ethnic and religious groups. Now you need several hundred
observations. Suppose you want to observe the effects of UBI on unemployment or pregnancy.
Now you need well into the thousands, so that the number of people who become pregnant or
employed during the study is statistically significant. Although a UBI experiment with a few
hundred participants can produce useful results for some issues, most experiments usually try to
get funding for a sample well into the thousands to examine more issues.
In wealthier countries, a sample of a few thousand people receiving a meaningfully large
UBI is extremely expensive. But in less wealthy countries, where people live off extremely small
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incomes, much larger sample sizes are possible—perhaps into the tens of thousands. Thus, doing
different kinds of experiments in different places is extremely useful.
Once the experimental group is selected and begins receiving “the treatment,” researchers
observe how they behave in comparison to the control group. The central goal of any experiment
is to find a way to ensure differences between the two groups will be attributable as much as
possible to the treatment and to random fluctuations, which tend to cancel out in a large enough
sample. Hence the control in the experiment. Unfortunately, in social science, creating a trial that
is both controlled and representative of how the policy under investigation will work under full
implementation is extremely difficult.
Some researchers—labeled “Randomistas” by their critics—insist that only RCTs are truly
scientific or truly deserving of the term “experiment.”xi One reason to resist the Randomista use
of “experiment” is to avoid confusion caused by the belief that more technical definitions are the
“right” definitions. That is not how language works. Specialists do not own the language or any
terms within it. The most commonly used definition is the most acceptable definition. Specialists
who insist that technical definitions are the only right definitions risk confusing nonspecialists who
are most familiar with the common understanding of “experiment” and who are important
consumers of the findings of UBI experiments—or any policy-related experiment.
Another reason to resist the Randomista use of the word is that RCTs are not accurately
described as the only scientific form of experiment.xii RCTs make some valuable statistical
techniques available that aren’t available with saturation studies, and they make it possible to
control for unobserved factors that saturation studies cannot control for. But they do so by entirely
ignoring certain kinds of effects (discussed below). In other words, RCTs control for more things
but test fewer things. Therefore, researchers should be open to using both RCTs and saturation
studies as appropriate. Both techniques should be considered part of the social scientists’ toolkit
as long as researchers are careful to note the extent to which their results should be seen as tentative
or conclusive and the ways in which those results are likely to be biased.
Each technique has some advantages over the other in each of these respects, important
effects of UBI occur at both the individual and the community level. Individuals immediately react
to UBI in many important ways that are worth estimating, but they interact with other individuals
in markets, society, culture, and politics. All of these interactions generate important feedback
effects throughout the community. Existing theory and empirical evidence indicates that some
community effects might be as important or more important than the initial individual effects of
UBI. If researchers opt only for an RCT they must choose between ignoring feedback effects
entirely or supplementing their experimental data with information from other sources to simulate
feedback. Guy Standing argues that the Randomista attitude often leads to ignoring community
effects even on issues—such as UBI—where such effects are likely to be extremely important.xiii
Because both types of experiments have advantages and disadvantages, an ideal test would
fully combine saturation and RCT techniques by randomly selecting dozens of saturation sites for
both the control and experimental groups. For example, consider a test of whether a vaccine creates
“herd immunity,” which refers to the way a large number of individuals with immunity in a group
helps protect individuals without it. The individual immunity question can be answered by a simple
RCT with a few hundred or a few thousand individual subjects, but the herd immunity question
requires testing multiple herds. The effort becomes more difficult if we need to test how large or
isolated the herd must be to establish herd immunity. These questions might require dozens or
even hundreds of herds of varying sizes and levels of isolation to get statistically significant results.
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For herds of livestock, such a test might be affordable. For herds of humans, it is likely probably
unaffordable.
Researchers have conducted experiments with multiple saturation sites in India and Kenya
where poverty is extremely high and a UBI of a dollar a day or less is extremely significant to
recipients. The Kenyan study has the budget for a statistically significant number of saturation
sites, but each site is too small to capture all of the relevant community effects, many of which
probably occur at the national level.
Most likely, in wealthier countries, the techniques available will be limited to one RCT or
one saturation site, or at best one of each.

Chapter 4: Testing difficulties
This chapter discusses several difficulties that are likely to affect any UBI experiment and
possible ways of dealing with each one, including community effects, the Hawthorne effect, the
streetlight effect, and the difficulty of separating the effects of the size and type of policy being
studied.

1. Community effects
Community effects (defined above) will probably have a large impact on many if not most
of the responses to UBI. This section explains why these effects create enormous difficulties for
UBI experiments and makes some tentative suggestions about how to deal with them.
Community effects are easiest to grasp when they work in the same direction as individual
effects. For example, evidence indicates that inequality and the ghettoization of poverty exacerbate
problems like ill-health, crime, poor education, and so forth, and sometimes inequality makes these
problems worse even for the people who materially benefit from inequality.xiv If an individualized
RCT finds that UBI has a positive effect on childhood health at the individual level, we can imagine
that the effect will be even larger at the national level.
Community effects are more difficult to grasp when they (fully or partially) counteract
individual effects. In such cases, the national effect might be much smaller or even the reverse of
the more easily observable individual effects. For example, some obvious and important
community effects of UBI have to do with the feedback effects between workers and employers,
most particularly the labor demand response. Workers (at least in wealthier nations) are likely to
respond to UBI by working less. Employers are likely to respond to that action by offering better
wages and working conditions. Workers are likely to respond to better wages and working
conditions by working more, partially counteracting their initial drop in hours worked. Call that a
feedback loop. It involves the supply and demand for labor and for related goods. Many researchers
have criticized RCTs—and all field experiments—for their inability to examine general
equilibrium effects,xv which are important not just to wages, working conditions, and working
hours, but to all economic variables.
Culture, education, and other factors are likely to respond to those changes in the labor
market, and these factors could feedback to other labor market changes. That feedback loop now
has five potential steps. An RCT can measure only the first step in the six steps in that predicted
loop. A saturation study might capture some of the second and third steps, but only to the extent
that these effects occur at the local level. Therefore, an experiment will tell us very little about
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what we want to know about hours worked, wages, and the incomes of workers. All of these factors
will have an important effect on the cost of UBI.
Ideally, the extent to which feedback loops cause these effects is something we would like
to investigate in an experiment. To do so, we would need a prohibitively expensive version of the
herd-immunity test described in Chapter 3. Many the of relevant community effects will be
observable only at the national level, but a saturation study might pick up enough of them to be
useful.
Researchers with limited budgets have at least four options for dealing with community
effects. Each of them has a serious downside. First, conduct an RCT only and ignore community
effects entirely: concentrate on explaining the difference in behavior between the control and
experimental group without concern for (an accurate) national prediction. This option, clearly the
worst of the four, biases the results, sometimes in unpredictable ways, and even if the direction of
bias is predictable, the size of the bias seldom is.
Second, conduct an RCT only, leaving all the biases in place, but include caveats
explaining those biases. This option is likely to be popular with researchers, but it many
shortcomings. Specialists often have difficulty explaining caveats in ways nonspecialists can
understand in the time they have. Readers often ignore them because they are usually tedious and
difficult to understand. Caveats often get lost in the chain of communication connecting specialists
to citizens and policymakers. In practice, this second option might not be that different from the
first. The 1970s U.S. experiments attempted this option, but as Chapter 6 shows, the public
discussion proceeded with little or no recognition that unobservable community effects existed.
Third, conduct an RCT in combination with computer simulation analysis using theory and
data from other sources to estimate community effects. This option means the report on the
experimental findings will be driven less by those findings and more by the assumptions of that
simulation model. Hopefully, the assumptions of those simulation models will be drawn from very
good evidence, but evidence to the quality we want is seldom available.
Fourth, conduct a saturation study on at least one site (more if budget allows), combined
(if budget allows) with an individualized RCT at another site or across a wide geographical area.
Small, isolated communities are likely to have community effects more similar to those we can
expect at the national level. For example, if the saturation site is fairly isolated, local businesses
have to draw labor from potential employees who are all eligible for UBI rather than from nearby
neighborhoods that are not involved in the study. Unfortunately, labor markets, even in isolated
communities, are in many ways national and so even a saturation study is likely to be biased toward
underestimating employer response, but they are an improvement on RCTs, which are unable to
estimate employer responses at all. A saturation study won’t provide evidence about how similar
the community effects at the saturation site are to the community effects of a national program.
Additionally, individuals in smaller, more isolated communities might not be representative of the
people in larger, less isolated communities where the majority of the world’s population lives. This
imperfect representativeness will bias the study in unknown ways.

2. The Hawthorne effect
The “Hawthorne effect” is the problem of people changing their behavior when being
observed. People in an experiment know they’re being observed, and this knowledge might affect
their behavior in unpredictable ways, causing many different forms of bias. Perhaps seeking
approval of the observers, participants would behave in ways they think will make them look good
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or smart or successful to the observers. Perhaps instead they would show off, trying to be funny or
interesting or trying to cultivate some kind of image. Perhaps they would try to “help” the observer
by displaying what they think the observer wants to see. Perhaps they would try to “harm” the
observer by displaying the opposite of what they think the observer wants to see, possibly because
of some antagonistic feelings toward either the researcher or the research objective. Perhaps they
would be affected by the power of suggestion: knowing that the observer wants to know whether
they do X might unconsciously make them do X or make them avoid doing X more than they
normally would. These reactions might sound silly, but no one can claim to be completely free of
them. Hawthorne effects have been recognized for decades, but exactly how they are likely to
affect research remains a mystery,xvi making it very difficult to compensate for them. One strategy
is to observe people in an unobtrusive way for a long period of time in hopes that they gradually
stop paying attention to their observers, but this strategy’s success rate is hard to gage.
Hawthorne effects are likely to be a bigger problem for the new round of UBI experiments
than they were in the 1970s. Today, most people post about themselves on social media, and it will
be difficult to get them to avoid posting about a trial they are participating in. This visibility will
make it easier for the media to find them, and the more attention they receive for participating in
a study the greater the Hawthorne effect is likely to be.
Saturation studies are more vulnerable to the Hawthorne effect than RCTs. A saturation
site cannot be kept secret. Participants might have journalists, bloggers, activists, and long-lost
friends contacting them to ask what it’s like to be in the UBI saturation study. xvii How this increased
attention will affect their behavior is unknown. I hope the problem does not make it impossible to
do saturation studies in well-wired countries, but it might.

3. Long-term effects
Any experiment is going to be short-term compared to how long the actual policy is likely
to stay in place, and short-term effects often differ significantly from long-term effects. This
problem is intuitively easy to grasp for people with no special training, but its magnitude is so
great that it might create problems for understanding research. In most cases, the experimental
UBI will be in place for only 2-4 years, while an actual UBI will be in place permanently, and we
most want to understand its final, overall, long-term effects.
The effects of UBI on health, education, labor time, wages, working conditions, and so on
are likely to involve community effects that develop out of economic and cultural interactions
between people over a very long period. Experiments directly observe only the initial steps in that
long, complex chain of reactions. Although some long-term effects are likely (at least) to be in the
same direction as short-term effects, other long-term effects might partially or fully reverse the
short-term effects. Following up with participants 5, 10, or 20 years after a temporary study has
been completed is useful to see whether it has had lingering effects, but the lingering effects of a
temporary policy are very different from the long-term effects of a policy that continues in place
for 20 or more years. For example, some evidence indicates that the British laborforce took as long
as 70 or 80 years to react fully to the introduction of that nation’s pension system.xviii
Researchers can try running a longer-term experiment, but doing so increases the expense
and the time it takes to get results, and so most studies are very short-term. The SIME/DIME study
contained the longest-run observations so far. It was originally planned for six years. After about
three years, researchers obtained permission to extend the experiment to 20 years for a small subsample, but that effort was cancelled after nine years.xix That is, a small group was eligible for an
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NIT for nine years, about six of which they were led to believe they would receive the NIT for 20
years. Researchers did not find major differences between this group and the shorter-term sample,
but this RCT had no way to measure community effects, which are likely to be larger in the long
run. How differently a national UBI would affect people over the long term still remains
questionable. The best we can do is to extrapolate based on theory and data from other sources,
imposing yet more assumptions about things we would rather like to learn from an experiment.

4. The streetlight effect
Although the “streetlight effect” is easy to understand, it might be the most difficult
problem for experiments to avoid.
The streetlight effect gets its name from a joke in which a man loses his keys in a dark alley
but looks for them under a streetlight because, he explains, “the light is so much better here.” In
social science, the “streetlight effect” is research that focuses on questions that are easier to answer
but less important rather than on questions that are more important but harder to answer.
Few if any research techniques can examine all questions we have about a policy. Any
study using any one technique draw attention to the questions that technique is better able to
address and distracts attention from other, possibly more important questions.xx
A social science experiment is a tool to help evaluate a potential policy. What’s ultimately
important about an experiment is its ability to do that. But an experiment is also a very specific
tool that is much better at addressing some questions than others. Even the questions it can address,
it can address only partially and/or indirectly—thereby producing information that is substantively
different and possibly distracting from the most important information for the evaluation of that
policy.
Experiments will find useful evidence, but understanding its value requires remaining
focused on the big, evaluative questions and making the difficult, sometimes tenuous connection
between that evidence and the important questions.
But research reports, academic literature, and popular literature on past experiments have
overwhelmingly focused on the things experiments were best able to observe—differences
between the control and experimental groups—as if those differences were the most important
issues in evaluating UBI, or as if understanding those differences could be straightforwardly
extrapolated into an understanding of the probable effects of policy introduced on a national scale.
Researchers usually include caveats about those limitations, but a list of caveats falls far
short of a discussion of how the information found relates to the most important questions to ask
in evaluating the potential for national adoption of a UBI program.
The potential for the streetlight effect plays a large role when this book considers which
questions in the UBI discussion experiments can and cannot address.

5. The difficulty of separating the effects of the size from the effects of the type of
policy being studied
If implemented as most supporters envision, UBI involves both a large change in social
welfare strategy and a large increase in social welfare spending. If we want an experiment to help
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us understand how UBI differs from other strategies, we need to separate the effects of the size
from the effects of the type of program being studied.
Separating the effects of size and type is extremely difficult in a UBI experiment. The
experiments in the United States in the 1970s tested various sizes of NIT, but they only had one
control group, all the members of which were eligible for the welfare system existing at the time
(see Chapter 6). Thus, the effects of the larger NITs were compared to the effects of the existing
system and to smaller NITs, but not to equally generous versions of the existing system. This
method gave some information about how the effects of NIT differ by size and some idea about
how the effects of NIT differed from the effects of the existing system, but it could not determine
the extent to which the effects of the larger NITs had more to do with their being larger or more to
do with their being NITs rather than just a more generous version of the existing system.
Furthermore, most reports of results (including those summarized in Chapter 4) lumped
together the findings from various experimental groups with various grant levels and marginal tax
rates. This amalgamation not only made it difficult to separate the effects of size and type, but also
made it difficult to interpret just what size of UBI was being tested on average. What then do the
numbers say about the choice between introducing a generous UBI or using the same amount of
money to make the existing system more generous or to introduce some other strategy?
Unfortunately, it is difficult to extrapolate an answer from the experimental evidence. And that
question is far closer to what people most want to know than whether the control group behaves
differently from the experimental group. There are two ways to get the estimates closer to what
we really want to know.
The first option is to include several different control groups facing differently generous
versions of the existing system or whatever system UBI is being tested against. This might seem
easy, but to get a really good estimate of the different effects of size and type of spending, each
version of UBI would have to be paired with a different strategy of exactly the same size.
Unfortunately, for two so different strategies, it’s difficult to determine in advance what
size is the same. The cost of a public policy depends on overhead costs, take-up rate, and other
factors, most of which can’t be estimated in an experiment. Researchers can use data from other
sources to estimate what an equal-sized version of the existing system might be. Although any
estimate will be highly approximate, just having various sizes for the control groups will help tease
out the difference between size and type.
However, none of the NIT or UBI experiments conducted so far have used this technique,
and I don’t expect any of the currently-under-discussion experiments will either, for one simple
reason. It’s expensive. It roughly doubles the cost of the experiment. Researchers will have to give
out twice as many checks each week, and they will have to deal with the difficult administrative
challenge of determining how much each individual in the control group would be eligible for this
week if programs A, B, C, and D were X% more generous. They will have to somehow make up
the difference, which is probably difficult enough for cash benefits, and extremely difficult for inkind benefits such as public housing or Food Stamps.
The second option for examining the difference between size and type is to use theory and
data from elsewhere in computer simulations to estimate how the control group would have
responded to a more generous version of the existing system and use that as the baseline for
comparison or at least as a way to estimate what portions of each observed difference between the
control and experimental group are attributable to size or type. This method would also be highly
approximate, but nevertheless it is a potentially useful check on the simple comparison.
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I don’t know of any literature on past experiments that attempted to use this method. It was
not emphasized in the discussion of any NIT or UBI experiment completed so far. Instead most of
the literature reported the observed differences between the control group and the experimental
group, mentioning what the two groups were eligible for, and sometimes with no further
explanation at all, leaving it up to readers to understand that the results, therefore, involve some
amalgamation of the effects of size and type of plan being studied. The popular literature at the
time shows little or no awareness of this issue.
The two methods of accounting for it are expensive or difficult or not necessarily very
accurate or a mix of all three. Simply explaining the issue takes some effort and all it does is leave
readers with the possibly disappointing realization that the numbers are less meaningful than they
might initially have appeared to be.

Chapter 5: The practical impossibility of testing UBI
This chapter makes two arguments. First, in wealthy countries, it is effectively impossible
to test UBI in practice: an experiment either tests something else (usually NIT) instead of UBI or
it tests a UBI plus an influx of money that would not normally accompany UBI making the test
unrepresentative in other important ways. Second, at best a test examines half of the effects of UBI
or NIT because no test can include the effect of taxes on net contributors to the UBI program.
These problems don’t mean researchers should give up; experiments can test NIT as an
approximation of UBI and attempt to look at net recipients in isolation, but understanding and
accounting for the biases created by these substitutions is not easy.

1. Forces pushing tests toward NIT
Simulating UBI in a trial might deceptively seem simple: randomly select people and give
them a UBI. But the UBI grant is not all there is to a UBI program. It requires taxes, or it will
cause rampant inflation. Although everyone gets the UBI, the vast majority of people in wealthy
countries also pay at least some taxes. And, although the size of UBI is the same for everyone, the
net benefit individuals receive varies with the amount of taxes they pay. The net benefit is what
affects their available choices, not the nominal amount of the grant. And—except in the poorer
and more unequal countries—almost everyone can be expected to pay at least some taxes, so that
very few people will receive a net benefit equal to the full amount of the grant, and the average net
benefit might be much less than the full grant.
It is easy to give a UBI grant to a group of people. It is difficult to get the right net benefit
to each of them—at least not in the way a true UBI system gets the net benefit to people. This
difficulty arises because researchers can’t levy special taxes on participants in an experiment.
Researchers have at least three options for dealing with this problem.
The first option is to include in the study only people who would pay little or no taxes
under the UBI program being examined. The difference between this group’s gross and net benefit
from the UBI will be zero or negligible. This solution can work in less wealthy, more unequal
countries that have extreme inequality and a large number of very poor people who pay no taxes
now and would not need to start paying taxes to finance a significant UBI. The Namibian and
Indian experiments studied very impoverished villages where few if any of the residents would
pay any taxes at all under a full-fledged UBI system.
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However, in wealthy nations, very few people pay zero taxes now, and even fewer would
pay no (gross) taxes under most proposed UBI schemes. Under a reasonably affordable version of
UBI, people would probably have to start paying taxes from a very low income or even from the
first dollar of income,xxi so that their net benefit gradually declines as income rises at a rate that
will reach a reasonably affordable break-even point. The taxes don’t have to be income taxes, but
the tax has to fall partly on net recipients to ensure affordability. Under such a UBI scheme, most
people would enter the no-tax-paying group for no more than a few months at a time, and
researchers could not predict in advance who would be most likely to remain in that group longest
unless they focused on the disabled—which would defeat the purpose of testing unconditional
basic income. Therefore, UBI experiments in wealthy nations simply cannot focus on people for
whom the difference between gross and net benefit is zero or negligible.
The second option would be to ignore the difference between gross and net benefit even
though it is non-negligible. This option enormously exaggerates the effects of UBI. The typical
net beneficiary in a reasonably-affordable-but-adequate-sized UBI is likely to live in a household
that makes substantial private income and benefits by less than half the nominal amount of the
UBI, depending on many specific factors about the size and method of financing of the UBI. xxii
Ignoring this difference would render any observations of participants behavior almost
meaningless as a prediction of what they would do under an actual UBI system.
Furthermore, the rate at which participants’ net benefit decreases as they make more
money (or do other things that might increase their tax burden under various possible financing
regimes) is likely to have an important effect on their decision-making and behavior. It simply
can’t be ignored if the results of the test are going to be at all useful in estimating the effects of a
real UBI. Therefore, any reasonable UBI experiment has to focus on the net rather than gross
benefit, but as mentioned above, researchers can’t levy taxes.
The third option is to simulate new taxes by reducing participants’ grant as their income
goes up. But as chapter 3 mentioned, a grant that goes down as income goes up is not a UBI; it’s
an NIT.
An NIT scheme can create the same after-tax distribution of income as a UBI scheme that
happens to have the same marginal income tax rate, and so it is reasonable to say that NIT is a
good proxy for UBI in an experiment. But, as Chapter 2 explained, the NIT works differently in
some important ways. The practical effects of the differences between NIT and UBI are
controversial among people who study or advocate for various forms of BIG. We would ideally
like to test these differences in an experiment. Instead, experiments will have to assume that these
differences are small enough to use an NIT as an approximation of UBI.
Using NIT to approximate UBI forces the experiment to employ at least a partially incometax-financed UBI. From the 1960s to the 1990s, the U.S. BIG discussion was dominated by the
income-tax-financed version.xxiii But this version is no longer central to the discussion. Many
recent proposals focus on rent and resource taxes, banking reforms, wealth taxes, and so on as
methods of financing UBI. Many such taxes do not fall directly on net beneficiaries of UBI, but
might or might not be passed onto them through the market—once again the kind of thing we
would like to test in an experiment rather than to impose on an experiment by assumption.
However, the flat income tax in an experiment has a lot of advantages. It makes the math
extremely easy, and whatever type of tax is used, the amount of taxes people end up paying is
likely to be heavily correlated with income, so an experiment can use the flat tax as an
approximation for any other tax hopefully without too much loss of generality.
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UBI experiments will also be forced to take on the second characteristic of NIT: they will
have to give the grant on a household basis rather than an individual basis. Researchers can’t
simply select a group of individuals at random and give them each a UBI, because most of those
individuals live in households, and the effect of UBI on one person in a household where
everybody gets a UBI is very different from the effect of a UBI on one person in a household
where no one else gets one. Therefore, RCTs will have to draw households at random rather than
individuals at random, and they will have to
Furthermore, because most people pay taxes as households, researchers will have to treat
those households as a unit, reducing every household member’s UBI to simulate the increase in
taxes as one member’s income goes up, effectively making the UBI a household grant rather than
an individual grant. For example, imagine a household where only the father receives a private
income. A UBI gives a separate income to father, mother, and child, while all of the family’s
income taxes come out of the father’s income. Suppose the father’s income rises. Under a fully
implemented UBI system, everyone’s separate UBI grant stays the same, while the father pays
more taxes. Under the experimental NIT system, the one NIT grant check they receive as a
household unit goes down to simulate the new taxes on the father’s larger income. The overall
effect on the household’s income as a whole is exactly the same. Does this mean that they react
the same? We don’t actually know. It depends on whether receiving separate UBIs affects the
distribution of spending within the household—again the sort of question we’d like to learn from
an experiment. Because we are forced to use an NIT as a proxy for UBI, researchers will have to
assume that the family will react exactly the same whether the grant is individual- or householdbased.

2. Testing half the effects
No UBI nor NIT experiment can test the effects of BIG on net contributors—people who
pay more taxes than they receive in UBI. No one would volunteer for a trial that substantially
reduced their income, and forced participation is ethically and legally problematic. Probably all
we can do is ignore the effect on net contributors. Unfortunately, for a program as large and costly
as UBI, the effects on net beneficiaries can’t be isolated from the effects on net contributors,
causing at least four problems.
First, some people’s income moves back-and-forth across the break-even point, changing
their status from net recipient to net contributor. Leaving out the additional taxes they pay as net
contributors exaggerates both the financial incentive to earn more private income and the size of
this group’s income over time. There is a good chance that the marginal effect of these taxes will
be small enough to ignore, but once again, that is something we would ideally like to learn from
an experiment.
Second, net beneficiaries interact in the market and elsewhere with net contributors.
Feedback loops will be substantial because, assuming balanced-budget financing, as much money
comes out of the economy from net contributors as goes into it via net beneficiaries. The same
amount of money is likely to have a smaller effect on the behavior of net contributors than of net
recipients. Researchers can use data from other sources to estimate the likely effects on net
contributors. There is a wealth of data on how taxation affects behavior. Researchers can then use
computer simulations to estimate the feedback effects. Not much of the literature on the 1970s NIT
experiments involved these kinds of simulations.xxiv And once again, the assumptions of the
simulation are things we would ideally like to test in an experiment.
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Third, even saturation studies will be unable to examine the effects of taxes on net
contributors. In a wealthy country, representative saturation sites will have substantial numbers of
both net contributors and net beneficiaries. Because the study reflects the larger budgets of net
recipients but ignores the smaller budgets of net contributors, it will exaggerate the effect of UBI
on the economic activity of the community as a whole. This imbalance is likely to exaggerate
economic activity in the community and therefore exaggerate the opportunities available to net
recipients. Again, the effect might be small, but it is another assumption to impose on the
experiment and another caveat to explain.
Fourth, in practical terms, the largest problem with the inability to include net contributors
might not be one of biasing the results, but one of helping nonspecialists understand the meaning
of the results. Researchers conducting RCTs usually deal with the inability to study the effects of
net recipients in part by confining their sample to people who are very likely to be net recipients—
sometimes people toward bottom of the net recipient range. They will report results for average
comparisons between the control and experimental groups drawn from that subset of the
population, but citizens and policymakers will be most interested in how the UBI affects the
average person nationwide. If they interpret the numbers they read as being representative of the
whole of the population their understanding will highly exaggerate UBI’s effects for good or bad—
even if the study was an unbiased estimate of the segment of the population it sampled.
The following chapter considers how problems discussed so far affected the 1970s
experiments.

Chapter 6: BIG experiments of the 1970s and the public reaction to
them
Between 1968 and 1980, the U.S. and Canadian governments conducted five NIT
experiments. They got started when what I’ve called the second wave of the UBI movement was
at its height. The United States had declared “War On Poverty.” Civil Rights activists were turning
their attention to poverty and inequality. The United States was rethinking its welfare system with
an eye to expanding and improving them. All of this created a strong interest in BIG, especially in
the form of the NIT, but UBI (under various names) was also in the public discussion in the era.
The last of these experiments wound down and their results came out at a time when expanding
and improving the welfare system was much less popular.xxv This political context probably had a
significant effect on the experiments and the reception of their results. Lessons from these
experiments affect the argument throughout this book.

1. Labor market effects of the NIT experiments of the 1970s
Unfortunately, most of the attention of the 1970s experiments was directed not at the effects
of the policy (how it affects the welfare of net beneficiaries) but to one potential side effect (how
it affects the labor time of test subjects). And so that issue takes up most of the discussion here.
This section draws heavily on an earlier work, entitled, “A Failure to Communicate: What (if
anything) Can We Learn from the Negative Income Tax Experiments.”xxvi
Table 1 summarizes the basic facts of the five NIT experiments. The first four columns
show the name of the experiment, where it was conducted, the years it ran, and its sample size,
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usually showing how much it decreased due to drop outs. The specifications of each experiment
varied considerably and so the last three columns summarize information about the makeup of the
people being studied, the grant level, and the marginal tax rate.
The largest NIT experiment was the Seattle/Denver Income Maintenance Experiment
(SIME/DIME). The main study from 1970 to 1976 for most participants, but a small subsample
(discussed in Chapter 4) continued to receive the grant until 1980.
The Canadian government initiated the Manitoba Basic Annual Income Experiment
(Mincome) in 1975 when the U.S. experiments were winding down. It was the only experiment to
include a saturation study (along with an RCT). At the time of writing, Mincome remains the only
BIG saturation study conducted in a higher-income nation. Disappointingly, by the time data
collection was completed in 1978, interest in the guaranteed income was seriously on the wane
and the Canadian government cancelled in 1980 the project before the data was fully analyzed. It
would be decades before researchers would go back to it.
Table 1: Summary of the Negative Income Tax Experiments in the U.S. & Canada
Name

Location(s)

Data
collection
19681972

Sample size:
Initial (final)
1,216 (983)

Sample
Grant
Marginal
Characteristics
level*
tax rate**
The New Jersey New Jersey &
Black,
white,
and 0.5
0.3
Graduated
Work Pennsylvania
Latino,
2-parent 0.75
0.5
Incentive Experiment
families in urban areas 1.00
0.7
(NJ)
with a male head aged 1.25
18-58
and
income
below 150% of the
poverty line.
The Rural Income- Iowa & North 1970809 (729)
Both 2-parent families 0.5
0.3
Maintenance
Carolina
1972
and
female-headed 0.75
0.5
Experiment (RIME)
households in rural 1.00
0.7
areas with income
below 150% of poverty
line.
The Seattle/Denver Seattle
& 19704,800
Black, white, and Latino 0.75,
0.5
Income-Maintenance Denver
1976,
families with at least 1.26,
0.7,
Experiments
(some to
one dependent and 1.48
0.7-.025y,
(SIME/DIME)
1980)
incomes below $11,00
08-.025y
for
single
parents,
***
$13,000 for two parent
families.
The Gary, Indiana Gary, Indiana
19711,799 (967)
Black
households, 0.75
0.4
Experiment (Gary)
1974
primarily
female- 1.0
0.6
headed, head 18-58,
income below 240% of
poverty line.
The Manitoba Basic Winnipeg and 19751,300
Families with, head C$3,800 0.35
Annual
Income Dauphin,
1978
younger than 58 and C$4,800 0.5
Experiment
Manitoba
income below $13,000 C$5,800 0.75
(Mincome)
for a family of four.
* The “grant level” or “guarantee level” is the maximum NIT level for a person or family with no income other than
the NIT. This is the equivalent of the UBI level. US Grant levels were reported as a percentage of the poverty line.
Canadian grant levels were reported in Canadian Dollars (C$).
** The “marginal tax rate” or the “take back rate” is the rate at which the NIT is reduced as income rises. This is
equivalent to the rate at which income is taxed in an income-tax financed equivalent UBI.
*** “y” stands for family income.
Source: Reproduced from Widerquist (2005)
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Scholarly and popular media articles on the NIT experiments focused, more than anything
else, on the NIT’s “work-” or “labor-effort response”—the comparison of how much the
experimental group worked relative to the control group. Table 2 summarizes the findings of
several of the studies on the labor-effort response to the NIT experiments, showing the difference
in hours (the “labor reduction”) by the experimental group relative to the control group in foregone
hours per year and in percentage terms. Results are reported for three categories of laborers,
husbands, wives, and “single female heads” (SFH), which meant single mothers. The relative labor
reduction varied substantially across the five experiments from 0.5% to 9.0% for husbands, which
means that the experimental group worked less than the control group by about ½ hour to 4 hours
per week, 20 to 130 hours per year, or 1 to 4 fulltime weeks per year. Three studies averaged the
results from the four U.S. experiments and found relative labor-reduction effects in the range of
5% to 7.9%.xxvii One study using computer simulations estimated that the labor reduction in
response to a national program would be only about one-third of the reduction in the Gary
experiment (1.6% rather than 4.5%), because the sample was drawn from a relatively small portion
of the population (people living near or below the poverty line).xxviii
The response of wives and single mothers was somewhat larger in terms of hours, and
substantially larger in percentage terms because they tended to work fewer hours, to begin with.
Wives reduced their labor effort by 0% to 27% and single mothers reduced their labor effort by
15% to 30%. These percentages correspond to reductions of about 0 to 166 hours per year. The
labor market response of wives had a much larger range than the other two groups, but this was
usually attributed to the peculiarities of the labor markets in Gary and Winnipeg where particularly
small responses were found.
Studies that I reviewed did not place great stress on how reliable estimates were considered
to be of the possible national response. Most of the data I have below represents point estimates
of the difference between the control and experimental groups rather than confidence intervals or
estimates of the national response.
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Table 2: Summary of findings of labor-reduction effect
Study
Data
Labor reduction*
Source
in hours per year ** and percent
Husbands
Wives
SFH
Robins
4 U.S.
-89
-117
-123
(1985)
-5%
-21.1%
-13.2%

Burtless
(1986)

4 U.S.

-119
-7%

Keeley
(1981)
Robins and
West
(1980a)
Robins and
West
(1980b)
Cain et al
(1974)

4 U.S.

-7.9%

SIME/
DIME

Watts et al
(1974)
Rees and
Watts
(1976)
Ashenfelter
(1978)

Comments and Caveats

Study of studies that does not assess the methodology of
the studies but simply combines their estimates. Finds
large consistency throughout, and “In no case is there
evidence of a massive withdrawal from the labor force.”
No assessment of whether the work response is large or
small or its effect on cost. Estimates apply to a povertyline guarantee rate with a marginal tax rate of 50%.
Average of results of the four US experiments weighted
by sample size, except for the SFH estimates, which are a
weighted average of the SIME/DIME and Gary results
only.
A simple average of the estimates of 16 studies of the
four U.S. experiments
Estimates “labor supply effects.” It goes without saying
that this is different from “labor market effects.”

-93
-17%

-79
-7%

-128.9
-7%

-165.9
-25%

-147.1
-15%

SIME/
DIME

-9%

-20%

-25%

Recipients take 2.4 years to fully adjust their behavior to
the new program.

NJ

-

-50
-20%

-

NJ

-1.4% to
-6.6%
-1.5 hpw**
-0.5%

-

-

Includes caveats about the limited duration of the test and
the representativeness of the sample. Notes that the
evidence shows a smaller effect than nonexperimental
studies.
Depending on size of G and t

-0.61%

-

NJ

Found anomalous positive effect on hours and earnings of
blacks.

“There must be serious doubt about the implications of
the experimental results for the adoption of any
permanent negative income tax program.”
Moffitt
Gary
-3% to -6%
0%
-26% to - No caveat about missing demand, but careful not to imply
(1979a)
30%
the results mean more than they do.
Hum and
Mincome -17
-15
-133
Smaller response to the Canadian experiment was not
Simpson
-1%
-3%
-17%
surprising because of the make-up of the sample and the
(1993a)
treatments offered.
* The negative signs indicate that the change in labor-effort is a reduction
** Hours per year except where indicated “hpw,” hours per week.
NJ = New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment
SIME/DIME = Seattle / Denver Income Maintenance Experiment
Gary = Gary Income Maintenance Experiment
RIME = Rural Income Maintenance Experiment
Mincome = Manitoba Income Maintenance Experiment
SFH = Single Female “head of household.”
Source: Reproduced from Widerquist (2005)
RIME

-8%

-27%

-

All or most of the figures reported above are raw comparisons between the control and
experimental groups: they are not predictions of how labor market participation is likely to change
in response to a national NIT or UBI. Consider four of the many reasons why.
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First, participants tended to be drawn from a small segment of the population: people with
incomes near the poverty line. This part of the income distribution is about where one would expect
the largest negative labor-effort effect because the potential grant is high relative to their earned
income. Thus, the response of the group studied is likely to be much larger than the response of
the entire laborforce to a national program. As mentioned above, one study using computer
simulations estimated that the labor reduction in the Gary experiment (4.5%) would translate into
a 1.6% labor-effort reduction in a national program.xxix I wonder whether numbers like 1.6%—
more easily perceived as negligible—would have had a different effect on the discussion of the
results at the time.
Second, the figures do not include any demand response, which economic theory predicts
would lead to higher wages and a partial reversal of the labor-reduction (see Chapter 6). One study
using simulation techniques to estimate the demand response found it to be small.xxx Another
found, “Reduction in labor supply produced by these programs does tend to raise low-skill wages,
and this improves transfer efficiency.”xxxi That is, it increases the benefit to recipients from each
dollar of public spending.
Third, the figures were reported in average hours per week and very often misinterpreted
to imply that 5% to 7.9% of primary breadwinners dropped out of the labor force. In fact, few if
any workers simply dropped out of the labor force for the duration of the study, as knee-jerk
reactions to guaranteed income proposals often assume.xxxii Primary breadwinners in both the
experiment and control groups left their jobs (whether voluntarily or by getting fired or laid off) at
about the same rate. The observed labor-effort reduction was mainly caused by workers in the
experimental group taking longer to find their next job if and when they became nonemployed.
Fourth, the experimental group’s labor “reduction” was only a relative reduction in
comparison to the control group. Although this language is standard for experimental studies, it is
often wrongly taken to imply that receiving the NIT was the major determinant of labor hours. In
fact, in some studies, labor hours increased for both groups, and in all studies, the labor hours of
both groups tended to rise and fall together along with the macroeconomic health of the
economy—implying that when good jobs were plentiful, both groups took them, but when they
were less plentiful, the control group searched harder or accepted less attractive jobs.xxxiii
A bigger problem than misinterpretations of the size of the labor-effort reduction was that
most laypeople writing about the NIT experiments assumed any labor reduction, no matter how
small, was an extremely negative side effect. But it is not obviously desirable to put unemployed
workers in the position where they are desperate to start their next job as soon as possible. It’s
obviously bad for workers and families to be in that position. It’s not only difficult to go through
but also it reduces their ability to command desirable wages and working conditions. Increased
periods of nonemployment might have a social benefit if they lead to better matches between
workers and firms.
Another problem with the focus on labor effort was that it distracted attention from the
question of how well the NIT achieved its main goals of reducing poverty and increasing the
wellbeing of low-income people. Assessing these issues requires looking at non-labor-market
effects.

2. Non-labor-market effects of the NIT experiments
The experimental results for various quality-of-life indicators were substantial and
encouraging. Some studies found significant positive influences in elementary school attendance
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rates, teacher ratings, and test scores. Some studies found that children in the experimental group
stayed in school significantly longer than children in the control group. Some found an increase in
adults going on to continuing education. Some of the experiments found desirable effects on many
important quality-of-life indicators, including reduced incidents of low-birth-weight babies,
decreased household indebtedness, increased food consumption, improvements in medical
treatment, and increased nutritional content of the diet, especially among children. Some even
found reduced domestic abuse and reduced psychiatric emergencies.xxxiv
Much of the attention to non-labor market effects focused not on the presumed goals of the
policy but on another side effect: a controversial finding that the experimental group in SIMEDIME had a higher divorce rate than the control group. Researchers argued forcefully on both
sides into the early 1990s with no conclusive resolution in the literature. The finding was not
replicated by the Manitoba experiment, which found a lower divorce rate in the experimental
group. The higher divorce rate in some studies examining SIME-DIME was widely presented as a
negative effect, even though the only explanation researchers had for it was that the NIT must have
relieved women from financial dependence on husbands.xxxv It is at the very least questionable to
label one spouse staying with another solely because of financial dependence as a “good” thing.

3. An overall assessment?
Most of the researchers involved considered the results extremely promising overall.
Comparisons of the control and experimental group indicated that the NIT was capable of
significantly reducing the material effects of poverty, and the relative reductions in labor effort
were probably within the affordable range and almost certainly within the sustainable range.
But experiments of this type were not capable of producing a bottom line. Nonspecialists
examining the results were left asking: What was the cost exactly? How much were the material
effects of poverty reduced? What is the verdict from an overall comparison of costs and benefits?
As this book argues throughout, experiments cannot answer these questions, although they
can contribute to the to address these questions. Simply reporting experimental comparison
without explain what they contribute to these larger issues leads to misunderstanding—as the
following section illustrates.

4. Public reaction to the release of NIT experimental findings in the 1970s
As promising as the results were to the researchers involved, the NIT experiments were
seriously misunderstood in the public discussion at the time. The discussion in Congress and in
the popular media displayed little understanding of the complexity of experimental results or
difficulties of extrapolating them into answers to any bottom-line question. The results were spun
or misunderstood and used in simplistic arguments to reject any form of guaranteed income
offhand.
The experiments were of most interest to Congress during the period from 1970 to 1972,
when President Nixon’s Family Assistance Plan (FAP), which had elements of an NIT, was under
debate in Congress. None of the experiments were ready to release final reports at the time.
Congress insisted researchers produce some kind of preliminary report, which was criticized by
members of Congress for being “premature,” just as researchers had warned.xxxvi
Results of the fourth and largest experiment, SIME/DIME, were released while Congress
was debating a policy proposed by President Carter, which had already moved quite a way from
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the NIT model. Dozens of technical reports with large amounts of data were simplified down to
two statements: It decreased labor effort and supposedly increased divorce. The smallness of the
labor disincentive effect hardly drew any attention. Although from the start, researchers expected
some labor-reduction effect and were pleased to find it was small enough to make the program
affordable, many members of Congress and popular media commentators acted as if the mere
existence of a labor-reduction effect was enough to disqualify the program.
The public discussion displayed little, if any, understanding that the 5%-to-7.9% difference
between the control and experimental groups is not a prediction of the national response. In an
earlier work, I reviewed nonacademic articles on the experiments, and found that they had little or
no understanding that the labor-effort response would be much smaller as a percentage of the entire
population, that it could potentially be counteracted by the availability of good jobs, or that it could
be the first step necessary for workers to command higher wages and better working conditions,
which could partly counteract the labor-reduction effect.xxxvii
The United Press International simply got the facts wrong, saying the SIME/DIME study
showed, “adults might abandon efforts to find work,” as did the Rocky Mountain News, which
claimed that the NIT “saps the recipients’ desire to work.” The Seattle Times presented a relatively
well-rounded understanding of the results, but despite this, simply concluded that the existence of
any decline in labor effort—regardless of size—was enough to “cast doubt” on the plan.
Others went even farther, saying that the existence of a work-disincentive effect was
enough to declare the experiments a failure. Headlines such as “Income Plan Linked to Less Work”
and “Guaranteed Income Against Work Ethic” appeared in newspapers following the hearings.
Only a few exceptions such as Carl Rowan for the Washington Star considered that it might be
acceptable for people working in bad jobs to work less, but he could not figure out why the
government would spend so much money to find out whether people work less when you pay them
to stay home.xxxviii
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who was one of the few social scientists in the Senate,
also failed to understand the experimental findings. He wrote, “But were we wrong about a
guaranteed income! Seemingly it is calamitous. It increases family dissolution …, decreases work,
etc. Such is now the state of the science, and it seems to me we are honor bound to abide by it for
the moment.” Senator Bill Armstrong, mentioning only the existence of a labor-disincentive effect,
declared the NIT, “An acknowledged failure,” writing, “Let’s admit it, learn from it, and move
on.”xxxix
Robert Spiegelman, one of the directors of SIME/DIME, defended the experiments in an
op-ed piece, in which he argued that the experiments provided much-needed cost estimates that
demonstrated the feasibility of the NIT. He said that the decline in labor effort was not dramatic
and could not understand why so many commentators drew such different conclusions than the
experimenters. Gary Burtless remarked, “Policymakers and policy analysts … seem far more
impressed by our certainty that the efficiency price of redistribution is positive than they are by
the equally persuasive evidence that the price is small.”xl
The experiments produced a great deal of useful evidence, but they failed to communicate
those results either to Congress or to the public. The literature review reveals neither supporter nor
opponents who appeared to have a better understanding of the likely effects of the NIT or any
income guarantee in the discussions following the release of the results of the experiments in the
1970s.xli
The late-1970s reaction to experimental results reflected the times, as politicians like
Ronald Reagan were attracting support to the idea of cutting the welfare system rather than
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expanding and improving it, often by vilifying almost anyone who was eligible for redistributive
programs. Many of the commentaries on the SIME/DIME results reflected such a perspective, but
I would caution against reading too much into the timing. The complaint about giving too much
support to the sturdy beggar has been a perennial demagogic talking point in English-speaking
countries since the Elizabethan era. And it remains a tempting talking point for opponents of
redistribution almost anywhere. Thus, while keeping the context in mind, I ask readers to consider
the potential that this experience might contain more widely applicable lessons.
Whatever the causes of it, an environment with a low understanding of complexity is highly
vulnerable to spin with simplistic or even vacuous interpretation. All sides spin, but in the late1970s NIT debate, only one side showed up. The guaranteed income movement that had been so
active in the United States at the beginning of the decade had declined to the point that it was able
to provide little or no counter-spin to the enormously negative discussion of the experimental
results in the popular media.
Whether the low information content of the discussion in the media resulted more from
spin, sensationalism, or honest misunderstanding is hard to determine. But whatever the reasons,
the low-information discussion of the experimental results put the NIT (and, in hindsight, UBI by
proxy) in an extremely unfavorable light, when the scientific results were mixed-to-favorable.
Researchers working on the experiments were blind-sided by the level of spin. They had
not been asked to make special efforts to explain their results to laypeople in a way that would
head off possible spin. If they had been asked, they would have had no particular expertise in doing
so. And even if they or some science communication specialist had tried, it would have been
extremely difficult if not impossible to communicate the complexities to most nonspecialists in
the time a reasonable person typically devotes to the issue.
Thus, it would be wrong simply to blame researchers for failing to communicate their
results clearly. The problem came from the inherent difficulty of communicating complex, and
tentative scientific findings to a lay audience looking for definitive answers on questions that are
only partly related to those findings. Everyone involved has a responsibility not to be blind-sided
by spin and misunderstanding next time. The political context will be different, but the warning
needs to be considered. The rest of this book is an effort to help reduce similar misunderstandings
in future experiments.

Chapter 7: New experimental findings 2008-2013
Experimental results continued to trickle out and were debated in academic journals the
early 1990s. No new experimental findings came out until the late 2000s when interest in BIG
experiments gradually resumed.
Canada’s Mincome experiment was cancelled before most its findings were assessed. As
many as 1,800 boxes of file folders were left unexamined until 2009 when a researcher named
Evelyn Forget got a grant to begin reexamining them. Perhaps she did a better job of explaining
the findings in a way that people understood, or perhaps the political situation at the time made for
a more receptive audience. But whatever the reason, the newly released Mincome findings had a
much more positive impact on the UBI debate than NIT experimental findings released in the
1970s. Forget dubbed Mincome’s saturation site (Dauphin, Manitoba) “the Town With No
Poverty,” and the media picked up on it. Media reports stressed the effects (rather than the side
effects) of Mincome. These effects included reductions in hospitalizations, especially for mental
health and accidents. Forget estimated the national savings that would occur if the decline in
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hospital visits was replicated nationally.xlii Media reports discussing the labor market impact did
so in context, even discussing how the lack of pressure to find another job helped people land the
right job. Whether labor-market findings were better received because of how they were reported
or because of the tenner of the times is difficult to determine, but undoubted Forget, drawing on
previous experience, was more aware of the need to put those findings in a context that laypeople
could understand.
The first UBI experiments of the twenty-first century were conducted in Namibia (20082009) and India (2011-2013). They differed from the 1970s experiments in at least four important
ways. First, they focused on UBI rather than NIT, reflecting the change in the discussion of BIG
over the intervening 30 years. Second, they were funded primarily by private institutions rather
than the government. Third, both of them took place at a time when BIG was not a major part of
the political discussion in the countries where they were conducted. Fourth, they took place in very
different political contexts, most strikingly that they took place in less wealthy countries with much
deeper poverty. Different issues took primary importance. Poverty, education, and empowering
women were the most important to researchers than work incentives and/or interactions with the
existing welfare system.
The Namibian study found extremely promising results, including significant decreases in
household poverty, child malnutrition, underweight children, household debt, crime, and so on.
Results also included significant increases in economic activity, access to medication and
healthcare, school attendance, and household savings. Predicted effects of increased alcohol
consumption did not come true: people receiving the UBI drank the same as typical Namibians.
This issue of whether people would spend the UBI on alcohol took on a prominent role in the UBI
discussion in Namibia much like the labor-effort response in the U.S. and Canadian context.
Probably the most striking difference between the Namibia project and the NIT experiments was
that the labor-effort response was positive. That is, people receiving UBI worked more.xliii The
expected explanation was that the depth of poverty and the level of unemployment in Namibia
make it hard for people to work as much as they might want to. With more of their basic needs
met and more economic activity in the area, people were able to work more.
The Indian project found similar promising results. Results included significant decreases
in illness, child labor, household indebtedness, and so one. Women were found transitioning into
different occupations. Some women who were already committed to a primary occupation added
a second. Recipients also invested more in self-employment activities. Results also included
significant improvements in food consumption, medical treatment, school attendance, school
performance, household savings, and so on. Like the Namibia study, the India study found that
people receiving UBI worked more than people in the control group and drank at the same rate as
people in the control group.xliv
The twenty-first-century reports from Mincome and the reports from India and Namibia
were well reported and better understood in the press. All three sets of findings were reported at a
time when UBI was far out of the political maintain stream and was receiving very little media
attention in these countries and around most of the world. All three brought significant
international media attention to UBI, which may have contributed to the gradual increase in
support for the UBI movement that has gone on ever since.xlv
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Chapter 8: Current, planned, and proposed experiments, 2014present
This chapter gives a brief overview of the UBI trials that are underway, planned, or at least
under discussion around the world right now. But it will be brief for three reasons.
First, the role of this book is not to criticize these experiments; it merely offers (hopefully
useful) analysis about how to conduct and discuss the results of UBI experiments across a board
range of contexts. Therefore, specifics of any particular experiment are not directly relevant to my
analysis unless that experiment happens to provide a useful example.
Second, the planning process of UBI experiments is extremely fluid. Anything I write now
will be out-of-date quickly. It is impossible to come up with a definitive list of existing and planned
UBI experiments because it is uncertain whether some planned or discussed experiments will
actually take place or whether they will deviate from the UBI model as they get beyond the
planning stages.
Third, it is difficult to determine whether something qualifies as a UBI experiment, both
because of the difficulty of deciding whether the proposal under scrutiny is universal and
unconditional enough to qualify as a “UBI” and the difficulty defining “experiment” discussed
above.
That said, here’s the overview.
Like the 1970s experiments, the current round of experiments appears at a time when
concern about poverty and inequality is rising, people are rethinking the existing redistributive
strategy, and BIG is an issue in mainstream politics. The context is otherwise very different. The
welfare state has been under attack and greatly pared back in many countries since the 1970s where
it had been gradually expanding for decades. The concern that automation disrupts the labor force
that played a small but significant part in the 1960s and ’70s BIG movement, now plays a far larger
role in the debate today. The two U.S. experiments are both largely funded by tech entrepreneurs
who are particularly concerned this issue. One might think that the increased concern with
automation would decrease the concern that UBI might decease labor effort, but this does not seem
to be the case in most places. Many still seem tacitly to assume that decreased labor effort is
necessarily a bad thing.
The current round of experiments is taking place all over the world, rather than just in
Anglo-America. Including the Namibian and Indian projects discussed in the last chapter, the
current round involves experiments on four different continents, in high-, middle-, and low-income
countries, and in countries with strong or weak welfare systems. The different contexts make
different testing opportunities possible, but they also bring in new constraints, because researchers
have to comply with local laws that can significantly constrain the project. This is particularly
important in Europe where experiments have to comply with national and European Union law.
Researchers in different political contexts are understandably interested in very different
questions, but considering each experiment as a part of an international effort is useful for at least
three reasons. First, researchers might consider attempting to replicate each other’s findings with
different methods and/or in different circumstances. Second, researchers might try to look for
things that other experiments have neglected to examine. Third, researchers might learn how to
defend their experiments from criticism that they had not expected in their political context.
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Researchers today obviously have access to more sophisticated computer statistics
programs, but the logistical and financial difficulties of distributing cash to hundreds or thousands
of people remain. Therefore, the experiments today are, for the most part, comparable in size and
scope to the 1970s experiments. Only in less wealthy countries have significantly larger
experiments become feasible.
The next several sections give a brief review of several current or proposed experiments
on or closely relating to UBI.

1. GiveDirectly in Kenya
The U.S.-based nonprofit organization, GiveDirectly, is conducting the world’s largest
UBI experiment in Kenya. The project is motivated largely by the desire for an evidence-based
approach to international aid, and the belief that evidence so far indicates that the poorest people
in the world benefit more from cash than other forms of aid. The experiment will involve tens of
thousands of people across dozens of villages for several years. It will combine the techniques of
RCTs and saturation studies with a significant number of control and experimental villages. The
project is able to be so large both because GiveDirectly has raised a lot of money and because
Kenya has such deep poverty. Some villages will receive a UBI of as little as US$0.50 per day.
Others will receive $1 or perhaps more.
The low level of the UBI in the GiveDirectly project is necessary because of the great
poverty and inequality in Kenya. Many of the villages where GiveDirectly operates have average
incomes less than $1 per day. If GiveDirectly were to give everyone in one village $2 per day, they
might make that village four-times-richer than the control or non-participating village down the
road. This could create animosity and resistance to the program. Until they can afford the give the
grant to everyone in Kenya, it has to be small.
The small size of the grant makes a very large study possible. Researchers for GiveDirectly
are able to combine RCT and saturation techniques and to run a fairly long-term study that is likely
to produce a great deal of valuable data about how UBI affects various quality-of-life indicators.
Although the effects of a very small UBI on severely impoverished villages in Kenya might not
tell us a lot about how a large UBI will work in wealthier nations, this study promises to provide
a great deal of useful information about how UBI will work in less wealthy nations—where it is
needed the most.xlvi

2. Finland
As I write, Finland is nearing completion of a small-scale, two-year UBI experiment, which
is being conducted by Kela, the Finnish Social Insurance Institution. It involves about 2,000
participants between ages 25 and 58, selected by a nationwide random sample of people receiving
unemployment benefits. The experiment replaces unemployment insurance benefits of €560 per
month with a UBI of the same size. The Finnish parliament rewrote the law to make participation
in the experiment mandatory for unemployment benefit recipients who were selected.
The Finnish effort has been criticized because the UBI is so low and because, being drawn
from people receiving unemployment benefits, it incorporates the conditions of eligibility attached
to those unemployment benefits. Kela responded that it simply does not have the budget to conduct
an experiment across a large selection of low-income individuals.xlvii
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The make-up of the Finish experiment has at least two advantages as a UBI test. First, the
small grant makes it comparable to the existing program, eliminating problems of distinguishing
the effects of the size and type of program under investigation (as discussed in Chapter 4). Second,
even though people had to be eligible for unemployment benefits to be selected for the study, once
they were assigned to the experimental group, conditionality was eliminated. Therefore, although
the study is not designed to examine how a large UBI would affect a large cross-section of the
public, it is well designed to examine how a small UBI would affect people currently on
unemployment benefits. And that kind of study can reveal a great deal of useful information.
The stated goal of the Finnish experiment is, “To obtain information on the effects of a
basic income on employment.”xlviii This concern is very similar to what became the focus of the
four U.S. experiments in the 1970s, but the design and focus of the study makes it very different.
One of the motivations of the experiment is the fear that Finland’s long-term unemployment
insurance eligibility criteria created a poverty trap. Because the Finnish project tests UBI only on
people currently receiving unemployment benefits (that is, people currently not working), and
because UBI eliminates eligibility criteria that might inhibit unemployed people from taking jobs,
the study might find that UBI increases employment among study participants. The study does not
increase marginal tax rates for participants and so it will provide a much higher overall income for
people in the study,xlix but it will be expensive to replicate that program design on a national scale.

3. Canada
The Ontario government briefly conducted a UBI-related experiment at three sites in
Ontario: Hamilton, Thunder Bay, and Lindsay, with hopes of later including an additional study
at a First Nations community, but the entire study was abruptly cancelled when the provincial
government changed.
The experiment, which was inspired by issues such as poverty, inequality, and the
complexity of the social insurance system, involved an experimental group of up to 4,000 lowincome people aged 18 to 64. Researchers hoped to examine the effects of a UBI-like policy on
quality-of-life indicators as well as work behavior, education, and entrepreneurship.l It remains to
be seen whether the project lasted long enough to get useful data.
Although the people conducting the study call it a “basic income,” it is a negative income
tax—conditional not only on household income, but also on household size. Single people receive
a maximum of C$16,989 per year while couples receive a maximum of C$24,027.li This added
condition is not necessary for the purpose of approximating UBI with an NIT in an experiment.
The motivation for it is probably to save money. Two people living together can live more cheaply
than two people living apart. By including this condition, the program can provide a poverty-level
BIG at a lower cost, but it might create incentive problems.

4. Y Combinator in the United States
Y Combinator Research (YCR)—the nonprofit arm of Y Combinator—is a private venture
capital firm in the United States. It is run by tech entrepreneurs motivated by the automation issue.
Basic Income has become a major focus of YCR’s research, and it has taken on the effort to fund
a large-scale UBI project with purely private funds.
Originally planned for Oakland, California, the organizers decided to move the experiment
to two other states not yet announced. The experimental group will involve at least 1,000 people
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who will receive $1,000 per month for 3-to-5 years. More subjects will be included if funding
allows. The experimental group will involve people aged 21 to 40 with total household incomes
(in the year before enrollment) below the median income in their local community. Although
researchers will gather data on how participants use their time and money, they will focus on the
impact of UBI on social and physiological well-being—using both subjective and objective
measures. The initial project proposal makes no mention of phasing out the grant as income rises.lii
Therefore, YCR is testing a true UBI, but like the Finnish study, the YCR study implicitly assumes
that net beneficiaries will face no higher marginal tax rates under a national UBI system than they
do now.

5. The Netherlands
The Netherlands experiment is a bit unusual for the times. While politicians in Greece,
Italy, Spain, and several other places are promoting proposals that are called “basic income” even
though they share little with the basic income model, the Netherlands is experimenting with
something that they do not call “basic income” even though it takes a significant step in the
direction of it. The experiment seems to be motived in part by dissatisfaction with so-called “active
labor-market policies” that are in place in the Netherlands and several other countries. These
policies allow people to keep some benefits while in work, but subject them to harsh sanctions if
they fail to search for work or to remain in work if they find it.liii
Although the Dutch experiment is limited to welfare recipients under the current system, it
frees people from job requirements of the current system and allows them to keep some of their
benefits as they earn. These are two important features of a UBI. Because the cost-effectiveness
record of active labor-market policies is mixed,liv some researchers have hope that steps in the
direction of UBI will prove to be a more cost-effective means of achieving some of the ends of
active labor-market policies.lv
The Dutch experiment is sometimes conceived of as a “trust” experiment because the
existing system makes caseworkers responsible for enforcing rather draconian sanctions on
recipients fostering distrust on both sides. Yet, this experiment conceptualizes “trust” in terms of
fulfilling the obligations of a recipient of conventional social assistance—primarily to take work
if they find it. In that sense, they are not directly related to UBI, which is often conceived as a
rejection of such obligations.
The Dutch experiment is actually several experiments that will take place in several
different municipalities across the country—made possible by a 2015 law permitting municipal
experimentation. The experiments, launched in late 2017 and expected to last for two years, will
study the effects on labor market and social participation, health and well-being of allowing social
assistance claimants to maintain at least some of their benefits as their income rises while
exempting them from the legal duties of seeking work and/or participating in training activities.
The experiments involve several different experimental groups eligible for slightly different
policies. Recipients are randomly assigned to the control group or one of the experimental groups
in their municipality.lvi

6. Stockton, California
The city of Stockton, California has secured funding from private non-profits to launch a
small-scale UBI project, called “the Stockton Economic Empowerment Demonstration” (SEED).
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It will have about 100 participants receiving $500 a month for approximately 18 months. Like Y
Combinator, major funders of the Stockton project are also largely involved in the tech industry
and motivated by the automation issue.
Although SEED has received a great deal of media attention, it is in the early planning
stages and few details have been announced. The organizers do not claim to be planning a
“scientific experiment,” but a “a demonstration,” which could be taken as an indication that it is
aimed not to gather rigorous data but to further UBI politically.lvii There is nothing wrong with
conducting a smaller-scale and/or a less-rigorous study for political purposes as long as the results
are presented honestly. Therefore, all the difficulties of clearly communicating what it does and
does not say about the implementation of a full, nationwide UBI still apply.

7. Other experiments
Barcelona is conducting an experiment it calls “B-Mincome” in honor of the earlier
Canadian experiment. The project’s literature draws inspiration from the UBI movement. The
experiment involves about 1000 people grouped into ten small experimental groups and a control
group of 1000 people. The various experimental groups will receive a NIT, some unconditionally
and others attaching various conditional programs designed to encourage labor, entrepreneurship,
community service, and so on.lviii
The Scottish government has committed funds to conduct a full-scale UBI experiment, and
is working with the Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce
(RSA) and other institutions to design the project, but it is currently in the planning stages. Few if
any details about the experiment have been announced.lix
The government of British Columbia, Canada recently announced that it will conduct a
UBI experiment, but it is only in the planning stages. Few details have been announced.lx
There are many small UBI projects that aren’t necessarily intended as experiments. Smallscale charities, such as “ReCivitas” in Brazil and “Eight” in Uganda have been using the UBI
model to help people for years.lxi A crowdfunding project in Germany, which has spilled over to
the United States, has raised money to provide a basic income for a few randomly selected
people.lxii A group of filmmakers have raised enough money to give a UBI of $231 per adult per
week and $77 per child to about 20 people across eight states. The filmmakers will follow the
recipients for two years, eventually producing a feature film or a television series, entitled
“Bootstraps,” to document how the grant affects their lives.lxiii Because these projects are so small
and because they are not primarily focused on data gathering, they seldom make the list of
experiments.
Other experiments of varying size and connectedness to UBI are being discussed or at least
rumored around the world, in places such as France, Korea, Iceland, Liberia, Manitoba, and
Switzerland. Some of these initiatives might come to fruition, but I have little information about
them.

8. Will we refight the last war?
When the current experiments start releasing their findings, the reaction will probably be
very different than it was in the 1970s. Much of that discussion was particular to the place and
time, which as mentioned was particularly unfavorable to UBI by the time most results were
released. Nevertheless, it is almost certain that some problems of that era will reappear: lay
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audiences will have difficulty understanding the relevance of the results, and less conscientious
supporters and opponents will attempt to seize on whatever findings they can to spin the discussion
in their favor. More conscientious participants of the discussion—whether directly involved in the
experiments or not—with the benefit of past experience need to be ready this time.
I doubt the divorce issue will come back, but because the vilification of any non-wealthy
person who balks at long hours for low pay is such a perennial favorite of the opponents of virtually
any redistributive measure, people need to be ready for this sort of framing of the labor-effort
issue, even if they do not expect it in their political context.
Labor effort was not a major issue in India or Namibia because in those areas UBI was
associated with increased work time. Similar results are expected in Kenya. The Finnish and Dutch
experiments draw their samples in a way that is less likely to show a negative correlation between
UBI and labor effort and may even show a positive correlation, because the focus on people already
receiving benefits and relieving conditions associated with a poverty trap.
The other experiments are more likely to show negative correlations between UBI and
labor effort. It is not certain that future experiments will find that negative correlation: the economy
has changed a great deal in the last 40 or 50 years. But experimenters should be ready because one
if the UBI is substantial the labor-effort response is very likely to be negative.lxiv People involved
should consider ways to preempt or counteract any spin based on such correlation in case they find
it.
Of course, there are many other issues that people might use to spin the results of new UBI
experiments. The issues will vary significantly by time and place. Knowing the role of experiments
in the political economy of UBI both internationally and in specific political context will help
people preempt and/or counteract spin.

Chapter 9: The political economy of the decision to have a UBI
experiment
The effort to understand the role of experiments in the political economy of the UBI
discussion begins with an understanding of the strategic decision to have a UBI experiment.
There are many scientific reasons for a UBI trial. It can shed light on at least some of the
controversial questions about UBI’s practical effects, but scientific curiosity is not why trials are
happening. They are an outcome of the political process.
UBI experiments are too large to be funded by a routine research grant. They are not the
kind of project that can be initiated by a professor filling out a grant proposal. They are such major
undertakings that all five of the 1970s experiments and four of the 21st Century experiments were
created by acts of national or regional legislatures. The other five trials (Kenya, India, Namibia, Y
Combinator, and Stockton, California) were all initiated by people closely connected to the UBI
movement, who gathered support from well-funded people and institutions. That is, they too are
an outcome of the political process.
Therefore, the demand for trials is a response to the growing UBI movement. We are in the
midst of what I’ve elsewhere called the third wave of the UBI movement. The movement has been
sparked by at least a dozen different sources. Its growth is closely related to growing dissatisfaction
with inequality, poverty, and existing policies to deal with them, all of which have greatly
increased since the financial crisis of 2008-09.lxv
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Trials are a strange response to a movement made up almost entirely of people who are
already convinced UBI works and who want it introduced. There is no movement of people who
are simply curious about UBI’s effects, and who would like to examine the particular effects that
trials are capable of examining.
Therefore, the value UBI experiments to UBI supporters is their strategic value. That is,
they might help build support for UBI and eventually lead to its introduction. To say that trials are
happening for strategic reasons is not to say that UBI supporters want anything less than a good,
evidence-based study. The strategic hope is that scientific inquiry into the issue will demonstrate
the efficacy of the program, attractive positive attention, build the movement, and lead to its
introduction.
Yet the strategic hope for experiments can overshadow concern about the experiment itself.
People rarely say anything to the effect of, “we want an experiment because it is a particularly
good way to examine aspect X of the UBI issue.” People more often say simply, “we want a UBI
experiment” without any connection between it and any particular thing one might want to learn
from it.
Trials do have great promise, but they are a risky strategy for the UBI movement, and they
are controversial among UBI supporters. Why then, are so many policymakers around the world
suddenly so interested in experiments? Consider five possible reasons. This list is not exhaustive
and will not apply in all circumstances.
First (and least likely), a politician might support a trial to discredit the UBI movement.
Although the results of a trial can be negatively spun, and some past experiments might have had
negative effects on the movement, this motivation is extremely unlikely because it’s too risky for
politicians who oppose UBI. Just by supporting a trial, they risk alienating their UBI-opposing
constituents. Just by talking about a trial they bring media attention to a policy they oppose. As
the saying goes, there is no negative publicity. By conducting a trial, they commit years of funds
to a strategy that might well backfire on them if they are unable to control how the trial is perceived.
Any UBI opponent with the power to use such an elaborate strategy to discredit UBI is probably
better off using that power to keep UBI out of the mainstream dialogue: an experiment would
sabotage that effort, keeping UBI on the table for years.
Second, politicians along with policy wonks in academia or in government service might
institute an experiment to examine a narrow range of technical issues about UBI or about small
steps in the direction of unconditionality. Although this might be an important motivation for some
experiments, I do not dwell on it here, having discussed it in the introduction.
Third, politicians might be driven by pure scientific curiosity. UBI is hotly debated partly
because its effects are controversial. A trial can help resolve some of that controversy and enlighten
the discussion while promoting science. This motivation isn’t terribly likely in most cases.
Probably, most politicians are politicized. If they are going to support a trial, they have some
partisan interest in the outcome of a trial or at least an interest in the constituency demanding the
trial. This might be less true in the Netherlands where municipalities were given latitude to
experiment, but even with such latitude, policymakers will probably try things that interests them
and their constituents.
Fourth, politicians might support UBI and believe that a trial will ultimately be good for
the movement. If there are enough committed UBI supporters in government to pass a law
instituting a trial of UBI, why don’t they just skip the trial and pass a law introducing a full UBI
right away? UBI is no small idea. Virtually any substantial version of BIG would be an enormous
change to any country’s public policy system. Despite the UBI movement’s growth, the idea is
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still a minority opinion in most countries. It would be an enormous risk for politicians to make
such a change without the confidence that they had a substantial constituency behind them.
Politicians might hope that a successful trial can help build that coalition, and so the politicians
opting for a trial rather than the immediate introduction of UBI might nevertheless share some of
the motivations of UBI supporters.lxvi
Fifth, a trial could be some kind of consolation prize for the UBI movement. While the
UBI movement wants the support of politicians, politicians want the support of the UBI movement.
A consolation prize could be politicians’ way of saying that the movement has grown enough to
be taken seriously and enough that at least some political parties find it useful to seek the support
of that movement. But the constituency has not grown enough to demand full introduction of UBI
in exchange for that support. The consolation prize of a UBI experiment may be the next best
politically-feasible thing that politicians can do at this point to get the UBI movement to support
them.
Politicians have a massive incentive to find the cheapest way to tell you yes. Even the most
well-meaning politicians might feel some of the pressure of the political incentive structure that
pushes in this direction. They might want to support the UBI movement’s cause (full
implementation), but they need to get the UBI movement to support their cause (reelection). The
enormous difference in cost (both monetary and political) between a UBI trial and actual
implementation makes far easier for a politician to deliver a trial. From the politicians’ perspective,
this is a triple win: they gain a constituency, support scientific research, and take action that might
someday lead to the introduction of a policy they sympathize with (i.e. a mix of the third, fourth,
and fifth reasons to favor trials). Politicians might not be fully aware of the extent to which they
are affected by each of these motivations.
A danger for the UBI movement comes along with this possible mix of motivations: trials
might end up deflecting political momentum away from full implementation of UBI. Once a trial
is in place, it can become a temporary barrier to full implementation. A good trial can last threeto-seven years or more from inception to final report. Having said yes to a trial, the politician now
has the perfect excuse to say no to implementation for that entire period. You asked for a trial; I
gave it to you; it only makes sense to wait to fully evaluate the findings of the trial you wanted
before taking the next step. Three-to-seven years is a long time in politics. The movement could
peak during that period. Sympathetic parties could lose power. The unfinished NIT experiments
might well have been a barrier to the introduction of some form of BIG in the United States when
a bill was active in Congress in 1971 and 1972.
Having discussed the social and political process of bringing experiments about, the next
chapter discusses the social and political reaction to experimental results.

Chapter 10: The vulnerability of experimental findings to
misunderstanding, misuse, spin, and the streetlight effect
This chapter attempts to help anyone involved in the discussion of the current round of
experiments avoid misunderstanding, misuse, spin, and the streetlight effect by explaining why
UBI experiments are so vulnerable to those problems. Misunderstandings happen because the
nonspecialists who create the demand for experiments and the specialists who conduct the
experiments have great difficulty understanding each other, and they are separated by a long and
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difficult chain of connections. Essentially, we’re playing the telephone game, in which one person
tells another person a story; the second person passes it to a third, and so on. Each degree of
separation adds potential for misunderstanding, and the story gets less and less accurate the more
it is passed on.
The telephone game is especially difficult for UBI experiments because we’re playing it
with inherently difficult information, and the people involved don’t always have a shared set of
background assumptions. All research—any discussion—involves background assumptions, but
when information moves from groups with differing sets of background assumptions,
misunderstandings creep in.
It’s common but wrong to distract attention from background assumptions as if they were
unchallengeable truths. People do this both consciously and unconsciously. Even if people explain
them, background assumptions are easily lost because they’re not the most interesting part of the
story to pass along to the next person. A lack of understanding about the background assumptions
that go into research can lead to the impression that it is more definitive than it actually is.
Consider how the chain of connections affects UBI experiments. The citizens who create
the demand for trials might not know what questions experiments can and cannot address. I’ve
argued that most citizens are interested in the big questions, an overall verdict on UBI’s efficacy.
They will probably count on researchers conducting studies to decide what questions to address
and how to address them, and they might presume or at least hope that these experts will be able
to anticipate the questions they want answered and translate that evidence into the right answers.
Politicians, rather than the people most closely involved in the UBI discussion, usually
make the decision to have a trial. Only a few of them will be closely connected to that discussion.
They might be interested in a different definition of UBI than the one used by most supporters.
Whatever UBI model politicians decide to test, they cannot be counted on to know what questions
are most relevant to the citizens involved on any side of the public discussion. Often, they seem to
have no specific questions in mind, and when they do, their questions might differ from the
questions most important to the public discussion.
Once politicians make the decision to have an experiment, they designate a government
department to work on it. Appointed public servants in that department might in turn hire managers
or consultants specifically for the project, and one of those groups appoints social scientists to
design and conduct the study. These social scientists are, therefore, separated from the public
discussion by several degrees, each of which has potential to add misunderstanding.
The researchers hired to conduct the trial might or might not be well-versed in the dialogue.
There are researchers, like myself, who are heavily involved with the public discussion of UBI,
but hiring those researchers increases the risk of confirmation bias. Researchers who are not
involved in the UBI discussion will almost certainly research UBI as a policy, but they might not
always research the public discussion of it or consult closely with people involved in that
discussion. Although research will most likely be conducted by good scientists who will attempt
to make a positive contribution to the body of knowledge about UBI, there are vulnerable to
misunderstanding and likely to focus on aspects of the issue that depart substantially from the
aspects that most interest people involved in the public discussion. Consider five reasons.
First, social scientists are not one united group with an automatically shared set of
background assumptions. Specializations in many different fields and subfields are relevant to UBI
and UBI experiments. They have to make an effort to develop a shared set of background
assumptions across disciplinary barriers before they can develop a shared understanding with their
nonspecialist audience.
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Second, as discussed in the puzzle analogy in the introduction, social scientists tend to look
at research questions very differently than nonspecialists. Nonspecialists tend to want a verdict, up
or down. Social scientists know that no single study is very likely to produce a decisive verdict on
any social science issue, and tend to want to add to the existing body of knowledge about UBI.
Third, social scientists have no particular expertise in discovering the questions that
concern others. Their expertise is in applying the tools they know to questions those tools are most
suited to address. Politicians hired them, knowing their area of expertise is to conduct an
experiment that can address some questions better than others. Social scientists might reasonably
assume that they have been hired to do what they (and their experimental tools) do best. But, of
course, the streetlight effect simply is the focus on what researchers and/or experiments do best
instead of the questions that most need to be answered.
Fourth, social scientists have a strong interest in being seen by their peers as doing
something scientific. The general climate in most of the social sciences is that quantitative research
is somehow more scientific than qualitative research. Studies reporting numbers—the more
quantifiable the better—are seen as more scientific than those reporting less quantifiable
observations. In addition, RCTs are seen as being more scientific than saturation studies even if a
saturation study produces more relevant results to the issue being studied.
Fifth, specialists—like everyone else including you and me —tend to have self-serving
bias, in this case toward believing what they do is important. If so, they are likely to believe that
whatever questions their experiment can address are more important than they actually are. They
might underemphasize (to themselves and to others) the importance of all those questions that the
experiments cannot address or the differences between experimental findings and their
implications about the centrally important questions in the evaluation of UBI as a policy.
This analysis indicates the possibility that specialists conducting UBI experiments will be
most interested in different questions than the nonspecialist citizens and policymakers involved in
the discussion of UBI. This difference in concern would not be crucial, if everyone understood it.
Nonspecialists might be disappointed to learn the extent to which, instead of a decisive, overall
evaluation of the policy, UBI experiments produced a small improvement in the existing
knowledge about a few of the questions relevant to that overall evaluation, but as long as they learn
enough about the research and its implications, research findings will improve their understanding
of the evidence about UBI.
Unfortunately, the telephone game begins again as experimental findings make their way
back into the public discussion.
Researchers usually take other researchers as their primary audience. When they do, they
write in the exacting academic terms familiar to other researchers and leave out the background
knowledge familiar to other researchers in their respective fields but not necessarily familiar to
people outside of their field. As Chapter 1 mentioned, many excellent researchers are not very
good at communicating with nonspecialists.
The U.S. and Canadian experiments released findings in the 1970s and early 1980s mostly
in specialist-to-specialist publications, such as academic monographs and journals,lxvii which are
dense and difficult for nonspecialists.
Hopefully, the new round of studies will produce at least some reports aimed at general
audiences. They might even employ science communication specialists to report the results in
language that nonspecialists can best understand. However, even the best-written reports might
not attempt to bridge the most important gaps in understanding. Research reports often aim to help
nonspecialists understand scientific findings on their own terms more than they aim to help relate
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those findings to the questions that most concern nonspecialists. For example, reports might help
people understand how the behavior of the control group differed from the behavior of the
experimental group in the ways that researchers were capable of studying. For at least four reasons,
reports might not attempt the very complex and difficult effort required to explain how much (and
how little) these differences say about the likely overall effects of a national UBI in the areas of
most concern to nonspecialists.
First, it’s not necessarily their job. Unless specifically instructed, it is not usually the job
of researchers or of science communication specialists to find out what questions interest other
people. Their job is to conduct research and explain the findings of that research. If our political
process hires specialists to do job A, we cannot blame them for neglecting our unspoken need for
them to do job B as well.
Second, what is obvious to specialists is not always obvious to nonspecialists who share
few background assumptions with specialists. These studies are short-term. They do not capture
community effects. They produce indirect and partial inferences about the national implementation
of a policy. They do not address all of the important claims needed to fully evaluate UBI as a
policy. From one specialist to another this list might seem too obvious to mention, or it might seem
to merit no more than a dry list of caveats so that other specialists know that the researchers
conducting the study were aware of these limitations. If specialists are unaware how poorly
nonspecialists understand these issues, they might not even mention them, much less work through
the difficult effort needed to connect experimental results to the questions nonspecialists want
answered.
Third, self-serving comes into play again. We all tend to believe what we do is important.
A report emphasizing all the barriers between the experimental results and the things we really
want to know would make the experiments look less valuable than they would look in a report that
ignored or downplayed those differences. Similarly, a report emphasizing how much theory and
data from other sources was necessary to connect the experimental results to the evaluation of the
actual effects of a national policy would make the experiments themselves look less valuable.
Fourth, the pressure for social scientists to be seen doing something scientific (often
conflated with doing something quantitative) also comes into play again. The effort to discuss the
limitations of experimental findings in order to connect them with answers to the questions
nonspecialists most want answered will involve doing more qualitative and nonacademic
discussion.
Whether for these reasons or others reports about the U.S. experiments in the 1970s
overwhelmingly stressed the differences between the behavior of the control and experimental
groups rather than the part these play in understanding how to evaluate BIG as a potential national
policy.lxviii
Even if research reports do address the big questions that most concern nonspecialists, the
effort to help create a good, shared understanding will be difficult. No matter how well-written
reports might be, they face the inherent problem that the information they contain is complex and
difficult. After all, any nonspecialist who learns what specialists know becomes a specialist. Some
amount of the complex implications of a UBI trial simply will be missed by most nonspecialists.
The trick is to get them to understand enough. That task is not usually impossible, but it is seldom
easy. Weeding through the complexity of the issue to determine what is enough and figuring out
how to communicate it is intrinsically difficult.
People reading about UBI experiments might be biased toward oversimplification just
because they’re looking for something they can understand. They also might be biased in this
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direction by what we might call “professional deference.” By this, I mean the mistaken belief that
expert findings are more definitive than even the specialists themselves believe. In everyday
conversations, if one person says several negative things about an idea, they are implying that the
idea itself is bad and should be rejected. Research reports by contrast are to be taken at face value.
If they don’t include statements about the big questions that means they don’t have answers to
those questions. Unfortunately, not all readers will understand that. At least some of them will
probably take every positive-sounding result as the experts’ vote for and every negative-sounding
result as the experts’ vote against the policy. Even a clear caveat warning readers against making
such inferences might be ignored by some readers or journalists.
Whether or not researchers conducting experiments produce reports attempting to explain
that complexity directly to nonspecialists, most nonspecialists (i.e. most citizens and politicians)
will get their information about the study not from research reports but from popular writers, such
as journalists, bloggers, and columnists,lxix creating yet another degree of separation, and one that
involves opportunities for spin and sensationalism.
Popular writers might well be professional writers, but few of them are professional social
scientists. Only a few of them will have much more expertise than the public they write for. They
might struggle to understand research reports even on their own terms. They might be incapable
of doing the complex analysis necessary to relate reported differences between control and
experimental groups to probable outcomes for a national UBI. That is, they might have some of
the same problems as their readers in understanding the results of UBI trials.
Popular writers, especially if their understanding is limited or oversimplified, are likely to
be biased toward sensationalism. The reporting in the 1970s on NIT experiments was
overwhelmingly sensational.lxx Whether it is out of professional deference, a desire to attract more
readers or the inherent difficulty of the material, many recent reports about the UBI experiments
getting underway now have been sensational.lxxi For example, Matt Reynolds recently debunked a
significant amount of sensational reports saying that Finland cancelled its UBI experiment, when
it simply decided not to extend the experiment.lxxii
Most likely, some writers, politicians, and even some researchers will—consciously or
unconsciously—spin the results to the advantage of one side or other in the debate. “Spin”—as I
use the term—is not necessarily deceptive. To spin is to present information in a way that favors
one or another interpretation of it. A person (like me) who is convinced UBI is a good idea cannot
present what they know honestly without also putting UBI in a favorable light. The same is true
for opponents. Honest spin is not unethical, but it is a source of misunderstanding as information
goes through the telephone game.
Spin becomes dishonest when people knowingly overemphasize one side of the issue over
another. This kind of spin can still be unconscious if it stems from a bias toward recognizing
favorable evidence as more important than unfavorable evidence, but it is deceptive and can be a
big source of misunderstanding. Spin becomes extreme when people look at evidence not as a way
to improve their understanding but as a source of ammunition to use to defend their preconceived
position.
Most citizens will get their information from popular articles. As those citizens absorb that
information, they add another degree of separation to the telephone game. They might add a layer
of misunderstanding or oversimplification to what might already exist in the article.
All this adds up to a great danger that even well-conducted experiments will fail to increase
the understanding of evidence among people engaged in the public debate. This risk doesn’t
require any of the people involved to be fools or fakers; this risk exists because a lot of people are
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involved in a long chain of transmission of very complex information, about which they share few
background assumptions. I’ve argued that communication problems like these had a detrimental
effect on the discussion of the NIT experiments in the 1970s. It’s important not to let that happen
to the current round of UBI experiments.

1. Working backward from the public discussion and forward to it again
I’ll put off most of the discussion of how to combat misunderstanding, misuse, spin, and
sensationalism until the concluding chapter. But will say one thing now. People commissioning,
designing, and conducting UBI experiments should work backwards from an understanding of the
public discussion to the experiment by identifying the claims that are important to the public
discussion and attempting to relate all their findings to those claims. Then, they should work
forward again, explaining the relevance of the experimental findings to the issues that are
important to the discussion.
Working backwards from the debate does not require experiments to test everything
everyone wants to know about UBI. It requires researchers to try their best to identify the questions
that interest the public, especially the big bottom-line questions, relate the things they can find to
the issues that are most valuable to the public evaluation of UBI as a policy. Not only can this
effort help researchers design experiments that are better understood, but also it will help them
design experiments that are more genuinely useful to the public decision of whether to introduce
UBI.
Once the experiment is complete, researchers and others writing about experiments should
work forward again from the test to the public discussion, explaining carefully what the
experiments findings do and do not imply about the issues of interest to the public discussion of
UBI. This effort involves calling attention to the limits of experiments, and it might, therefore,
make the experiments seem less valuable. But a good understanding of what experiments cannot
do is essential to the understanding what they can do.
The next seven chapters consider the process of working backward from the debate to the
design of the experiment. It’s a daunting but worthwhile task.

Chapter 11: Why UBI experiments cannot resolve much of the
public disagreement about UBI
The belief that a UBI experiment can provide a definitive answer to the question of whether
to introduce UBI rests on three false presumptions: 1. People disagree about UBI primarily because
they disagree about what its effects might be. 2. These disagreements about effects stem from a
lack of available evidence. 3. An experiment will provide that missing evidence.
In each case, nearly the opposite is true. 1. Although some important disagreements about
UBI’s effects exists, the disagreement is more of an ethical debate about the desirability of its
effects than an empirical debate about what those effects are. 2. Disagreements about what UBI’s
effects are don’t stem primarily from a lack of available evidence. Substantial evidence already
exists. Some is widely known; some isn’t. 3. Experiments cannot provide the most important
missing evidence. They will only add a small amount to the existing body of evidence and leave
many important empirical questions about UBI unanswered.
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Therefore, this chapter explores the difference between the questions that need to be
resolved to make a decision for or against UBI and the answers UBI experiments can provide. The
difference is bound to disappoint some readers, and some might react by saying why bother (see
Chapter 18), but it’s necessary to understand what an experiment’s limits, if we’re going to get the
most out of it.
Experiments are empirical studies. They can provide evidence to help answer empirical
questions like what does this do? But they cannot provide the answer to ethical and subjective
questions, such as do we want what this does? Experiments cannot resolve the basic disagreement,
which is more about the second question than the first. The focus on ethics is not because people
don’t care about evidence, but as argued below, because UBI’s likely effects are well-enough
understood and the moral desirability of those effects is controversial enough to make the ethical
part of the argument pivotal.
For example, UBI supporters tend to believe either (1) that it is good for everyone to be
free from the threat of poverty including non-wealthy people who might refuse to take jobs or (2)
that the possibility of non-wealthy people refusing to take jobs is not bad enough to compel
sacrificing other goals that UBI achieves. Opponents tend to believe it is wrong for anyone (who
isn’t independently wealthy) to get anything without taking a job. These positions differ on basic
ethical premises—as do positions in many similar disagreements over UBI. No empirical study of
the practical effects of a UBI will determine whether these two incompatible ethical beliefs are
right or wrong.
Although there are many non-ethical reasons to support or oppose UBI, this ethical divide
exists in the background of most discussions over UBI’s ability to achieve its goals. People who
haven’t made up their minds on UBI often bring up concerns that are closely related to this and
similar ethical disputes.
This aspect of the UBI discussion makes it very different from the climate change
discussion. One reason the denial of evidence plays such a large role in the climate change debate
is that if climate change is happening, it seems obvious we should do something about it.
Therefore, those who don’t want to do anything about it feel they have to get people to believe it
is not happening. By contrast, it is entirely possible for two people to agree about all the effects of
UBI and disagree about whether it is a good policy. People on one side of the issue or the other do
not necessarily have to deny any evidence to make their case for or against the policy.
Empirical research can find evidence that is useful to people discussing ethical issues. For
example, if research was to find out that people with UBI tend to make as good or better
contributions to society as people do without UBI, at least some people who are leery about
allowing non-wealthy people to live without taking a job would probably become more open to
UBI. But not all people who oppose UBI for this kind of reason will be swayed. Some might
believe non-wealthy people need to work more than they are working now. Others might oppose
UBI because they oppose even the possibility that a non-wealthy person might refuse to participate
in the labor market.
Similarly, if empirical research found that a given level of UBI caused a decrease in
employment so large that it threatened UBI’s sustainability, any UBI supporters who aren’t
extremely short-sighted would drop their support for UBI or at least for that level of UBI if they
were unable to suggest a policy to counteract that unsustainability.
Yet, experiments in wealthy countries are unlikely to show either result. Past evidence
strongly indicates that low-wage workers in wealthy countries will spend less time in employment
but not so much less that UBI will become unsustainable. If experiments are consistent with a
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decline in labor hours in that range, supporters are likely to say UBI passed the test, and opponents
are likely to say that it failed. People whose opinions are in the middle might be swayed by where
in that range the estimate falls, but a subtle finding like this isn’t likely to be a huge deviation from
what we can already estimate from existing evidence. And it’s possible that responses of people
in the middle will be affected less by the small amount of additional evidence than by who wins
the spin wars that are likely to follow the release of experimental findings.
Closely related to the issue of whether empirical findings can resolve the ethical debate
over UBI is the problem of separating empirical from ethical claims about UBI. Almost any social
policy study has to deal with the problem that it is not easy to evaluate whether the policy “works”
without making ethical judgments about how to evaluate performance. We can say empirically
whether UBI meets criteria X, but we have to make an ethical judgment to say how important X
is as a criterion (see Chapter 12).
An enormous amount of evidence about UBI’s effects already exists. Thousands of articles
and books on various aspects of its effects have been written, and seven large-scale trials conducted
worldwide between 1968 and 2013. In addition, studies of full-fledged policies of varying degrees
of similarity to UBI, such as the Alaska Dividend, conditional cash transfers, citizens pensions,
tax credits, and many others provide information that can be used to estimate UBI’s effects. lxxiii
My impression—after studying UBI for more than 20 years—is that the better one grasps
existing evidence, the more likely one’s decision comes down to ethical issues. I can say that the
right UBI scheme will be sustainable and will do things people with an ethical position similar to
mine want it to do, but it will also do things that people with different ethical positions do not want
it to do.
Although many reasonable people are in the middle and might well be swayed by new
evidence, many people in the middle aren’t familiar with the existing evidence, and it is uncertain
that a new experiment will provide the most important piece of missing evidence they have been
looking for.
Existing evidence is not assembled in any one spot nor is most of it easily accessible to
nonspecialists. The most accessible summaries of existing evidence are in books written by
supporters, such as Annie Miller, Guy Standing, Malcolm Torry, Philippe Van Parijs, Yannick
Vanderborght, and others.lxxiv Of course, books by supporters might be subject to confirmation
bias.
Despite the enormous amount of evidence available in the relevant social science literature
and the availability of good summaries, a substantial part of the current discussion of UBI among
citizens and policymakers still goes on in ignorance of existing evidence. In fact, a lot of clearly
false claims easily contradicted by evidence are regularly repeated in the debate. For example,
many people continue to claim that a poverty-level UBI would cost 15-20% of GDP, when the
actual amount is estimated to be about one-sixth of that figure, less than 3% of GDP.lxxv Future
discussions might go on in ignorance of most of the findings of the current round of experiments.
Important gaps in existing evidence do remain. Experiments can help fill in some of those
gaps, but chapters below discuss, experiments are only capable of testing a small subset of what
we really want to know about UBI. And many of the biggest and most important gaps in the
existing evidence are not things that UBI experiments are capable of addressing. Neither these
gaps nor the potential for UBI experiments to fill them in are well-understood by nonspecialists
including some of the reporters currently writing about the experiments.
The decision to conduct a UBI experiment should be made with full knowledge of all these
limitations. If we want a UBI experiment, we need to accept not only that it is incapable of settling
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the major ethical divides between supporters and opponents, not only that it is highly unlikely to
prove either of their positions untenable, but also that it is unlikely to provide a large enough
addition to existing evidence to give a compelling reason for massive numbers of people in the
middle to shift their opinions significantly. Like most social-science research projects, UBI
experiments will make an incremental contribution to existing evidence. If the results are wellcommunicated, their best realistic hope is to enlighten the discussion among people on all sides of
the current discussion by increasing both the evidence available to them and their understanding
of it. This is a good reason to do an experiment, but it is far short of the definitive test people want
and some seem to be expecting.
I suspect that some specialists will mistakenly believe that everything this chapter says is
too obvious to mention. That mistake is a central reason this book is necessary. Citizens and
policymakers have to be free of false hopes if their decision to conduct a UBI experiments is to be
based on what an experiment can actually do.

Chapter 12: The bottom line
The “bottom line:” the central question in any policy debate: an overall evaluation of that
policy in both empirical and ethical terms. Does it work? Should we do it? Because experiments
can’t address ethical questions, researchers will have to focus the does-it-work question in light of
the ethical issues also under discussion. This chapter attempts to identify an overall bottom-line
question and to understand how to frame smaller bottom-line questions for specific issues. The
following chapter goes on to identify more-specific claims that are important to the discussion,
setting up the subsequent discussion of the extent to which experiments can directly or indirectly
address each of those claims.

1. Identifying and overall bottom line
Identifying the bottom line is more difficult than it might appear. The question, does UBI
work, is too vague for a social science experiment, partly because whether something “works”
depends on controversial ethical questions such as what goals it is supposed to accomplish and
how tolerable are potential side effects. Social scientists tend to translate the does-it-work question
into the cost-effectiveness question: how cost-effective is it? This question sounds very scientific
and neutral, but it still requires a resolution to controversial ethical questions. Which effects of
UBI morally count as costs? Which count as benefits? What relative weights do we put on benefits
X, Y, and Z and on costs A, B, and C? Whether something (such as a decline in average labor
hours among low wage workers) is considered a negative “side effect” or a positive “effect” often
depends on controversial ethical issues. If citizens and policymakers could resolve all of these
issues and hand empirical researchers an index to weigh costs and benefits, researchers would have
a purely empirical question to examine. But no one can resolve these deep moral controversies in
advance of a study.
Empirical researchers are, therefore, forced to impose some controversial judgments on
their evaluation process. They should warn readers what these judgments are in an attempt to create
a shared set of background assumptions. But doing so can sound as if it merely adds yet another
caveat. Perhaps, they should go farther and examine several different moral weighting systems to
provide information for people with differing ethical positions.
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Empirical economists sometimes ignore ethical background assumptions in their
evaluative tools. Many economists look at costs exclusively in dollar terms and cast cost-benefit
calculations in efficiency terms with little or no discussion of the debate over whether these
measures should have ethical priority over other options. For example, although a dollar lost to
anyone is an efficiency loss, citizens might have good ethical reasons to value a dollar used to cure
poverty more than several dollars used to provide luxuries for the already wealthy.lxxvi
In the absence of a national resolution to the ethical controversies that create this problem,
researchers will have to impose something, but they should avoid presenting their resolution to
moral issues as if it were uncontroversial. It is better to be open about the moral judgments
necessary to frame the empirical issues. It’s also valuable to recognize the different moral
perspectives that are relevant in the local political context, and present evaluations relevant to each.
This book cannot resolve this issue and won’t dwell on it.
I attempt to state the cost-effectiveness question in broad terms as:
Is a fully implemented national UBI a cost-effective method to benefit people in the short
and long run in the ways UBI supporters claim it does, assuming cost-effectiveness is
judged relative to other methods of achieving similar benefits for the same people?
Many of the things UBI supporters claim UBI can do (see Chapter 13) require a generous
UBI in the context of an extensive welfare system doing the things UBI cannot do. Although some
aspects of the welfare system can be replaced by UBI (most notably policies designed to maintain
the incomes to a level sufficient for normally-abled people), other aspects are not so replaceable.
Exactly what that extensive welfare system should involve is controversial even among UBI
supporters, but it might include education, healthcare, childcare, eldercare, disability care, a
higher-than-basic income for people with greater-than-normal needs, family leave, infrastructure,
transportation, public safety, an affordable housing policy, and so on.
Testing a full UBI in that context might not be possible, and it is reasonable for researchers
to test only a small step in the direction of UBI supporters’ vision. But, if we test only that step,
we are not testing the UBI that inspired the movement. Sometimes small steps work when big
leaps fail (such as toward the end of a dock). Sometimes big leaps work when small steps fail (such
as over a ditch). Whatever version of UBI (or whatever UBI-like policy) we test, researchers
should clearly explain how it differs from other versions and the extent to which this test’s findings
do or do not have implications for other versions of UBI.
It might, therefore, be useful in some circumstances to state the bottom-line question in
slightly more incremental terms:
What policy (basic income, the current system, or any other alternatives to be tested)
produces the greatest increase in recipients’ welfare per unit of cost (both in terms of tax
cost and efficiency loss), in the context of a long-term, fully implemented national
policy?lxxvii
Obviously, these statements of the bottom line can be shortened if some of their
constraining phrases can go without saying. I hesitate to do so because of the amount of
misunderstanding these issues have caused in the past.
I suggest that one of these cost-benefit questions—or something like them—should be
considered the bottom line for UBI experiments. Experimental evidence cannot definitively
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answer the bottom-line question, but experimenters can relate experimental findings to it: how
does this research improve our understanding of the bottom line?
These specifications of the bottom line impose answers to some moral questions. I’ve tried
to reduce this problem by phrasing the question in relative terms—relative to supporters’ claims
about its benefits and relative to other ways of achieving those benefits. It intentionally leaves
open what the claimed costs and benefits are.
I’m concerned with over-identifying any claim as “the” goal of UBI in any political
context. The UBI movement is diverse, as is the opposition to UBI. Some see UBI as a way to
eliminate the threat of poverty for everyone. Some see it as a way to make alternative lifestyles
possible. Some see it as a way to simplify and streamline the tax and benefit system. And so on. I
doubt there is any political context in which virtually everyone who discusses UBI is interested
only in a very limited range of issues.
Phrasing the cost-effectiveness question in relative terms does not eliminate moral
controversies. For example, even if nearly everyone might agree that a central goal of UBI is to
“increase recipients’ welfare” (as used above), any effort to define “welfare” is controversial.
Popular welfare measures might leave out some of the concerns that are important to the UBI
discussion. Researchers should not simply stop using these measures, but they can supplement
them by discussion how UBI affects important items that can’t be incorporated into the index.
The important points are not that the bottom line is phrased as I suggest, but that the
experiments have a bottom line, that it is a broad question, that it compares costs and benefits, that
it refrains from distracting attention from things experiments cannot measure, and that it addresses
what people need and want to know to evaluate UBI as a potential policy in their country or region.
The overall bottom line is important for two reasons. First, virtually any empirical research
question can and should be understood as some part of the answer to this general question. Second,
it is what citizens and policymakers ultimately need or want to learn from empirical policy
research. The more they know about the cost-effectiveness of UBI, the more fully informed they
will be as they discuss and make the decision whether to implement UBI.
If citizens and policymakers believe many of the media reports on the launch of
experiments, they not only want but expect a bottom-line answer. This expectation is an important
reason to relate findings to the bottom line. Experiments have a much narrower objective.
Experiments divide people into control and experimental groups, observe whatever differences
they can, and test those differences for statistical significance. If experimental reports are limited
to explaining what these differences are, they stop far short of any effort to find what people are
looking for.

2. Issue-specific bottom lines
Many issues can be usefully address in isolation. But no one has a direct interest in the
simple comparison between the control and experimental groups for any observational variable.
They have an interest in a long-term estimate for the impact of a national UBI on that variable.
And they have an interest in viewing it in the context of cost-benefit analysis relative to other
policies. Therefore, in addition to the overall bottom-line question, each variable can have a mini
bottom line of its own. The bottom line for any particular variable is the cost-effectiveness of a
long-term national UBI on that variable.
The calculation of the long-term impact of UBI on any variable involves considering
community effects, the difference between a short-term study and a permanent policy, the ways in
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which the sample succeeds or fails to be representative of the entire population, and so on. For
some variables, researchers might be able to use simulation techniques to calculate that answer.
For others, they might have to bring in more qualitative information or simply have a qualitative
discussion. Even if they lack data to make a reasonable estimate, they can explain the differences
between what they found and what we really want to know. They can also discuss the missing
factors necessary to get closer to the bottom line.
One example of an issue-specific bottom line is whether a step in the direction of
universality can free people living on benefits from the poverty trap. This question, which seems
to be important in the Finnish and Netherlands experiments, is worth looking at even in isolation
as long as the difference between it and an overall evaluation of UBI is clear.
Calculation of the overall bottom line requires a comparison of the bottom line for each
particular variable estimated in the experiment and probably also with estimates for other variables
the experiment could not examine. This effort, again, might be achieved with simulation
techniques; it might instead require more qualitative techniques, or it might involve admitting why
the effort falls short of that goal.

Chapter 13: Identifying important empirical claims in the UBI
debate
This chapter presents two lists of claims that supporters and opponents have made about
the effects of UBI. It gives each claim a name for reference, but these names do not reflect any
standard definition. The list includes a definition for each claim, but little or no further discussion,
such as how it is supposed to work. Later chapters give further explanations as needed.
I initially complied this list by drawing on my own experience, and then by using informal
crowd sourcing, asking other people interested in UBI via social media whether they could
contribute addition claims or rephrase some of the claims from my initial list. I have followed
international news about UBI since 1999, and my contacts are largely international, but of course,
my perspective still reflects my background. And so, the list reflects my biases.
I have tried roughly to group similar claims together, going from the more common or
important groups of claims to the less common or less important groups of claims, but the order is
not terribly important. My estimates of how best to group claims and of frequency and importance
of claims is cursory and subjective. And of course, the importance of any claim varies substantially
over time and place.
I have tried to reduce overlap as much as possible, but some overlapping claims play
important, separate roles in the debate. Many claims could be divided into a series of more-specific
claims. The welfare claim and the cost-effectiveness claim are obvious examples. Only some of
the more-specific claims are included separately on the list; again, the criteria for including them
separately was whether they play important independent roles in the UBI discussion.
It would be possible to include pairs of opposing claims on the supporters’ and opponents’
list: almost any claim on one list could be paired with its negation on the other list. For example,
supporters tend to say UBI is cost-effective and affordable while opponents tend to say it is costineffective and unaffordable. I have tried to avoid these sorts of duplications by attributing it to
the side that focuses on it more. Therefore, the supporters’ list gets a cost-effectiveness claim, and
the opponents list gets an (un)affordability claim.
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Although the lists don’t include direct negations, they do include some pairs of opposite
claims. For example, the benefit-to-workers claims and the harm-to-workers claims are included
on the two lists because they play important separate roles in common arguments for and against.
Many supporters don’t stop at defending UBI against the allegation that it harms workers; they go
on to argue about ways in which UBI is likely to help many workers, and these arguments play an
important role in their overall case for UBI.
Not all supporters or all opponents agree with each of the claims on the respective lists. In
fact, some claims within each list contradict each other. This is to be expected, given that diverse
people, sometimes with little else in common, support or oppose UBI for many different reasons.
These lists are not meant to exhaust all reasons given for or against UBI. No list could be.
Based on my experience, however, they capture a large portion of the common and influential
claims in the UBI literature. I expect that all or most of the questions experiments examine are
related to some of the claims on these lists.

1. Claims commonly made by supporters
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The welfare claim: UBI significantly raises the welfare of net recipients and some net
contributors.
The poverty claim: UBI (usually in combination with other policies) can eliminate poverty.
The structural-disadvantage (or economic-and-social-mobility) claim: UBI increases
economic and social mobility and therefore reduces structural disadvantage by improving
the health, security, and education of children, and by helping adults start businesses, get
education or training, take the time to look for the right job, and in many other ways.
The economic-equality claim: UBI increases economic equality both by direct
redistribution to lower-income people and by indirect effects, such as creating more
favorable labor-market conditions, improving health, and increasing education. (The taxes
used to support it can also be formulated to increase equality.)
The social-equality (or social-inclusion) claim: UBI increases social equality by reducing
social isolation of low-income people, by reducing the stigmatization of people who benefit
from redistributive programs, by reducing housing segregation, and by other means.
The benefit-to-workers claim: UBI financially benefits many workers directly by acting as
a wage subsidy for lower-income workers and indirectly by creating market conditions
likely to increase wages.
The better-working-conditions claim: UBI improves working conditions both by giving
workers the flexibility to move to more attractive sectors and by creating market conditions
likely to cause conditions to improve.
The widespread-benefit claim: a large portion of the population will benefit (on average)
from UBI at any one time, and a substantially larger portion will benefit at some point in
their lives.
The flexible-lifestyle claim: UBI enables people to work shorter hours, engage in job
sharing, become fulltime parents, and so on.
The freedom claim: UBI gives people greater freedom in the sense of giving them more
effective power over their own lives by reducing or eliminating their dependence on
employers.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The compensation claim: Those who own resources owe a UBI to those who do not in
compensation for the unequal division of the world’s resources.
The anti-exploitation claim: UBI reduces exploitation in employment by giving all workers
(both inside and outside unions) the power to refuse exploitive working conditions.
The cost-effectiveness claim: UBI is more cost-effective than traditional, conditional
welfare policies (in achieving various goals).
The reduced-social-costs claim: by reducing poverty and inequality, UBI reduces
associated costs such as healthcare, policing, and so on.
The reduced-capture-corruption-and-bureaucracy claim(s): UBI’s benefits are less likely
to be captured by others (such as employers, landlords, and bureaucrats) than conditional
welfare state policies. And it is less vulnerable to corruption than conditional programs
(because of its simplicity and transparency). These claims imply UBI reduces the overhead
cost associated with income support.
The efficient-transfer claim: UBI, being a lump-sum transfer, is economically efficient.
The only social cost involved with it comes from increases in marginal tax rates associated
with financing it but not from the grant itself.
The poverty-trap claim: UBI encourages people on benefits to reenter the labor force in
greater numbers than a conditional system, by ensuring they are always better off earning
more private income than earning less.
The labor-productivity claim: UBI increases labor productivity by encouraging employers
to substitute skilled for unskilled workers, by improving workers’ ability to enhance their
skills and search for higher-productivity jobs, and by improving childhood health and
educational attainment.
The increased-innovation-and-entrepreneurship claim: UBI increases entrepreneurial
activity and innovation (because it increases the financial cushion for risk-takers and
provides more time and more investment capital for visionaries to pursue ideas).
The productive-non-labor claim: UBI allows people to do more unpaid work (such as care
work and volunteering), some of which is more productive (or socially valuable) than many
forms of paid labor.
The increased-support-for-redistribution claim: UBI, once in place, results in greater
overall political support for redistribution.
The politically-enabled-proletarian claim: UBI makes low-wage workers a greater force
for progressive social change on other issues by freeing them from long hours and low pay.
The economic-stimulus claim: UBI, in combination with the taxes that support it, helps
improve economic growth and reduces unemployment by helping stimulate and stabilize
aggregate demand.
The “degrowth” claim: UBI helps economies move away from overconsumption and
overexploitation of resources.
The dynamic-efficiency claim: UBI increases the dynamic efficiency of the economy by
increasing workers health, education, safety, entrepreneurialism, and so on.

2. Claims commonly made by opponents
•

The reciprocity (or work ethic) claim: UBI makes it possible for non-wealthy people to
share in the benefits of social production, which involves labor, without making a
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reciprocal labor contribution of their own—or without any meaningful social contribution
at all. This observation is often labeled a violation of norms such as reciprocity and/or the
work ethic.
The exploitation claim: UBI requires taxing workers for the benefit of nonworkers.
The harm-to-workers claim: a UBI system financially benefits nonworkers at the expense
of many workers, all effects considered.
The labor-effort claim: UBI causes an unacceptably large reduction in labor supply that is
not easily counteracted by other policies.
The (un)affordability claim: UBI at the proposed level is prohibitively expensive.
The economic-impediment claim: UBI decreases economic growth by various means
including, reducing labor market participation, increasing labor costs, causing inflation,
creating the need for increased taxes, which reduce investment and innovation, and so on.
The self-destruction claim: UBI increases self-destructive behavior (possibly including
laziness, drug-dependency, lack of care for the future, watching too much television,
playing too many video games, choosing meaningless activities over meaningful paid
work, having “too many” children, etc.).
The gender-role reinforcement claim: UBI helps maintain traditional gender roles by
making it easier for women to remain out of the paid labor force while performing unpaid
care work and other traditional women’s roles.
The consumerism claim: UBI, being a cash grant in a monetary economy, encourages
greater consumerism, leading to increased environmental destruction and other problems.
The bought-off-proletarian claim: UBI—by providing a minimal level of contentment for
workers—reduces their effectiveness as a force to challenge the deeper inequalities and
other social inequities in society.
The decreased-overall-redistribution claim: UBI at an economically or politically feasible
level makes low-income people worse off overall than traditional, conditional social
policies.
The capture claim: many of the benefits of UBI go to someone other than the recipients
(perhaps because employers reduce wages, the cost of housing in low-income areas
increases, bureaucrats create overhead costs, etc.).
The migration claim: UBI encourages immigration and/or migration into areas with UBI.
The shut-door claim: UBI creates political pressure to restrict immigration.

3. Conclusion
It’s worth repeating that these lists are not exhaustive. Many more claims (of various levels
of relevance, certainty, and testability) are undoubtedly circulating in the academic and
nonacademic literature on UBI. But I hope these claims capture a significant range of what is being
said. The diversity of claims on these lists is enough to demonstrate the difficulty of designing and
communicating the results of a UBI experiment in a way that successfully enlightens public
discussion. The next three chapters consider how much an experiment can say about these claims
and what research questions are useful to people interested in these claims.
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Chapter 14: Claims that don’t need a test
At least five of the claims on the lists above don’t need a test to confirm their truth. They
are true either by definition, or they can be shown to be true by analytical reasoning with little or
no empirical reasoning necessary. These include,
•
•
•
•
•

The efficient-transfer claim
The poverty claim
The freedom claim
The compensation claim
The reciprocity (or work ethic) claim

These claims are related to important claims that can be researched, and they can be used to help
frame related research questions, but it is important to understand that they play a prominent role
in the UBI discussion as stated—that is, as claims that are already verifiably true.
The efficient-transfer claim is analytically true. All lump-sum transfers are efficient in
the sense defined by economists. That is, net recipients benefit financially as much as net taxpayers
pay. Non-lump sum transfers give individuals incentives to change their behavior to get the grant.
These changes in behavior cause additional social costs. This fact has played a prominent role in
the discussion among economists since James Buchanan, F. A. Hayek, and James Tobin endorsed
the idea.
The efficiency claim applies to the grant, not necessarily the taxes used to support it. Lumpsum taxes, such as those on resource rents, are also efficient, and if UBI can be financed entirely
by such taxes, no social cost would be involved with UBI at all. Experiments cannot test whether
lump-sum taxes can raise enough revenue to support UBI, and experiments will probably assume
that a substantial increase in non-lump-sum taxes will be necessary.
It is interesting the extent to which the discussion of UBI has ignored the efficient-transfer
feature of UBI. The efficiency gain or loss of an economic policy proposal usually plays a large
role in the academic discussion of it (and sometimes a role in the political discussion of it.)
At least three research questions closely related to efficiency are important: First, what
portion of UBI’s cost represents an efficient transfer and what portion represents a social cost?
Second, how does the efficiency loss of UBI in these terms compare to the efficiency loss of an
equally generous expansion of existing programs? Third, to what extent do the dynamic-efficiency
improving effects of UBI (such as reducing the costs associated with poverty) counter the static
inefficiency of the taxes needed to finance it?
These three questions have been neglected by most past experiments. The labor market
findings of UBI experiments will be useful toward answering these questions, but the experimental
findings will have to be combined with a large amount of outside evidence to produce a result.lxxviii
The need for evidence from other sources will be a running theme as these chapters try to relate
the questions people want answered to the questions experiments can directly examine.
The poverty claim, as stated is analytically true. A UBI set at or above the poverty line
necessarily eliminates poverty at least if poverty is defined in absolute terms. Relative poverty is
trickier, because many UBI schemes will cause the median income to rise. For example, most
European countries define the poverty line at 60% of median income. Eliminating poverty requires
a UBI at 60% of the poverty line and a marginal tax rate of 60% for net recipients. Whether this
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UBI scheme is desirable and reasonably affordable is an open question, but whether it can be done
is analytically true.
UBI’s ability to eliminate poverty is an important advantage over the conditional approach,
which necessarily leaves some portion of the population in poverty. If the people are truly required
to meet conditions involved in non-universal approaches to poverty, a credible threat of poverty
must exist, which would seem to require making good on that threat for at least some people. If
so, conditional programs have to leave some people in both relative and absolute poverty. Yet,
experiments can say nothing about this issue.
Several research questions related to poverty are relevant, such as what is the relativeeffectiveness of attempting to eliminate poverty with a UBI rather than by increasing existing
transfer programs? And is a UBI that eliminates absolute or relative poverty affordable?
The freedom claim, the compensation claim, and the reciprocity claim are true by
definition. The controversy is not over their truth but over their moral content. UBI set at a
sufficient level, undoubtedly gives non-wealthy people greater control over some aspects of their
lives, increasing freedom in the sense used in the freedom claim. The same UBI can be considered
compensation for the unequal division of resources. The same UBI makes it possible for nonwealthy people to consume products that involve labor without themselves contributing labor,
violating the reciprocity principle in the sense used in that claim. No empirical investigation can
settle the disagreement over the moral value of these senses of freedom and reciprocity.
There are important closely related empirical questions. The extent to which the benefitto-workers claim, the productive-non-labor claim, and the flexible lifestyle claim hold true would
indicate something about how valuable the added freedom for low-income people was, but
unfortunately, UBI experiments are not the best way to investigate them (see below).
UBI experiments can contribute something to the question of whether more people violate
this reciprocity principle under UBI, capitalism as is, or under an expanded conditional welfare
system. However, to do so they would have to define the ethically controversial concept of
meaningful social contribution. Many people would object to whatever definition they chose.
One of the most valuable things researchers can do about the reciprocity issue is to head
off the interpretation that experiments say more about it than they do. Experiments can and will
certainly collect data on the labor time of the control and experimental groups. Opponents are
likely to interpret any decline in labor time as an indication of a violation of the work ethic, and
some writers are likely to spin it as such, as many did in the 1970s (see Chapter 6). Merely
presenting labor-time findings—even on the way to calculating its effect on cost—without
addressing its possible effect on the reciprocity principle invites that misconception among people
for whom that principle is a primary concern.
To head off that mistake, researchers can address whether any labor-time decline reflects
people dropping out of the labor force or merely reducing the number of hours they work. If
researchers stop there, they leave open the interpretation that work is the only meaningful social
contribution. But to go much further, they might have to define controversial moral claims. They
can discuss the issue conceptually without getting into specific estimates of what should count, but
some confusion on this issue might be inevitable.
Even if experiments could somehow show that UBI was very unlikely to cause an increase
in violations of the politically relevant versions of the reciprocity principle, the truth that UBI
makes it possible for non-wealthy people to live without laboring is likely still to feature
prominently in the debate.
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Some spin and some misunderstanding on all of these issues is inevitable. The goal is
simply to reduce it as much as possible. To do so, anyone writing about experimental results needs
to present them in a way that answers people’s questions about how the findings relate to these
issues. Few if any nonspecialists will be able to work out many of these issues for themselves, and
they won’t be helped much by a dry list of caveats.

Chapter 15: Claims that can’t be tested with available techniques
This chapter discusses important empirical claims in the UBI discussion are untestable or
virtually untestable by the techniques available to potential UBI experiments, while Chapter 16
discusses claims that can be tested at least in some manner. That dichotomy is a simplification: in
fact, there is a continuum between completely untestable and sufficiently testable claims, and it is
a bit of a judgement call to determine which side of the line to put any particular claim. Tests will
have some implications about most claims. The criteria that I’ve tried to use are whether the test
can make some direct observations about the variable in question (as opposed to being connected
by theory alone) and whether the theory connecting observations to the final effect on the variable
is fairly settled and tends to point in one direction.
Experiments are virtually unable to test the following claims:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The exploitation claim
The anti-exploitation claim
The social-equality claim
The capture claim
The reduced-capture-corruption-and-bureaucracy claim(s)
The labor-productivity claim
The increased-innovation-and-entrepreneurship claim
The structural-disadvantage claim
The better-working-conditions claim
The flexible-lifestyle claim
The productive non-labor claim
The gender-role reinforcement claim
The degrowth claim
The consumerism claim
The self-destruction claim
The economic-stimulus claim
The economic-impediment claim
The migration claim
The shut-door claim
The increased-support-for-redistribution claim
The increased overall disadvantage claim
The politically enabled proletarian claim
The bought-off proletarian claim
The dynamic-efficiency claim
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The anti-exploitation claim and the exploitation claim are not polar opposites. The antiexploitation claim involves UBI’s suspected ability to reduce exploitation of workers by
employers. The exploitation claim involves UBI suspected ability to enable non-working
recipients to exploit workers. Depending on how exploitation is defined, it is possible for both
claims to be true at the same time. A UBI could make workers less vulnerable to exploitation by
employers while making them more vulnerable to exploitation for the benefit of non-working net
recipients. Similarly, the exploitation claim is distinct from the harm-to-workers claim. The
exploitation claim focuses only on the effect of taxes. It is possible that some workers pay higher
taxes under a UBI system, and so are exploited in the sense used, but are better off overall because
of better wages and working conditions, as well as other community effects (see Chapter 16).
The concept of exploitation is so controversial and so morally loaded that researchers can’t
hope to say much about it directly, but it is so important that they should not ignore it either. They
need to address other issues, such as the welfare claim, the benefit-to-workers claim, the betterworking-conditions claim, and the harm-to-workers claim in the context of the exploitation
debates. Unfortunately, these are difficult to address as well, as discussed in Chapter 16.
Despite the importance of the social-equality claim, experiments can say very little about
it, because it is inherently a community effect. Experiments will not directly reveal whether UBI
net beneficiaries are less likely to be stigmatized than recipients of other redistributive programs.
They won’t observe housing segregation. Experimenters can ask people whether they feel socially
isolated, but any relief from isolation is likely to be much larger in a long-run nationwide program.
Even a very large saturation study might only pick up a small portion of this effect.
The capture claim and the reduced-capture-corruption-and-bureaucracy claim(s)
cannot be tested in an experiment because they involve market reactions and/or the internal
workings of a potential future government administration. The bureaucratic structure needed to
run a small-scale, temporary experiment will provide no evidence about the bureaucratic structure
needed for a large-scale, permanent national program or about the behavior of public employees
within that structure. To the extent that these claims involve capture by private economic entities
such as employers and landlords, an RCT will provide no direct evidence and a saturation study
will provide very little. Labor markets are primarily national. The effect of geographically
dispersed randomly selected individuals will be nonexistent. The effect of geographically
concentrated subjects in a saturation study will probably be much smaller than the national
response, and how large it is will depend on how isolated the community is.
The labor-productivity claim, the increased-innovation-and-entrepreneurship claim,
and the better-working-conditions claim are extremely hard to observe because they depend on
the long-term reactions of both recipients and employers. Researchers can examine whether people
in a short-term experiment seek training or education, whether they are healthier, and so on, but
they will be unable to observe whether and how any gains in these areas will eventually affect
workers’ productivity, entrepreneurship, and mobility. A major part of the argument for increased
labor productivity and improved working conditions is through employers: a decline in labor effort
gives employers incentive to increase wages, improve working conditions, and introduce higher
productivity techniques. Because RCTs are unable to observe employer responses, they cannot
observe whether this path actually leads to higher productivity or better working conditions. The
best they can do to approach employer reaction is to observe whether the UBI trial leads to a
decline in labor market participation, which is only the first step in the chain expected to lead to
these results.
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Similarly, researchers can observe part of the first step of the structural-disadvantage
claim and the dynamic-efficiency claim (does it improve education, childhood health and
nutrition, entrepreneurship, and so on). A major part of the first step is true by definition: that UBI
can reduce poverty. A great deal of theory and empirical evidence indicates that people who grow
up and live with a reduce threat of poverty are much better able to succeed in ways that benefit
themselves and others. The majority of claims on the UBI-supporters’ list are closely tied by theory
and past observations to the structural-disadvantage claim. Unfortunately, experiments cannot
directly observe whether these first steps toward reducing structural disadvantages do in fact lead
to the dynamic process needed to produce greater efficiency or reduced disadvantage.
Yet these issues, especially the structural-disadvantage claim, cannot be left out of the
discussion. The elimination of structural-disadvantage is an important concern for any country that
endorses the principle of equality before the law. It would be an enormous example of the
streetlight effect if people involved in the discussion got distracted by quantitative comparison of
how much the control and experimental groups work or drink from the important question of
whether experimental evidence is connected by theory to good reasons to believe that UBI will
have a significant effect on the structural causes of poverty, inequality, and other forms of
disadvantage.
The flexible-lifestyle claim, the productive non-labor claim, the gender-role
reinforcement claim, the degrowth claim, the consumerism claim, and the self-destruction
claim all share two problems. They require observing behavior that is not easy to observe and
making subjective and/or normative judgments about that behavior. For example, researchers can
observe whether parents use their UBI to spend more time with children and whether women do
this more often than men, but they will not be able to observe whether this reaction should be seen
as reflecting increased flexibility in lifestyles or as reinforcement of gender roles. It will be very
difficult to observe whether test subjects react in ways that lead to more or less growth and
consumerism. Even if researchers are able to observe what subjects do with increased available
nonlabor time, researchers would have to make controversial moral judgements to label that time
“productive,” “unproductive,” or “self-destructive.”
Yet, researchers will need to find some nonjudgmental way to make findings about
subjects’ behavior relevant for these debates. For example, although they should avoid making
moral judgments, they should not avoid estimating whether UBI is correlated with alcohol or drug
abuse.
In addition, most of these variables depend heavily on long-term and community effects.
For example, the ability of a person using a UBI to adopt a more flexible lifestyle is likely to
depend on factors such as whether the UBI is permanent, whether it affects the market and culture
in ways that make flexible lifestyles more feasible and attractive. Any short-run observations of
people in a small-scale experiment are likely to give little indication of the long-run reaction to a
national UBI for any of these possible effects.
The economic-stimulus claim, the economic-impediment claim, and associated subclaims involve market reaction to UBI, which RCTs cannot observe at all and saturation studies
can observe only partly. Some of the potential effects involved are macroeconomic, operating at
the national and—in the Eurozone—at the supranational level. A small-scale experiment can say
nothing about them. Evidence has to be gathered from other sources.
The shut-door claim, the increased-support-for-redistribution claim, and the
decreased-overall-redistribution claim involve the way voters and policymakers feel about and
respond to UBI at the national level over time. Experiments provide no evidence about them.
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The migration claim fits largely into this category as well. If immigrants are eligible for
a substantial UBI shortly after they arrive, it’s reasonable to think more immigrants will want to
come. But most countries control their immigration and the eligibility rules for immigrants. So,
they can choose whether and when immigrants become eligible and whether or not to allow
increased immigration. Regional polities that do not control their migration from other parts of the
country and are required by national rules to extend eligibility to migrants might face this issue, as
might countries, such as European Union members, that have signed international agreements
allowing free migration across national borders and prescribing when and whether immigrants
from treaty countries are eligible for redistributive programs. But whether a UBI increases
immigration to these countries is not something a UBI experiment (which has to have fixed control
and experimental groups) can test.
Although the politically-enabled-proletarian claim and the bought-off-proletarian
claim are potentially observable in an experiment by comparing the political behavior of people
in the experimental and control groups, there are at least four reasons to believe it is beyond the
reasonable capability of an experiment. First, political behavior is extremely difficult to observe
and hard to quantify. Second, community effects are likely to be substantial. The way one person
behaves politically affects their fellow citizens’ behavior. Third, once a national UBI is in place,
it would change the political dialogue and political behavior in unpredictable ways. Fourth, the
long-term political response after years of activity and discussion in a national policy setting is
likely to be very different from the initial reaction of study subjects.
Nevertheless, researchers should be aware that these claims affect how people interpret the
other experimental results. Suppose the experimental group works fewer hours than the control
group. This result could be a good thing because it is the first step in a process consistent with the
anti-exploitation claim, the better-working-conditions claim, the reduced-capture claim, the laborproductivity claim, the productive non-labor claim, the degrowth claim, the capture claim, the
consumerism claim, and the politically-enabled-proletarian claim. But this result could be a bad
thing because it is the first step in a process consistent with the exploitation claim, the gender-role
reinforcement claim, and the economic-impediment claim. People who feel strongly about these
issues are likely to see confirmation in the results, glossing over the distance between the first step
that might be confirmed by the experiment and the final step required for their theory to produce
the result they expect. Keeping people from making this leap is a difficult challenge for anyone
writing about experimental findings.
The difficulty of relating the trial findings to the issues being debated might tempt
researchers to report experimental results on their own terms without any comment on what they
indicate for all these different debates, but as past experience shows, ignoring these debates makes
it easier for people to spin the results one way or another.

Chapter 16: Claims that can be tested but only partially, indirectly,
or inconclusively
This chapter addresses claims that can be tested, but shows that they can only be tested
partially, indirectly, or inconclusively. No claims from the list in Chapter 13 can be tested fully,
directly, and reasonably conclusively in a small-scale experimental setting the way medicines can
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sometimes be tested. The central question is how to deal with the indirect and partial nature of the
findings.
Experiments have some ability to examine the following claims:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The welfare claim
The economic-equality claim
The reduced-social-costs claim
The labor-effort claim
The affordability claim
The poverty-trap claim
The harm-to-workers claim
The benefit-to-workers claim
The widespread-benefit claim
The cost-effectiveness claim

1. The welfare claim
The welfare claim is probably the most important empirical claim in the UBI debate. The
central reason to support a transfer payment is to make people better off. Although some past
studies have underplayed the welfare question in favor of more easily measurable variables, the
ability of UBI to achieve that goal is far more important than its potential side effects.
Welfare—an abstract concept about people’s inner state—is not directly observable. The
best existing methods for determining welfare are self-assessments and observations of quality-oflife indicators. Welfare is at least partly subjective, and some quality-of-indicators can be morally
loaded. Alcohol is clearly unhealthy and has many potentially damaging side effects, but if it has
no ability to increase welfare, 70% of Americans don’t know what’s good for them.
Fortunately, many quality-of-life indicators are not as tricky. If you have more secure
access to an adequate diet, more secure housing, fewer feelings of social isolation, and healthier,
longer-lived children than otherwise, you are almost undoubtedly happier. People who are happier
with an inadequate diet, ill-health, shorter-lived children, and so on probably suffer from a
diagnosable mental disorder. And so, we can safely use many quality-of-life indicators.
Social scientists have developed reasonable welfare indexes based on well-researched
indicators.lxxix Researchers conducting UBI experiments can report on quality-of-life indicators in
a nonjudgmental way and employ respected indexes to provide an overall measure of welfare.
They can also conduct a survey asking people in the control and experimental groups about their
wellbeing and about factors likely to affect it.
One important aspect of welfare that could be particularly important to UBI experiments
is time use. UBI has the potential to free up people’s time. If so, will people spend more time in
education, childcare, volunteering, positive social relationships, or various behaviors that might be
labeled as “lazy” or “self-destructive?”
The need for welfare indicators means that the welfare claim is a host of claims and subclaims. I haven’t attempted to list each claim separately, because there are too many of them,
including effects on physical and mental health, homelessness, housing quality, infant mortality,
education, food security and adequacy, nutrition, problems associated with the “ghettoization” of
poverty, and many more.
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Researchers could straightforwardly employ standard quality-of-life indicators and welfare
indexes, but they might also consider addressing welfare issues that have particular importance to
the UBI debate, such as those related to the freedom claim, the flexible-lifestyle claim, the
consumerism claim, and the self-destruction claim. I’ve discussed the difficulty of dealing with
these claims, but they do affect welfare, and they have particular importance to the UBI discussion
in many countries.
The sheer volume of welfare indicators that one can put into an index distracts attention
from how important each of them is. I’m guilty of that, leaving most of them out of the list of
named claims. But UBI experiments must emphasize all quality-of-life indicators they can measure
and explain the relationship between them and the ones they can’t.
The difficulty of observing, measuring, quantifying, and combining quality-of-life
indicators into a good understanding of welfare discourages work on it. But it has to be the central
focus of any attempt to find out whether UBI succeeds in achieving its central goal. By contrast,
the labor-time comparison between the control and experimental groups, though far less important,
attracts attention because it is a nice, neat apparently-easy-to-understand number.
Community and long-term effects on welfare are likely to be substantial because there are
so many channels by which UBI is likely to affect welfare: direct distribution, market effects on
income and working conditions, reduced inequality, reduced ghettoization of poverty, improved
education, and so on. Researchers will have to do a great deal of extrapolation to relate study
findings to reasonably accurate predictions for a national program. Individual-level RCTs will
underestimate the impact of UBI on quality-of-life indicators—both positive and negative.
Saturation studies will do only slightly better. Most welfare effects are likely to accumulate slowly
over the long term, to be larger for a policy expected to be permanent, and to involve nationallevel community effects.
One advantage of saturation studies is that some welfare-related community effects are
local. A 5-to-10-year saturation study in an impoverished town—if feasible—could produce a
great deal of information about the effects of ghettoized poverty not just about UBI’s role in
alleviating it.
The trial will give some indication about the direction of UBI’s impact on various welfare
indicators, but researchers will have to extrapolate using other evidence to estimate the welfare
impact of a national UBI including the feedback effects from employers and the community over
the long-run. Those predictions will be based largely on that other evidence, but experiments can
provide useful information about the direction of change.

2. The economic-equality claim
The economic-equality claim, as stated, needs no test, because UBI necessarily reduces
inequality through direct redistribution as long as it is set at a sustainable level. But the important
issue is not whether but how much UBI reduces inequality. This question is partially testable
because it depends on many market factors, some of which are observable. But experiments will
only reveal the first step in a long chain of reactions that will determine UBI’s effect on economic
equality. Experiments can compare the incomes of people in the control and experimental groups,
but they will need to combine that with evidence from other sources for UBI’s likely effects on
taxes paid by higher-income people and on employers’ wage response. Some kind of simulation
will be necessary, and this estimate will be only the short-term effect of a temporary policy.
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To get some idea of longer-term effects, researchers can observe the initial effects of UBI
on education, health, safety, food security, and other factors that are correlated with economic
mobility, but they cannot actually observe whether those factors do lead to greater economic
equality for experimental participants. Researchers can use other evidence about how these
variables are correlated to economic mobility to estimate their effect on economic equality, but
experimental findings will make only a small contribution to that estimate, and the effort becomes
somewhat speculative.

3. The poverty-trap claim
The poverty-trap claim implies that UBI will lead to greater labor effort for people
eligible for full-time benefits under a conditional system. This can happen because many
conditional programs (such as disability, public housing, unemployment insurance, and in the
United States, free or subsidized medical care) require people to sacrifice all or most of their
benefits if they accept employment or have private income above a certain level. This rule gives
recipients a financial incentive to choose benefits over low-paid labor, discouraging them from
taking steps toward economic mobility—hence the “trap.” Some conditional programs have
effective marginal tax rates in excess of 100%, so that recipients are financially better-off
remaining on benefits than they would be taking a low-wage job.
UBI eliminates the poverty trap because people receive the grant regardless of income.
Virtually all UBI proposals are structured so that people are always financially better off earning
more than earning less, removing the trap.
A UBI experiment can test reasonably well whether people—in the short term—respond
to the removal of the poverty trap at a given wage. But the long-run impact of permanently freeing
people from the poverty trap is likely to be much larger. Experiments cannot determine whether
improvements in health, education, housing, food security, market conditions, and similar
variables increase people’s ability to get out of poverty in the long run. Additional theory and
evidence will have to be combined with experimental findings to produce an estimate.
For this issue, it is extremely important to separate the effects of the size of transfer from
the effects of the type of transfer. If a large UBI is tested against a small conditional program some
or all of the work-stimulating impact of removing the poverty trap will be counteracted by the
creation of a more generous alternative to work.

4. The reduced-social-costs claim
Experiments can address the reduced-social-costs claim by examining the demand for
social services among experimental subjects. Examples include UBI’s potential to alleviate the
poverty trap or to improve health and reduce the demand for healthcare. Not all social costs are
easily observable, and so the results will be only partial. Experiments cannot reveal the full impact
of UBI on the demand for social services because that demand greatly depends on community and
long-run effects. Researchers will have to rely on a large amount of non-experimental evidence to
estimate the effect of UBI on social costs.
This issue has been underemphasized in some past experiments because of its difficulty,
but it is so important that it must not be ignored. For example, Michael McLaughlin and Mark
Rank estimate that the annual cost of U.S. child poverty alone is $1.0298 trillion or 5.4% of
GDP,lxxx not including the costs of adult poverty.
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5. The labor-effort claim
Experiments can provide some direct evidence about the labor-effort claim, but that
evidence can be deceptive. Experiments will observe the difference between the average number
of hours worked by the control and experimental groups, and that comparison is likely to attract a
lot of attention not only because of the political importance of the labor-effort effect but also simply
because it is easily quantified. “What is the labor-effort response in the experiment?” “It is X%.”
A simple number that took years of research to produce can be very satisfying especially to an
audience that doesn’t understand how far removed the raw comparison of control and experimental
groups is from a prediction of the national labor-effort response to a fully-implemented UBI
system.
Even as a measure of the initial response of workers, this comparison is likely to overstate
the effect of a national UBI, because as earlier chapters explained, the sample will probably be
drawn from a small segment of the income distribution including people who are more likely to
reduce their labor hours in response to UBI than other segments. Experiments drawing samples in
this way will have to bring in nonexperimental evidence to connect their findings to the effect of
a national UBI.
It is not certain that UBI experiments will find a correlation between UBI and decreased
labor effort. As mentioned above, in less wealthy nations, UBI has been associated with an increase
in labor hours, and it might be associated with an increase in labor effort if the sample focuses on
people caught in a poverty trap. However, unless a nation has a very large number of people caught
in a poverty trap or in extreme poverty such as that experienced in poorer nations, a slight decline
in labor effort is probable, and its importance should not be overblown.
The observable reaction of laborers is not the full effect on labor effort even in the short
run. As earlier chapters explained, supply and demand theory predicts that the market will react to
a decline in labor hours by increasing wages and/or improving working conditions in the relevant
sectors and that each of these effects will cause labor hours to rebound, partially counteracting the
initial decline. RCTs cannot directly observe the labor-demand response at all, although they can
use a microsimulation model to estimate it. As always, that means that the experimental findings
play a lesser role in determining the final estimate—much of which will come from the
assumptions going into the model. Saturation studies can capture some demand response, but only
at the local level, which is likely to be much smaller than the national demand response.
Even these simulations will produce incomplete results because the input data involves
only the short-term response of workers to a temporary program. The long-term response of
workers and employers cannot as easily be estimated with simulation techniques, because it
depends on unpredictable cumulative changes in variables, such as improved health, education,
housing, cultural norms, bargaining power, food security, and so on.
Yet the simulations need to be run, and any possible unmeasurable long-term effects
explained and perhaps predicted on an ad hoc basis, because of the central role labor effort has for
many critics of UBI, and because its vulnerability to spin and misunderstanding. Recall from
Chapter 6 that the labor-effort effect dominated the public discussion of the NIT experiments of
the 1970s. The raw comparison of the control and experimental groups was discussed in the
popular press as if it were a straightforward representation of the national response when in fact
the national response was estimated to be two-thirds smaller. This issue dominated the discussion
and distracted attention from more important issues.lxxxi Anyone reporting or writing about future
experiments should try to preempt a repeat of this misuse of experimental findings.
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Writers can help by pointing out that the labor-effort claim is not merely the claim that UBI
reduces labor hours; it is the claim that the fall in labor effort is “unacceptably high.” The definition
of unacceptable is subjective and morally loaded. UBI supporters are likely to define
“acceptability” synonymously with sustainability, connecting it with affordability (see discussion
below). At least some opponents are likely to define it so strictly that they can present any decline
in labor-effort as unacceptable. In the absence of a shared understanding of the controversy over
the acceptability criteria, many writers during the 1970s discussion tacitly assumed that any
decline in labor hours was unacceptable—regardless of how large or small that decline was and
seemingly all other factors.lxxxii
UBI experiments in wealthy nations will probably find a decline that is “acceptable” by the
sustainability standard and “unacceptable” by the no-decline-is-acceptable standard, giving each
side the opportunity to spin the results their way. Researchers can help head off this kind of spin
by recognizing that the controversy over acceptability criteria exists and by addressing it directly.
They can discuss the relevance of the experimental results to people with each of these points of
view and look for other standards that might be of interest to people with more moderate views.
Alternative standards of acceptability might involve other questions, such as: how much of
the decline was composed by workers reducing their hours, by unemployed workers increasing
their search time, or by people leaving the labor force? How do they spend their increased nonlabor time, as fulltime caregivers, as students, as entrepreneurs, and so on? What costs and benefits
are associated with this decline in average labor effort? Is the decline in labor effort something that
can be counteracted by other factors, such as an increase in the number of available jobs that offer
high wages and good working conditions?

6. The (un)affordability claim and the cost issue in general
Experimental evidence can play a small but worthwhile role in addressing the
(un)affordability claim and other issues relating to cost. For any given UBI scheme, cost can be
assessed in terms of taxes and in terms of efficiency loss. Cost can be viewed in terms of taxes or
in terms of efficiency, which is discussed above.
The direct tax cost of UBI can be calculated fairly well with income statistics. That is,
determine how much UBI costs assuming no one changes their behavior in response to it or to the
tax increases that will accompany it. I’ve elsewhere estimated that a UBI of $12,000 has a net cost
less than 3% of GDP, and a UBI of $20,000 has a net cost less than 10% of GDP.lxxxiii The role of
experiments is to help determine how changes in behavior affect that cost. A negative labor-effort
effect increases cost. An increase in wages or a decline in the need for other social services (via
desirable effects on health, education, crime, etc.) will decrease costs. The effects of social costs
are too large to ignore, no matter how difficult they are to estimate. I’ve quoted figures showing
that the annual cost of U.S. child poverty is 5.4% of GDP.lxxxiv That savings alone would more
than pay for the $12,000 UBI and would relieve more than half of the cost of the $20,000 UBI.
Experiments estimate only the first step in the chains of reactions that lead to these results.
Simulation models can help estimate some of the further steps.
The contribution of experimental data to the cost issue is so small that one could imagine
using nonexperimental data to estimate labor-market responses in a microsimulation involving no
experimental data at all, but microsimulations are also a highly imperfect method. Experimental
findings need to be understood as an effort to improve estimates of some of the parameters that go
into the model necessary to estimate cost.
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The indirect effects on the cost of UBI through its effects on crime, education, health,
nutrition, housing, and similar variables are so hard to estimate accurately that the best theoretical
models will invariably leave some out and apply speculative estimates of others. But yet they’re
extremely important. They are likely to have a major impact on the cost of a national UBI. These
effects can’t be left out of the discussion without badly misinforming nonspecialists, most of whom
will not grasp their importance without help.
The question “is UBI affordable?” is too vague to be meaningful. It requires two moral
judgments to become meaningful. First, it requires an affordability criterion: how much is too
much? Unfortunately, the affordability criterion is subjective and partly morally loaded. UBI
supporters (and perhaps others who are positively inclined toward UBI) are likely to define the
affordability synonymously with sustainability. That is, a program is unaffordable only if costs
associated with it are so large that they collapse the program itself. Opponents (and others
negatively inclined toward it) are likely to define the affordability criterion in such a way that any
added cost is “unaffordable.” Many other criteria are possible, and many open-minded people
might not have settled on an affordability criterion.
Second, the question is not simply whether UBI is affordable; it is whether the desired
level of UBI is affordable. Some low level of UBI is clearly affordable (e.g. $1-per-year), and
some high level is clearly unaffordable (e.g. anything exceeding per capita income). We need to
answer the question: how much is enough? Virtually all UBI supporters prefer a UBI high enough
to live on—at least to live free from homelessness and economic destitution. That level is very
likely to be sustainable in the context of universal education, healthcare, and other government
services provided free-at-the-point-of-delivery as well as policies to ensure that affordable food,
housing, and other basics are available in the market.
Eliminating destitution would be an important achievement, but it is not necessarily enough
for all or most UBI supporters, most of whom want a UBI that frees everyone from the threat of
poverty, ensures everyone a life in dignity, and protects them from significant social exclusion by
lack of economic means. Whether that level of UBI is affordable depends both on the affordability
criterion on how generously these conditions are defined.
Researchers conducting experiments cannot hope to resolve these disputes, and they
probably should not impose their own criteria on top of the controversy. But they can examine
questions that are relevant to the different ways that people who are interested in the UBI
discussion view cost and affordability. These might include: how much does a UBI at the official
poverty-level cost? Is it sustainable or affordable? How much does a significantly higher UBI cost?
Is it sustainable or affordable? What is the highest-sustainable UBI level? How much will UBI’s
labor market and welfare effects increase or decrease its overall cost? What is the efficiency cost
of UBI? How do the tax and efficiency costs of UBI compare to the cost of other programs capable
of achieving similar goals? What affordability criteria are relevant in the local discussion of UBI?
What levels of UBI are part of the local discussion of UBI? How much do they cost and are they
sustainable?
Existing evidence overwhelmingly indicates that a UBI high enough to eliminate absolute
poverty is sustainable in high-income countries. It won’t hurt to double-check the sustainability,
but the sustainability of absolute-poverty-level UBI is not a pressing source of serious
disagreement in the debate. A sensational media headline saying study finds poverty elimination
possible with UBI would be true, but it would not report a groundbreaking finding. Such a headline
would spin the discussion of research findings to the pro-UBI side. Yet, leaving UBI’s ability to
eliminate poverty out of the discussion of the findings spins the issue to the anti-UBI side.
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The poverty claim is useful in framing research questions around the cost-effectiveness
claim. The question, what is the cost of eliminating poverty with a UBI, is fairly neutral. But a noncomparative focus on cost creates a spin opportunity for the anti-UBI side.
However good the numbers might be, they are not likely to resolve the controversy,
because are likely to fall into a range where supporters (using a sustainability criterion) can declare
UBI “affordable” and opponents (using a criterion putting UBI last on the list of priorities) can
declare it “unaffordable.” Researchers and anyone else writing about the experiments can help
head off spin by recognizing the controversy over the affordability criteria. For example, they can
report that the cost of this UBI scheme is affordable by these controversial criteria; unaffordable
by these other equally controversial criteria. They can also consider how UBI compares in
affordability to other programs of similar size and/or effectiveness—that is by connecting the
affordability question to the cost-effectiveness question.

7. The widespread-benefit claim
The widespread-benefit claim, as I use it, is distinct from the harm- and benefit-toworkers claims (discussed next). It is not simply the claim that UBI’s direct and indirect benefits
are shared by many people (whether workers or not) at any given time but also that a significantly
greater portion of people will benefit from UBI at some time in their lives.
The spread of UBI’s direct financial benefits at any one time is determined largely by its
structure. UBI proposals with feasible costs can be structured so that 40-60% of the population
receive direct financial benefits.lxxxv This much is sufficient to say that a large portion of the
population benefits at any one time. There are at least three ways in which UBI’s benefit might be
spread more widely.
First, because of economic mobility, many more people can expect to benefit financially
from UBI at some time in their lives than at any one time—i.e. many more people’s incomes will
go below the breakeven point at some point in time. Simply counting contributors and beneficiaries
can give the impression that these categories are fixed. Presumably the UBI system is a net benefit
to people at the times when they need it most—i.e. when they have the least. The question of how
many people can expect to benefit at some time during the course of their lives is clearly as
important as the question of how many people benefit at any given time.
Second, UBI might create more favorable market or social conditions that directly benefit
net financial contributors. (See the benefit-to-works claim below.) For example, the psychological
impact of permanently removing the fear of poverty and destitution could benefit everyone.lxxxvi
Third, positive community effects of UBI might benefit net contributors enough to
counteract the loss of the taxes they pay. Although it’s overly-ambitious to hope everyone will
benefit all-things-considered, there is evidence that more equal societies are in many ways better
for everyone. Lower crime, more stable communities, less group antagonism, healthier
environments, and so on can lead to better outcomes for people across the income spectrum.lxxxvii
Unfortunately, RCTs are unable to provide any direct evidence about the community or
psychological impact on net (financial) contributors. A saturation study will do only slightly better.
Direct observation of the widespread-benefit claim would require an extremely long-term study
involving subjects at all levels of income. Researchers can use historical evidence about economic
mobility to estimate how many people will fall into the net recipient range at some point in their
lives. Experiments can make two small contributions toward understanding this claim by observing
the labor-effort effect and UBI’s impact on welfare factors likely to improve economic mobility,
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safety, health, education and so on. Of course, these are only the first steps in a chain that might
benefit net contributors over time.
Again, UBI experiments can only contribute a small piece of evidence to the effort to make
these estimates, but a focus on how people benefit throughout their lives is essential to a good
public understanding of UBI’s likely effects.

8. The harm-to-workers claim and the benefit-to-workers claims
The harm- and benefit-to-workers claims—as stated—are oversimplified. Any UBI
system financially benefits some workers and harm others. The relevant questions seem to be:
which workers benefit and how much? Which workers are harmed and how much? Is there
evidence that a group of people will abandon all “work” (however defined); if so, how many will,
and how will this group affect workers? Of course, not everyone agrees that the existence of such
a group is ethically problematic, and research should avoid giving off the impression that it
necessarily is.
These claims also present at least two difficult subjective definitional issues. First, what do
we mean by harm and benefit? Financial harm and benefit are easier to observe and quantify than
overall benefit, but they aren’t as important. And so, it is best to consider both.
Second, what is a “worker?” Is a fulltime parent or caregiver a worker? Are other unpaid
workers “workers?” Is a person living off financial investments a worker? How many hours per
week does a part-time laborer have to be employed to count as a worker? How many weeks can
someone be unable to find a job and still count as a worker? Is a person who uses UBI for a oneyear sabbatical from a 40-year working life a worker? Do children, the retired, and the disabled
count as “workers?” And so on. If we define any of these groups as workers, the number of workers
UBI benefits will be much higher than if we don’t. And even if we don’t, we might judge the
financial harm these groups create for workers differently than the harm other non-workers create
for workers. This ambiguity is why most of this book avoids the term “worker” altogether in favor
of the clearer term laborer (meaning a person working for pay). But this section uses “worker”
because the ambiguous idea is what matters for the discussion of these of claims.
Experiments can say something about these claims, but researchers need to approach them
cautiously because what they can say is very limited, easily misinterpreted, and connected to
contentious ethical disagreements, such as the exploitation debate. Researchers can’t ignore them
because experimental findings might be misunderstood or spun as showing much more about these
claims than they actually do.
As with the affordability claim, experimental evidence plays only a small role in
calculating the harm and benefit to workers. Most of the financial harm and benefit of a UBI system
is determined by its structure and does not need a test. If UBI is largely income-tax financed,
anyone making less than the break-even point financially benefits and anyone making more is
financially harmed. Other ways of financing UBI make the breakeven point more difficult to
calculate, but all financing methods create winners and losers.
The last section mentioned that a UBI system can be structure to directly benefit 40-60%
of the population (including a lot of workers) at any given time. The direct financial harm to
workers in the low end of the net-contributory range will be small and might be overridden by
positive community effects. Many workers will be in the net beneficiary range at some point in
their lives. Also, not all net contributors will be workers. Some will be people living off investment
income.
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Researchers can help avoid misunderstanding by presenting findings for various
demographic groups and various definitions of workers. What percentage of workers are
financially harmed? What percentage are financially helped? What is the average net benefit to the
average net-beneficiary worker? What is the average net harm to the average net-contributory
worker? What are the average before-and-after-tax-and-transfer incomes to the average netbeneficiary worker and the average net-contributor worker? What percentage of UBI net benefits
go to people in other demographic categories of interest to the discussion, who might not be
expected to be laborers? These might include children, caregivers, retirees, students, and so on.
Researchers will understandably reject making the controversial judgment of identifying a
group of people as those who could work, should work, and don’t work under UBI. But they can
better help improve public understanding by trying to find some non-judgmental way to report
numbers that usefully inform people who have different ethical positions on these issues. One way
might be to report the percentage of the cost caused by the benefits to people in the various
demographic categories relevant to the national discussion.
Most of the experimental contribution to the understanding of financial harm to netcontributing workers is determined by its contribution to our understanding of the total cost of
UBI. Policymakers can choose to spread that burden in many different ways, some of which would
put most of the burden on rent-paying assets rather than on labor income. This difference will have
different implications for people with different moral positions.
Workers working less is the first step both in the story ending in worker harm and in the
story ending in worker benefit. The ability to work fewer hours or take more time to search for the
right job if one happens to become unemployed are direct benefits to workers, but they also
increase the tax cost of UBI, some of which might be borne by workers. Theory predicts employers
respond to initially reductions labor effort by improving pay and working conditions, possible even
for net-contributing workers. Even if increased wages only go to net-recipient workers, it (and any
positive response in labor time) will mitigate some of the tax cost of the initial decline in labor
time. Estimating the extent to which these factors are both benefits and costs to workers can help
avoid misunderstanding.
Trials will contribute to the understanding of the costs and benefits to workers through
possible reductions in social costs and through possibly improved worker productivity (see above).
If labor-market response of workers is small, the financial harm and benefit to workers will
be pretty much dictated by the structure of the program. If not, other evidence will be required to
estimate whether those changes increase or decrease the benefit to net-contributing workers.
Researchers would need to run a simulation model using nonexperimental estimates of the
elasticity of supply and demand in various labor markets. And of course, the outcome of any such
model will be somewhat speculative driven largely by the assumptions of the model. But
experimental data is still useful, potentially indicating which segments of the labor market (in
terms of occupation, income level, etc.) will be most affected.

9. The cost-effectiveness claim
Although the cost-effectiveness claim is the bottom line, it requires little additional
discussion because it is examined by putting together the evidence discussed above. Each variable
discussed above can be looked at individually in cost-effectiveness terms, and all the variables of
interest can be indexed into one overall cost-effectiveness estimate. Combining experimental,
historical, and theoretical information to address the cost-effectiveness question makes the results
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one step less direct and conclusive, but it is more important to report less conclusive answers to
meaningful questions than more conclusive answers to less meaningful or misleading questions.

Chapter 17: From the dream test to good tests within feasible
budgets
The past three chapters make a lot of suggestions about what tests should look for. This
chapter discuses testing techniques, starting with the dream test and working down toward more
feasible tests, making broad recommendations about how to design and report on UBI and related
experiments.
The “dream test” is not something a sane person would dream about but an experiment, for
which money, time, and political will are not obstacles, allowing social science researchers to test
the effect of UBI on a nation the way medical researchers test the effects of medicine on
individuals. Imagine all humanity shares a desire to test UBI at the national level, and they care
more about testing it than about whether they actually live under a UBI system. They are able to
maintain this shared political will for generations. Under those circumstances, they can do a very
good test indeed. They can divide the 200 or so nations of the world into several control and
experimental groups, receiving UBI, the existing systems, equally sized expanded versions of
existing systems, and perhaps another policy that UBI is to be tested against. This experiment
combines RCT and saturation study techniques with enough saturation sites to ensure statistical
significance for virtually any variable of interest. Researchers could then run the test for 50 or 100
years—as long as it takes for long-term effects to play out.
This logically-possible-but-utterly-infeasible experiment solves virtually all of the
empirical problems discussed throughout this book. All those national-level community effects
and all those long-term effects that obscured the relevance of experimental data for every claim
considered above would no longer be obstacles. It differentiates between the effects of the size and
type of policy being studied. Most of the variables identified above would become testable in a
statistically useful way. A few empirical problems remain, such as observational difficulties, the
inherent inexactness of statistics, and the problem that it is much easier to produce definitive
answers for quantitative questions than for qualitative questions.
But the observable, empirical differences between the experimental and control groups
would become so apparent that it is hard to believe anyone would lack the evidence they need to
make up their mind. Pretty much, the only remaining disagreements would be entirely ethical in
character, and we might learn so much that ethical positions might begin to converge.
This experiment might be able to make do with less than all the world’s countries and less
than a half a century, but we don’t work down from this test to a feasible-sized experiment without
losing the ability to observe many or perhaps most of the long-term, national-level community
effects that the UBI discussion hinges on. Yet, if we simply drop those difficult-to-test variables
from consideration, we do the scientific equivalent of looking under the streetlight.
Therefore, perhaps, the second-best test of a UBI is to introduce it in a single country. This
test would sacrifice the ability to control for anything, but it maintains the ability to observe all the
relevant effects of UBI and is an excellent form of trial and error. Is it better to make controlled
observations of a few of UBI’s effects or uncontrolled observations of all its effects? The answer
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depends on the importance of the effects lost in the controlled experiment and on what other
techniques are available to account for the lack of control in national implementation.
Iceland is a country of only 335,000 people. It would make an excellent national saturation
site. GiveDirectly’s study in Kenya includes 16,000 people, making it larger than some of the
world’s smallest countries. The Seychelles has a population of only 94,000 people, some of whom
are in such deep poverty that one could imagine wealthy nations (or even a wealthy institution,
just six times the size of GiveDirectly) paying the Seychelles to introduce a national UBI on an
experimental basis.
The most-promising possibility along these lines is not a national-level experiment but the
hope that some country decides on its own to introduce UBI as a full-fledged policy, providing a
natural experiment. There is little downside to one country introducing UBI at a low level,
ratcheting it up slowly, and cautiously observing its effects. But waiting for this to happen has
obvious drawbacks as a research strategy.
The next best (and probably still too expensive) study is a full combination RCT and
saturation techniques. The experimental and control groups would each need to be comprised of
30-to-40 communities to control for unobserved differences between sites, and it would be best to
have 30-to-40 additional communities receiving a more generous version of existing programs—
or whatever program UBI is being tested against—to help tease out difference between size and
type of program being studied.
In most ways, saturation sites would be selected to be demographically representative of
the nation as a whole in as many ways as possible. But, isolated communities might be preferred
to more representative sites because, as Chapter 4 mentioned, they will reveal community effects
more similar to those we can expect at the national level. Researchers might want to focus on
poorer communities because those are the ones where UBI will have the most important impact,
but this choice makes the results very different from national results, creating the need to
extrapolate from other sources to get national estimates.
As large as the integrated RCT and saturation study would be, it nevertheless loses the
ability to estimate the many national-level community effects of UBI. Although isolated sites have
community effects somewhat more like those at the national level, they are almost certainly much
smaller. However, community effects that occur at the local level are important, especially in
impoverished areas, and so a test like this is worth doing if feasible.
Although studies integrating RCT and saturation techniques are likely to be prohibitively
expensive in wealthier nations, they are possible in relatively poor countries. The Indian
experiment used multiple saturation sites. GiveDirectly’s study in Kenya is the first with enough
saturation sites to statistically control for unobserved differences between communities.
Researchers a making at least some effort to differential between the effects of size and type of
policy.
If 30-40 saturation sites are unaffordable (which the usually will be), the next best
experiment might be a combination of one saturation study and one individualized RCT. It would
be better to have a third site to test UBI against an equal-sized expansion of the existing system,
alternative policies, and/or alternative levels of UBI, but the expense may prohibit these and limit
the study to one experimental site and one control site.
The word “control” is a bit of a misnomer for a saturation study that has too few sites to
control for differences between the sites. For example, imagine that after the study began, the
largest employer in the control site went out of business, causing a surge in unemployment. A
simple comparison of employment hours in the two communities would say a lot more about the
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effects of the loss of that employer than about UBI. If something this dramatic happens, researchers
will do their take account of it in ways that are highly imprecise, but the bigger issue to statisticians
is unobserved differences between sites. The primarily value of an RCT its unique ability to control
for unobserved factors.
Yet, a saturation study is valuable at this level. It provides uncontrolled observations of
local community effects, while an RCT alone provides no observation at all of local community
effects. Uncontrolled observations are better than no observation. By running one study of each
type researchers can get controlled observations of individual effects and uncontrolled
observations of local community effects.
One way to increase the reliability of a saturation study is to begin observing the two
communities a year or two before flipping a coin to see which one becomes the experimental site
and which one becomes the control. This method effectively allows the site receiving UBI to be
tested both against the control site and against itself before the introduction of UBI. There might
always be unobserved factors that cause divergence between the two communities to begin at the
same time as the UBI, but this strategy reduces the likelihood.
The difficulties of saturation studies notwithstanding, a second “town without poverty”
could make a valuable contribution to the contemporary UBI discussion. A saturation study is no
more expensive than an RCT of similar size, and it would be an opportunity for at least one of the
experimental efforts to make a very different type of observation. With 5-to-10 experiments
happening in wealthy countries, researchers have the possibility of experimenting with very
different techniques. It would be a shame if none of the experiments in higher-income nations
included a saturation site.
If a saturation study is not possible, individualized RCTs will have to go it alone. The RCT
is a good, scientific technique. Unfortunately, it is one that is not able to give direct answers to
many of the questions relevant to the public discussion of UBI. This shortcoming does not make
an RCT useless for studying UBI, but it does make it far more difficult to conduct and report the
results of a UBI experiment in ways that truly enlighten the public discussion of UBI.
As I’ve stressed, it would be best to test UBI against an equal-sized increase in the existing
system and/or one or more equal-sized alternative policies, but as I’ve also stressed, funding bodies
are likely to balk at this option because it roughly doubles the cost of the experiment. One hope
along these lines is that some people have begun calling for a test of the government guaranteed
job. A test with two experimental groups (one eligible for UBI, the other for a guaranteed job) as
well as a control group (eligible for the current system without expansion) would not answer all
the questions about the observed effects are caused by the size and type of these two policies, but
it would reveal a lot about both.
The expense of having two experimental groups will make most funding bodies insist on a
simple RCT with one experimental group (perhaps divided between people receiving various
levels of UBI) and one control group (eligible for the current system without expansion). This is
the model of most past tests in wealthier nations, but very little ability to deferential between the
effects of the size and type of policy being studied.
Unfortunately, the size-versus-type issue is one issue on which computer simulations don’t
make a good substitute for experiments, because it affects the initial comparison of the control and
experimental groups, which computer simulations usually take as their starting point.
Researchers conducting or writing about UBI experiments can best deal with this
shortcoming and all the problems discussed throughout this book, by confronting them and never
ignoring them. This strategy has implications both for the design and reporting of an experiment.
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For design, the people commissioning the experiment should consider the test, not as a
stand-alone project, but as part of a wider effort to learn as much as we can about UBI. Ian Shapiro
argues that good social science research should start with a problem, identify what is known about
it from the existing stock of theory and empirical knowledge, and then try to design a research
strategy to improve that knowledge.lxxxviii This strategy is very different from the process in which,
as Chapter 9 argues, we seem to have started with a technique and then asked what that technique
does best. It’s not too late to partially reverse that process, if we focus on how an experiment can
contribute to better public understanding of the most important empirical issues in the UBI
discussion.
That is, start with the bottom-line question and all the specific issues that are relevant to
the bottom line and/or important to the local discussion of UBI. What do we want to know about
UBI? What do we know from existing theory and evidence? How can experimental evidence in
combination with existing theory and evidence extend that knowledge? How does that effort run
short? What controversies remain?
Chapters 12-16 have made an effort to identify many testable claims and research questions
that can help in this effort, but no one should take my word for it. The discussion varies extensively
place-to-place and time-to-time. As argued above, it is important both to heed the lesson here and
to formulate questions relevant to the current local discussion.
One interesting way to settle on a list of research questions would be to hold a meeting of
people on all sides of the discussion to find out what empirical questions they want answered. It
will be difficult for any such group to be (recognized as) truly representative, but if people with
very different positions on UBI can agree at least agree to map out the empirical disagreements
that divide them, they can give researchers a good idea of what empirical questions are important
to the discussion. It is extremely important to ask them what they most want to know about UBI
rather than what they would most like to learn from an experiment. Framing the question toward a
list of things experiments are good at doing is the equivalent of asking them to look under the
streetlight. Tailor the research to the empirical questions at issue; do not tailor the questions to the
answers research techniques are good at finding.
Once a list of things we want to know is identified, it becomes possible to ask what
experiments can contribute to improving our understanding of them. This puts the experiment in
the context of how it needs to be supplemented by observational evidence, theory, and qualitative
discussion and interpretation.
For reporting the results, this book has stressed throughout that researchers need to go
beyond a simple report on the differences between the control and experimental groups because of
its vulnerability to misunderstanding, spin, and sensationalism. They also need to abandon the
belief that any list of caveats can bridge the gap between such a report and a genuine understanding
of the experiment’s implications for the important issues. Caveats cannot do that job. A second
round of analysis is needed.
This second-round of analysis, like most social science research, involves using theory that
infers causal links from correlations found in past observational evidence.lxxxix I only know of four
alternative methods: (1) the back-of-the envelope method, making calculations assuming no one
changes their behavior, (2) computer simulation techniques using theory based on evidence from
past experiments and observations, (3) laboratory experiments (as opposed to field experiments),xc
and (4) qualitative, ad hoc, logical, heuristic discussion of the probable causes and effects involved.
The effort to combine experimental findings with findings from these methods involves
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econometrics, general equilibrium computer simulation modeling, qualitative analysis, all of
which are far outside my area of expertise, and so I can give only a very bare overview.
Researchers need to estimate the response of all potential laborers not just those in the
demographic groups from which the study subjects were drawn, and not just those in the market
at any given time, but all people who might work more or less in response to the UBI or the taxes
used to finance it. Researchers have to estimate the tax cost of the (different levels of) UBI in
question and consider at least one or perhaps several different taxation methods, and then estimate
how these parameters affect the marginal incentives of workers and investors. They need to obtain
estimates of the elasticities of demand and supply of labor and use them in general equilibrium
analysis to estimate the new equilibrium wage and quantity of hours worked and how that might
shift in the long run. Observational data will probably contribute more to that overall discussion
than experimental data, because most existing data on most topics is observational.xci
Microsimulations do not eliminate the need for caveats, it merely changes the nature of the
caveats involved. Instead of explaining why experimental findings don’t answer the questions
people most want answered, the caveats would have to explain three other things (1) the limited
role the experimental findings played in the answers given to those questions; (2) the sources,
quality, and role of the other evidence used; and (3) the techniques employed to combine the
evidence. These caveats also risk being misunderstood. The devil is in the caveats.
To say that experimental evidence plays a small part in that kind of analysis does not mean
its contribution is trivial. The tools exist, but like experimentation, microsimulation is a highly
imperfect technique. The outcome of a computer simulation is as good the as assumptions that
goes into it, and social science has extremely limited ability to firmly estimate any parameter that
might be used in a simulation.
A similar process can be used to estimate the impact of UBI on quality-of-life indicators.
Researchers then can go on to a qualitative discussion of the importance of the estimates obtained
through such simulations. Interactions between variables are important for that kind of discussion.
For example, if people do in fact work less, what do they do with their time and what is the moral
relevance of that shift it time-use for people with different ethical positions? What is the meaning
behind the change in the quality of life index
They also need a qualitative discussion of the reliability of the estimates presented. For
example, how does the inability to separate the effects of the size and type of policy being studied
affect our judgment of UBI from this study? How much evidence is there that the parameters
entered into the models are accurate? Even if accurate, how might they change as culture reacts to
the introduction to UBI?
More importantly, research reports need a qualitative discussion of things that can’t be
estimated with these techniques. For example, if experiments find that UBI is good for nutrition,
education, mental and physical health, housing equality, crime reduction, domestic violence
reduction, and so on, how are these changes likely to affect systematic disadvantage, persistent
inequality, and other important goals of distributive policy. No econometric model can estimate
all of these changes as a society takes years to react to a new economic policy, but these issues are
centrally important to the UBI discussion. This discussion should bring in lessons learned from
non-experimental programs, such as the Alaska Dividend, conditional cash transfers, Native
American casino dividends, and many other relevant experiences.
A report with analysis of this kind is only the first step in overcoming all the issues involved
with successfully enlightening public understanding. The other steps involve what happens when
the issue gets into the public sphere. I’ll address that in the final chapter, but first I’ll address the
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question of whether we should bother to have an experiment at all when experiments have so many
limitations.

Chapter 18: Why have an experiment at all?
This book’s goal is to examine the many potential pitfalls of UBI experiments, so that
people learn more from the experiments we’re doing. The book is not about whether experiments
are after all a good idea. I’m largely neutral on this question, but given the many shortcomings
I’ve pointed out, I feel obliged to consider it. You can approach it both scientifically and
strategically.
Strictly speaking, science cannot tell you whether to do anything or not. That depends on
your values. But I can think of at least three ways to approach this question from a scientific
perspective.
First, can science settle the disagreement? It can’t, but cases where experiments can settle
disagreements are rare. The distance from experiments and other research methods to anything
like a bottom line is a common methodological problem across the social sciences.xcii To expect it
on an issue like this is to expect more than most social science can deliver.
Second, do UBI experiments add to our understanding of this policy? Certainly, what it
can do is limited and tentative, and to get people to truly understand the contribution experiments
do make, researchers will have to point out how limited and tentative its contribution is, but doing
so risks giving people the impression that experiments aren’t very valuable at all.
Perhaps the most compelling reason to use the experimental method for an issue like this
is, because “all the available methods of studying politics are pretty bad.”xciii Given the limitations
of the four other methods mentioned in Chapter 17, it’s plausible that field experiments can make
a valuable contribution. Enlightening the discussion with improved evidence requires openminded self-reflection on the limits of what each method contributes to our understanding, which
will still be limited even as evidence gradually improves it.xciv
Experiments aren’t great, but neither are micro or macro-economic simulation models.
There are lot of unknowns about this largely untried policy. An experiment—used in combination
with other also-limited methods—is a way for social scientists to fill in a few of those gaps, while
a lot of unknowns remain. If we think UBI experiments—or any other social science method—can
do more than that, we have unrealistic expectations.
There is no strong, scientific downside to conducting an experiment. It’s not prohibitively
expensive or dangerous to the subjects. Most of the past experimental evidence available on UBI
is very specific to the time and place it was gathered. If one polity conducts a UBI experiment,
they can learn something about how UBI works relative to existing alternatives in that context. If
many different polities experiment with UBI, we can hopefully, piece that information together
into a slightly better shared understanding of UBI’s effects in more general terms.
Third, one can ask whether there is a scientific need to conduct an experiment? Would it
be irresponsible for policymakers to seriously consider this policy without testing it first, the way
we learned that it was irresponsible to allow the sale of Thalidomide to pregnant women without
adequate testing? Here the answer is clearly no. While there is no strong, scientific downside to
conducting an experiment, there is no strong, compelling downside to introducing UBI without
further experimentation. Most major policy changes are simply rolled out without advanced
experimentation. And it can begin modestly and increased gradually, while policymakers fix
problems as they come up.
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UBI is certainly compatible with this kind of process. Some level of it is sustainable; some
level isn’t. For UBI to be unsustainable would require not just some reduction in work effort, but
a massive labor market withdrawal that made essential industries unprofitable in ways that could
not be counteracted either by automation or by enticing workers back to the labor force with better
wages and working conditions. This process does not seem likely even with a substantial UBI.
And if it seemed to be moving that way, we could simply reduce the UBI to a more modest level.
I suspect the bigger problem with UBI would be the political difficulty of raising it to a level that
is high enough rather than pairing it back if it is unaffordably high.
The strategic question is very different: will good scientific research help demonstrate the
efficacy of UBI and attract support? Perhaps, but, experiments have a lot of risks for UBI
supporters. Even if experiments are good science and find promising results, Van Parijs and
Vanderborght warn of the possibility of, “damaging backlash analogous to the one that followed
the North American experiments.”xcv Others worry about a double-standard: why is UBI subject
to so much testing when most social policy is rolled out with little or no advanced experimentation?
Although UBI supporters may be rational to desire the immediate introduction of UBI, that
is still an uphill battle. At the rate the UBI movement has grown over the last few years, that could
change, but at the moment, UBI remains an outside long-shot, and experiments are a strategic
attempt to build the movement further. I’ve argued that the Namibia and Indian experiments played
an important role in sparking the current UBI movement.xcvi Whether the 5-to-10 experiments
getting underway will push the movement further remains to be seen. They provide the opportunity
for UBI supporters to show they’re interested in evidence-based reasoning, and they are willing to
subject their idea to testing and revision if necessary.
Evaluating experiments as a political action requires comparing them to other strategies to
promote UBI. In this sense, UBI experiments come off very well because, for the most part, they
are not coming at the expense of other things supporters are doing to promote it. If you’re a major
donor to Y Combinator, the Economic Security Project, or GiveDirectly, this strategic question
might be important for you. If you’re anyone else, you can look at the experiments as a bonus.
UBI supporters are free to go on with just as much activism as before. As long as the experiments
have even a minor contribution to the UBI movement, supporters can consider them a publicity
windfall.
Although the risk that experiments will backfire exists, not all experiments have backfired,
and past experience provides lessons on how to resist backlash this time. I don’t think either
researchers or UBI supporters are capable of controlling the reaction to experimental findings to
prevent negative spin. And they are not immune to doing their own spin. But I do think they’re
better prepared to handle it fairly than researchers or BIG supporters were in the 1970s.
And we should not look at the 1970s experiments as negative on the whole. The media
response at the time was negative, but the NIT movement was already in serious decline before
the major negative media discussion got under way. The mere fact that government conducted
these experiments has given BIG credibility ever since. And the popular understanding of the
1970s experiments has greatly improved in the last 10 or 15 years. Even if the experiments had a
net negative effect on the BIG discussion at the time, perhaps, by now, they have had a net positive
impact on the current UBI movement.
Finally, the question of whether we should have UBI experiments is moot. We are having
them now. We are having them not because of a careful consideration of strategic or scientific
perspectives on why to have an experiment, but because of the complex political process discussed
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in Chapter 9. The question is not whether to conduct an experiment, but how to make the best of
the experiments being conducted now.

Chapter 19: Overcoming spin, sensationalism, misunderstanding,
and the streetlight effect
Reporting the findings of a UBI experiment is extremely difficult because
oversimplification is inherently easier to understand than genuine complexity. No person or group
created this problem. It results from the complexity of the issue and the diversity of the people
involved in the discussion. The effort to overcome spin, sensationalism, misunderstanding, and the
streetlight effect will never be perfect. But there are things everyone involved can do to reduce
these problems. This concluding chapter brings together and completes lessons on this issue from
throughout this book.
Everyone involved can help by recognizing how difficult it is to understand each other
when the discussion involves people as diverse as citizens, activists, elected officials, appointed
public servants, managers, researchers across diverse fields, science communication specialists,
professional journalists, amateur journalists, and so on. Many people fit more than one category,
but those who do cannot instantly solve the communication issue. The first step, as I’ve argued, is
to work backward from the public discussion of UBI to the experimental design.
Citizens involved in the discussion can help this effort by going beyond the blanket demand
for an experiment and trying to get a realistic picture of what they hope to learn. Citizens’ ability
to do this is limited because the public discussion involves millions of people who have very
different political views and are not organized into a body. But writers within the movement can
write about what specifically they want to learn from a UBI trial. Organizers can organize online
or in-person public discussions of what people want to learn from UBI trials.
The people who commission the experiment and the public servants, managers, and
researchers who design and conduct it can help by consciously trying to understand and respect
the public discussion of UBI. The main goal of broad-based study should be to enlighten public
discussion with evidence they can understand. Even if the study is intended to be a narrowly
focused, technocratic approach to a few specific questions, it will be a part of the public discussion,
and making the results understood should be one of its goals.
This suggestion does not mean that experiments must attempt to answer every UBI-related
question people might have no matter how unanswerable. It means that the public discussion can
be taken into account in the design of the study and the reporting of its findings. Chapters 12-13
discussed claims that are important to the discussion around the world. Chapters 14-16 suggested
how to orient experiments toward these claims even though experiments cannot definitive answer
them. Foremost among these is the very reasonable desire to relate all of the experiments’ findings
to the bottom line: what do they contribute to the overall evaluation of UBI as a policy option?
My list of claims is no substitute for a good understanding of the discussion in the relevant
political context. Not all the claims listed in Chapter 13 are relevant everywhere and additional
claims will be relevant in most places. People designing tests should learn as much as they can
about the local discussion, but knowledge of it is not always a good reason to ignore this book’s
advice. Researchers can err on the side of caution by being more reluctant to subtract than to add
to that list.
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Three issues in specialist-nonspecialist communication are likely to have implications for
experimental design in most political contexts.
First, the public discussion often conflates ethical and empirical issues. Empirical
researchers naturally focus on empirical questions, but they too often sweep ethical questions
under the rug. Researchers can best separate these issues by bringing them into the open. People
with different ethical perspectives are interested in different empirical claims and often use very
different criteria to evaluate empirical findings. Framing the issue in one way or another can
advantage one side or another’s spin on the results. A study could strive for a truly neutral framing,
but it might be better off providing information that is useful to people with different ethical
perspectives relevant in the political context and discussing the finding in relationship to those
opposing perspectives.
Second, people involved in the public discussion are exclusively interested in the longterm impact of a permanent, national UBI on almost any variable an experiment might study. They
have no direct interest in the simple comparison between the control and experimental groups in
temporary experiments. No list of caveats no matter how well written convert knowledge of that
simple comparison into a genuine understanding of its implications for a permanent, national UBI.
Without a second round of analysis and clear discussion of what it does and does not imply,
research will misinform nonspecialists.
Bridging this gap requires bringing in evidence from other sources to make predictions
about how community effects are likely to play out in the short and long run. It requires more
qualitative discussion of the study’s findings. It requires researchers to be unafraid of calling
attention to the uncertainty of the study’s predictions and to the smallness of the contribution
experiments make to our overall understanding of UBI. But it is necessary to help the public
discussion benefit from the contribution that experiments make.
Third, as this book stresses throughout, research reports have to discuss the questions they
can’t answer, including the big, bottom-line questions: does it work; should we do it? Although it
is naïve to hope experiments can fully answer those questions, ultimately, those are the right
questions—the things we need to know when we consider introducing a policy. Even the most
technically focused research question is important to the extent that it contributes to that overall
evaluation.
In the absence of an answer to the bottom-line question, researchers can relate their findings
to it: examine whatever aspects of it experiments can, both alone and in combination with other
evidence, techniques, and theories. Then discuss the potential impacts of the things their research
cannot examine. The political nature of UBI experiments and the inherent difficulty of the material
make this effort essential even if less-politically oriented research is free from this concern.
The effort to work backward is especially important to avoid the streetlight effect. People
designing UBI experiments might want to ask themselves: are we focusing on these questions
because they are the most important aspects of the overall evaluation of UBI or because they are
the easiest questions to answer with the techniques we have? Attention to the overall public
evaluation of UBI might refocus the study toward variables that experiments can address only
partially and toward more qualitative methods.
Researchers should not neglect answering the questions trials are best able to answer, and
they might have an extremely good reason for narrowly focusing their study on issues that differ
considerably from those of most interest to the public discussion, but to avoid misunderstanding,
they need to clearly explain two things: why they are studying what they are studying rather than
the issues of most interest to the public discussion and the extent to which their findings help
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answer those questions. Research reports need to appreciate how difficult these issues are for
nonspecialists and that they have historically been the source of misunderstanding.
The bottom line is important also because it forces comparison of costs and benefits.
Discussion of benefits in isolation biases the reaction one way; discussion of costs in isolation
biases it the other way; even if the existence of that effect was highly predictable and the
experimental question about it was merely how large it would be. To head off this problem when
reporting on—say—a decline in labor effort, researchers need to address what that decline means
in human terms, whether it can be counteracted by other factors (such as a healthy macroeconomy),
what people are doing with their time, and what the likely market response to that decline means
for wages, working conditions, education, and so on. These issues need to be address not simply
to avoid misunderstanding but also to make research useful.
Once the study is completed, the effort to work forward again to the public discussion
begins. People writing about the results might have a more difficult job than is typical in science
communication. It is not enough simply to help people understand the experiments on their own
terms—e.g. what an experiment is, what control and experimental groups are, and what differences
were found between the control and experimental groups. They have to explain the relevance of
those findings to the most important issues in the public discussion in ways people can understand.
Many common errors in understanding are predictable. For example, whether because of
sensationalism or professional deference, some people are likely to interpret experimental results
as more conclusive than they are. Whether because of a desire to spin or overconfidence in the
meaning of research, some people are likely to discuss various results out of context as if they
were votes in favor or against the adoption of UBI nationally.xcvii
People directly involved in the experiments are not the only ones who can help create a
better public understanding of the findings. Anyone with good knowledge can help improve public
understanding making themselves heard—and understood—to counteract any spin and
misreporting. Outside researchers who understand the place of experiments in the political
economy of the UBI discussion can reexamine and represent findings in ways they recognize as
more useful and less likely to be vulnerable to spin or sensationalism.
Journalists, bloggers, and anyone interested in writing about UBI trials usually have no
special training in understanding the policy implications of technical experimental findings. But
they can help by taking time to investigate the difficult issues involved and by trying to avoid the
easy and sensational oversimplification.
Citizens—it could perhaps go without saying—can help by exploring the diverse literature
that will be produced on UBI experiments and reading it critically.
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